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By Gareth Roberts

he amount of tax 
collected from company 
car drivers and their 
employers by HMRC in 

the 2018/19 tax year has increased 
by £170 million (7.5%) to £2.46 billion.

That’s despite the number of 
company cars falling by 30,000 to 
870,000 vehicles, down from 900,000 
the previous year – a 3.3% decline.

The amount of benefit-in-kind (BIK) 
tax paid by employees increased by 
£110m, from £1.62bn to £1.73bn – a 
6.8% increase. 

Meanwhile, tax revenue from 
National Insurance Contributions 
(NICs), paid by employers on the cars 
they operate, was up by £60m to 
£730m – 9% higher than the £670m 
collected in 2017/18, provisional 
figures suggest.

The increasing tax take, despite the 
dwindling company car parc, means 
the amount of tax the Government 
yields from a company car has, on 
average, increased by an eye 
watering 11.2% or £284, from £2,544 

NEWS: COMPANY CAR TAX

Number of company cars falls by 
30,000 although tax take increases
HMRC maintains voluntary payrolling is responsible for ‘significant proportion’ of decline 
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T
in 2017/18 to £2,828 the following tax 
year. 

The increase also follows a 9.7% 
uplift in the average yield from 
2016/17 to 2017/18 and a further 7% 
increase on the previous tax year. 

At the start of the decade (2009/10), 
a company car was worth, on 
average, £1,680 in BIK and NICs 
revenues to the Treasury, at £1.63bn 
(£830m less), when there were 
970,000 company car drivers – 
100,000 more than in 2018/19. 

The higher tax take between 
2017/18 and 2018/19 can, in part, be 
explained by the increase reported in 
the taxable value over the same 
period. 

ANNUAL INCREASE IN RATES 

The taxable value of the company car 
benefit was worth £5.27bn, up from 
£4.88bn the previous year, according 
to HMRC figures. However, the vast 
majority of the revenue increase has 
been down to the annual two 
percentage point increase in BIK 
rates, first introduced in 2015/16 (in 

previous years there had typically 
been a one percentage point 
increase). 

The higher incremental company 
car tax increases were decided in 
combination with the removal of the 
three-percentage point diesel 
supplement, which was announced 
in the 2012 Budget and expected to 
take effect from April 2016. 

However, shortly before it was due 
to be axed, the then Chancellor, 
George Osborne, announced he was 
delaying its removal until 2021 in 
light of ‘dieselgate’ (fleetnews. co.uk, 
November 25, 2015). 

Two years later, Chancellor Philip 
Hammond announced he was 
raising it to 4% from April 2018 (fleet-
news.co.uk, November 22, 2017). 

He also announced that diesel cars 
that are RDE2-compliant would be 
exempt from the diesel surcharge. 

Coupled with sweeping changes to 
salary sacrifice through the introduc-
tion of Operational Remuneration 
Arrangements (OpRA) in 2017, a lack 
of clarity over the future tax treat-

ment of company cars and the 
impact of the WLTP (Worldwide 
harmonised Light vehicle Test 
Procedure), fleet decision-makers 
warned of a growing move away 
from company cars to cash. 

DECLINE EACH YEAR SINCE 2015/16

The number of company cars has 
now fallen each year since 2015/16, 
when HMRC reported 960,000 
employees receiving the benefit.

In 2016/17, the company car parc 
fell to 940,000, before dropping to 
900,000 vehicles in 2017/18 and 
870,000 in 2018/19.

HMRC, however, argues that the 
dramatic decline seen in the number 
of company cars since 2017/18 is, in 
part, due to employers moving from 
submitting P11D returns to collecting 
tax on company cars through payroll.

In 2016/17 employers were not 
able or required to submit more 
detailed information about company 
cars when collecting tax on this 
benefit through voluntary payrolling.

But, the following tax year (2017/18) 
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employers payrolling car benefit 
were able to provide more detailed 
data about the cars being provided 
through their FPS (Full 
Payment Submission), 
which HMRC previ-
ously told Fleet 
News would rectify 
the situation.

H o w e v e r , 
providing this data 
did not become 
mandatory until 
2018/19 and HMRC 
says that a significant 
number of company cars 
were not reported from 2016 
to 2019.

Officials say it is not possible to give 
accurate estimates of the number of 

unreported company cars, but HMRC 
analysis suggests they account for a 
“high proportion” of the reduction.

Prior to last year’s release of 
provisional data for 

2017/18, Lex Autolease 
predicted a large 
decline in company 
car drivers, with 
the number of 
e m p l o y e e s 
receiving the 
benefit expected to 

fall to 875,000 in 
2018/19 and 832,000 

for the last tax year 
(2019/20).

Coronavirus now threatens to 
drive down the numbers further, 
with a company car parc of fewer 

than 800,000 vehicles a distinct 
possibility.

More than half (51%) of fleet deci-
sion-makers told a recent 
Fleet News Covid-19 
survey they believe 
more company car 
drivers will choose 
cash ahead of a 
company car 
(Fleet News, Sept-
ember 24). 

Two-in-five (42%) 
of respondents that 
already offer a cash 
alternative have seen an 
increase in enquiries since the 
crisis started, with some drivers 
becoming frustrated with paying for 
a benefit they no longer use. 

The same survey showed just less 
than half (45%) of fleets believe they 
will be operating fewer company 

cars as a result of the economic 
impact of Covid-19. Of 

those, 48% predict a 
reduction of less 
than 10% while 
37% foresee a 
10-30% reduc-
tion.

Given the decline 
seen in previous 

years, a 3% cut from 
2018/19 to 2019/20, 

followed by a 10% fall this 
tax year, would leave just 

750,000 company cars on UK roads.
Leasing companies have reported 

early terminations and contract 

£2,828
average tax revenue from a 

company car

£1.73bn
BIK paid in 2018/19
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Why high company 
tax rates are no 
friend of the pursuit  
of lower emissions

extensions from fleets as job 
losses mount and employers look to 
manage the economic uncertainty 
(Fleet News, August 27).

Meanwhile, new data from the 
Office for National Statistics (ONS), 
published last week, shows the 
unemployment rate grew to 4.5% in 
the three months to August, 
compared with 4.1% in the previous 
quarter.

Redundancies also rose to their 
highest level since 2009.

An estimated 1.5 million people 
were unemployed between June 
and August, while redun-
dancies stood at 
227,000.

Furthermore, the 
number of people 
claiming work-
related benefits 
reached 2.7 million 
in September – an 
increase of 1.5 
million since the 
beginning of the crisis in 
March.

The Bank of England has previ-
ously warned that UK unemploy-
ment is expected to peak at 2.5 
million by 2021, with more than a 
million jobs expected to be lost in the 
second half of this year.

BANK OF ENGLAND WARNING
Addressing the House of Lords 
Economic Affairs Committee at a 
virtual hearing last week, Bank of 
England governor Andrew Bailey 
warned of structural change to the 
UK economy, which could lead to 
“persistent unemployment”.

“My view is the recovery will take 
time,” he told the committee. “The 
hard yards are still ahead of us and, 
unfortunately, since we first said that 
back in August, things have become 
even more stark.”

Analysis from Citibank paints an 
even bleaker picture, with an  
unemployment rate of 8.5% in the 

first half of 2021, equating to more 
than three million unemployed, a 
level not seen since the early 1990s.

A surge in redundancies, however, 
coupled with the warning that 
company car drivers are enquiring 
about cash alternatives, will not 
necessarily drive down vehicle 
numbers further, according to the 
Association of Fleet Professionals 
(AFP).

Paul Hollick, AFP chair, told Fleet 

News: “We very much expect this 
trend to be reversed by low and zero 

benefit-in-kind taxation on electric 
vehicles (EVs). 

“We are hearing 
stories of people 

returning from 
taking cash to 
re-enter company 
car schemes on a 
large scale – and 
this will only grow 

with increased 
awareness about the 

tax situation and 
improving availability of EVs.” 

The Government cut BIK tax on 
zero-emission company cars from 
16% in 2019/20 to 0% in 2020/21.

Hollick explained: “These 2018-19 
figures would not reflect this and 
there would only be a limited impact 
in 2019-20 but, after that, we would 
expect to see real signs of a new 
trend. In every sense, these figures 
are a matter of timing.”

The AFP has previously argued 
that the company car remains a 
highly effective tool for businesses 
and, in many instances, the only 
viable transport option (fleetnews.
co.uk, September 17).

Hollick continued: “It is true that 
official company car numbers might 
have been falling, but fleet manage-
ment as a whole is almost certainly 
growing with the rapid expansion 
that we are seeing in areas such as 
grey fleet and salary sacrifice 
schemes.”

NEWS: COMPANY CAR TAX OPINION: THE TAX TAKE

HMRC usually provides statistics on P11D 
submissions around June, 18 months after 
the year end, but this year, for obvious 
reasons, this was delayed until last month.

So, what did the statistics tell us? For 
2017/18 there were 900,000 company cars, 
and ‘provisionally’ for 2018/19 there were 
870,000, worth £2.46 billion to the Exchequer. 

To this HMRC added a number of 
caveats which included: the figures include 
payrolled benefits (i.e. cars put through 

payroll not the P11D) but they are not really sure on the 
numbers; and this excludes paper format P11D, meaning they 
can only count the ones submitted electronically.

HMRC goes on to suggest that some of the decrease of 
30,000 year-on-year is probably due to cars being payrolled,  
but not reported correctly by employers.

It’s worth noting that in June 2019 the provisional figures for 
2017/18 were 890,000 company cars driving total tax and 
national insurance contributions (NICs) of £2.25bn. This means 
the correction was an extra 10,000 company cars which is a lot 
and means the provisional 2018/19 figures may to be taken with 
a pinch of salt.

This all seems pretty weak. After two-and-a-half years the 
Government and the Treasury are still not sure how many 
drivers opted out with all that implies for grey fleet, CO2 and the 
total tax take. 

In today’s world, how can it take so long to only be able to 
produce provisional figures when the data is submitted 
electronically? This is a big issue because, as we understand it, 
the Treasury gets the same numbers that we do, when we do, 
and it is setting tax policy.

 
The Laffer Curve and its implications

There’s tax concept called the Laffer Curve; this is the point 
when the tax charge is so high that taxpayers change their 
behaviour and, rather than increasing the total tax and NIC  
take, we see further increases in the rates actually reducing  
the amount paid. 

If you look at the trend graphs for company car tax and  
private fuel you can see this effect clearly. On private fuel, the 
Exchequer’s revenues are already falling year-on-year. I worry 
that, when HMRC finally get all the sums done, we’ll find that 
the figures are also falling on company cars.

Obviously, this is just a point in time and, all being well, the 
current incredibly low tax rates for electric company cars will 
see this trend reversed. But this will take time. 

Anecdotally, we know people who opt out of company cars in 
the meantime are likely to do two things: they tend to buy cars 
with much higher CO2 emissions and cash takers are often 
reluctant to come back into a company car scheme once they 
have left.

CO2-based company car tax rules have done a great job of 
bringing down emissions. However significant increases in the 
past six years have, I believe, been responsible for pushing 
employees out of company cars and back into the private 
market where emissions are not tightly controlled. 

We need P11D data that’s accurate and up-to-date to help 
Government understand the impact of incredibly high company 
tax rates on CO2 emissions.

HARVEY PERKINS, 
DIRECTOR AT HRUX

6

£730m
NICs paid in 2018/19

WE VERY MUCH EXPECT 
THIS TREND TO BE REVERSED BY 
LOW AND ZERO BENEFIT-IN-KIND 

TAXATION ON EVs

PAUL HOLLICK, AFP
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One-in-eight company car drivers 
still claims private fuel expenses
But, taking national insurance into account, the employer is out of pocket in more ways than one

By Gareth Roberts

he number of company 
car drivers having private 
fuel paid for by their 
employer continues to 

fall, new data from HMRC suggests.
There has been a general down-

ward trend in the number of 
company car drivers receiving 
so-called ‘free’ fuel over recent 
years, according to the latest benefit-
in-kind (BIK) statistics. 

In 2010/11, the number of recipients 
of car fuel benefit was 250,000, costing 
£360 million in tax and National Insur-
ance Contributions (NICs). 

Provisional figures from HMRC 
suggest that fell to 110,000 in 2018/19, 
while the tax take for the Treasury 
was still a healthy £260m.

HMRC says the downward trend is 
likely to reflect rising fuel prices, 
causing employers and employees 
to look more carefully at whether 
free fuel resulted in a tax charge 
commensurate with the true value of 
the benefit.

Car fuel benefits are often costly 
from a tax perspective, because the 
taxable benefit is fixed and takes no 
account of the actual private use in 
the year. This can result in the tax 
being paid on the fuel benefit 
outweighing the cost of actual fuel 
used for private journeys.

On a new 1.6 diesel VW Passat, for 
example, the private fuel tax charge 
for 2020/21 is £3,430. Tax specialist 

Harvey Perkins, a director at HRUX, 
said: “If you’re doing 10,000 private 
miles a year, you’ll pay £3,430 in tax, 
as a 40% taxpayer, to save around 
£1,000 in fuel, which means your 
effective tax rate is around 350%. 

“You’d need to do 35,000 private 
miles before you’d paid less in tax 
than you would have done for the fuel. 
Despite this, one-in-eight company 
car drivers still take private fuel.”

The position for the employer is 
even worse, says Perkins. “Let’s say 
the employee takes the private fuel 
because they do 36,000 private 
miles, so they just about pay less tax 
than the fuel cost they save. 

“However, to give them this tiny 
benefit, the employer pays for all the 
fuel – let’s call that £3,500 – and 
Class 1A NIC of £1,183. That’s a total 
of £4,683 to give the employee a 
couple hundred quid. Both sides 
would be better off if the fuel was 
stopped and the employer paid a 
small buy-out.”

COMPANY CAR EMISSIONS
In 2017/18, the last year for which 
figures are available from HMRC, 
91% of the company car parc emitted 
134g/km of CO2 or less, up from 
87% in 2016/17. 

Two-in-five company cars (40%) 
had emissions of 104g/km or less – 
an increase on the 37% previously. 
Average emissions were 111g/km.

In 2002/03 just a third (33%) of 

company cars used diesel and more 
than half (58%) reported emissions 
in excess of 165g/km. 

But the CO2- based company car 
tax regime also introduced in 2002 
helped drive down average 
company car emissions 
and saw diesel domi-
nate.

The HMRC data 
shows that about 
75% of company 
cars used diesel 
fuel in 2017/18, 
down from 79% in 
2016/17.

New car sales data 
suggests this will decline 
even further, with diesel’s share of 
the UK new car market just 
25.2% in 2019, down 
from 31.5% in 2018 
and 42% in 2017 due 
to concerns over 
air quality 
following diesel-
gate in 2015 and 
rises in BIK levels. 
Fleets have also 
continued to report a 
move away from the fuel.

Thanks to new company 
car tax rates, which include a zero 
BIK percentage rate for pure electric 
vehicles (EVs) this tax year (2020/21), 
leasing companies have reported a 
recent surge in plug-in orders. 

But only about 1,000 employees 

reported company cars with zero 
emissions in 2017/18, down from 
around 2,000 in 2016/17. 

Company cars classed also as 
ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs), 

however, almost doubled year-
on-year, from 29,000 in 

2016/17 to around 
47,000 the follow ing 
year. It remains to 
be seen what 
impact the World-
wide harmonised 
Light vehicle Test 

Procedure (WLTP) 
may have on emis-

sions. 
All newly type-approved 

car models have been subject to the 
test since September 2017, 

while all other new cars 
had to be rehomolo-

gated from 
September 2018. 

WLTP replaced 
NEDC (New Euro-
pean Drive Cycle), 
which had been 

criticised for failing 
to represent real-

world fuel consumption. 
The more accurate test has 

resulted in higher CO2 values, which 
have been used for tax purposes on 
all new cars since April 2020.

HMRC says the change to WLTP 
does not appear to have had a signif-
icant impact on the 2018/19 figures.

YOU’D NEED 
TO DO 35,000 

PRIVATE MILES 
BEFORE YOU’D 
PAID LESS IN 

TAX

HARVEY PERKINS, HRUX

NEWS: ‘FREE’ FUEL

T
COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF PRIVATE FUEL BENEFIT (BASED ON P11Ds) 
AND TOTAL TAX AND NIC 

110,000
company car drivers 

receive ‘free’ fuel

91%
of the company car parc 
emitted 134g/km of CO2 

or less

Source: HMRC
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Fuel economy and CO2 results for the Suzuki Vitara in mpg (l/100km); Combined 39.8 (7.1) to 49.7 (5.7). CO2 emissions 160g/km to 128g/km.
Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving 
results, which will depend on a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. *Business Users only. Based on 10,000 
miles per annum. Suzuki Contract Hire is a trading style of Lex Autolease Ltd. Registered office: 25 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7HN. Ownership of the vehicle remains with the finance company 
and the vehicle must be handed back at the end of the term. UK residents aged 18+ only. Subject to status. The offer above is available from participating Authorised Suzuki Dealers only. The offer 
cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer unless otherwise stated. This offer is available from 1st October ñ 31st December 2020. Return conditions apply. Vehicle must be returned in good 
condition to avoid further charges. Excess mileage charged at 6.70p plus VAT per mile. The vehicle must be serviced in accordance with manufacturerís guidelines and by an approved service Dealer. 
All prices and specifications correct at time of going to print. See full terms and conditions at cars.suzuki.co.uk/vitarabusiness 

> Dedicated network of Suzuki Business Partners

> Customer support always on hand

> Award-winning fit-for-fleet product range

SEARCH SUZUKI BUSINESS TODAY
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Arval pins its growth plans on  
developing sustainable mobility 
Five-year strategy targets mobility, environment/safety, connected services and partnerships

By Stephen Briers

rval has outlined its 
ambition to become “the 
leader in sustainable 
mobility” as part of a 

new five-year ‘Arval Beyond’ 
strategy.

The strategy, running from 2020-
2025, has four priorities: mobility, 
environment/safety, connected 
services and partnerships. It is 
intended to help the company “grow 
in a cleaner way”, according to chair 
and CEO Alain Van Groenendael, by 
offering the best solution to get from 
A to B at the lowest cost and with the 
lowest impact on the environment.

Appointed in January 2019, Van 
Groenendael has undertaken an 
internal business review, concluding 
that Arval “was a little bit too car-
centric”.

He said: “We want to be the leader 
in sustainable mobility. It’s the right 
time to do so and the customer is 
asking for it.”

The new strategy doesn’t mean 
Arval will turn its back on vehicle 
leasing: it intends to grow its global 
funded business from 1.3 million 
cars to two million by 2025. In the 
UK, that translates to a rise from 
almost 180,000 to “well above the 
200k mark”, according to UK 
managing director Miguel Cabaça.

Instead, the new plans substan-
tially widen Arval’s potential 
customer base, with services that 
can be offered to all employees of its 
corporate clients, not just company 
car drivers – an estimated 50 million 
people globally.

EXTENDING THE REACH

Bart Beckers, Arval chief commer-
cial officer and author of the Arval 
Beyond strategy, explained: “Our 
first target customer is the 
employees of corporate customers 
because they know us well already 
and we see the vehicle still being 
part of the solution for some time to 
come. But we can also reach 
employees that don’t have a company 
car, and this will be a combination of 
private lease and mobility.”

Andrian Cainarean, Arval head of 
mobility partnerships and energy 
transition, added: “The fleet manager 

that we used to have is becoming a 
mobility manager. We have esti-
mated around 10% of the employee 
base has a company car, but mobility 
managers expect us to address the 
needs of the 90% of employees that 
don’t have one.”

THREE CORE SERVICES IN 360 MOBILITY

The mobility pillar, branded 360 
Mobility, features three core services 
for customers and their employees: 
e-bike leasing, car/micro-mobility 
share and Mobility as a Service 
(MaaS) – an app that brings together 
all the mobility options.

Several products are already on 
trial in some countries, including 
Netherlands and France, where they 
are often complementary to an 
existing company car.

“When people go for it, they tend to 
downgrade the vehicle for equip-
ment and complement the offer with 
mobility,” Beckers said.

Cabaça admitted the UK is “behind 
the curve” when it comes to adoption 
of mobility solutions, but he believes 
there is an opportunity to introduce 
services around mixed transport 
usage. For example, someone 
parking at a train station and 
commuting into a city could need a 
mobility option to take them from 
station to office.

“We will introduce some of these 
products in the next three-to-four 
months, for example e-bikes and car 
sharing; then there are long-term 

solutions like MaaS which are part of 
the 2025 plan,” he said.

The Arval environment and safety 
strand, called Good for You, Good for 
All, bundles together the electric car 
(plus e-bike), charge point – including 
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) option – and 
charging payment into one monthly 
fee. 

It also offers a ‘try before you buy’ 
option and gives drivers access to a 
petrol or diesel car for up to six 
weeks a year, if required.

“The pricing strategy reflects our 
optimistic view on the EV market,” 
said Cainarean. “We also want to 
push for renewable energy to be 
used for charging and we see V2G as 
the solution. A battery can hold four-
to-five days of household energy 
consumption which can be sent to 
the house, the office or back to the 
grid, when needed, and then 

recharged at a cheaper time with 
renewable energy.”

Arval is targeting an overall fleet of 
500,000 electrified vehicles by 2025 
– it currently has 100,000 – of which 
“more than 10%”, 50,000-plus, will 
be in the UK, up from 14,500 today. 
Battery electric will account for the 
largest proportion, helping Arval to 
achieve its goal of a 30% reduction in 
average CO2 emissions versus 2020 
levels.

ENCOURAGEMENT OF SAFETY SYSTEMS

Good for You, Good for All also incor-
porates a safety target of cutting 
annual crashes by 10% by encour-
aging the uptake of ADAS (advanced 
driver assistance systems) on 
company vehicles.

Arval’s research shows that  
vehicles with ADAS – particularly 
active braking, adaptive cruise 

ARVAL WAS A LITTLE 
TOO CAR-CENTRIC.  

WE WANT TO BE THE 
LEADER IN 

SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY. 
IT’S THE RIGHT TIME  
TO DO SO AND THE 

CUSTOMER IS ASKING 
FOR IT

ALAIN VAN GROENENDAEL, ARVAL CEO

NEWS: ARVAL BEYOND

A



control, pedestrian avoidance and 
parking sensors/camera - have up 
to 14% fewer crashes, but one issue 
for fleets is the higher lease cost of 
adding often-optional equipment to 
the car package.

“We want to encourage them to 
buy, so we will offer a discount on the 
insurance premium (via the Arval 
in-house offering) so they can fit 
equipment to their vehicle to drive 
accidents down and improve road 
safety,” said Cainarean.

“We can also look to lift the RV to 
get the right balance with the lease. 
However, we will focus on different 
types of ADAS dependent on the 
specific fleet (and the type of inci-
dents it is having).”

THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY

Connected and Flexible, the third 
part of the Arval Beyond strategy, 
looks to exploit the latest technology 
developments to offer customers a 
wide range of new services. These 
include automated payment of street 
parking, voice-aided services and 
remote, keyless access to open the 
boot to receive deliveries.

Arval retail director Lakshmi 
Moorthy said: “By 2025, more than 
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Kwik Fit – keeping
you on the road in 
challenging times

ere at Kwik Fit, our mantra is 

“to keep our customers safe 

on the road, giving them the 

gift of peace of mind 

motoring”.  We have extended this to 

keep you safe when interacting with  

our centres, mobile and management 

teams.

We have maintained a full offering 

nationally, keeping vital vehicles 

moving from public services to your 

doorstep deliveries and staycations.

We have continued to interact with our 

existing fleet account customers while 

welcoming many more on board during 

this period via video calls, where 

appropriate, to understand their 

requirements and onboarding via our 

new paperless application process. 

Opening a Free Fleet account with 

Kwik  Fit gives you access to our full 

network with more than 700 centres 

providing market-leading Fast Fit, along 

with fixed price SMR offerings on both 

brakes and servicing using only OEM 

parts.

We are the largest provider of MOTs  

in the UK, and we are making available 

as many slots as possible to cope with 

the expected demand due to the 

extension period, which can be booked 

through your account.

For the larger fleets, we can build 

bespoke accounts including rule-based 

tyre authorisation and other innovative 

solutions.

We continue to improve and invest not 

only in our network and people but in 

our back-office systems with the recent 

introduction of a new CRM system 

which will underpin this development 

moving forward bringing the latest 

technology and insight into a smooth-

running fleet.

Rob Ellis, Head of Fleet Sales

H

Advertisement feature

Find out more fleetinfo@kwik-fit.com

We continue to improve and invest in peace of mind motoring

80% of the Arval fleet will be 
connected.”

The final piece in the four-part plan 
is called Arval Inside. It refers to 
partnerships with major customers, 
co-designing new products and 
unique offers with them, as well as 
with mobility partners, brokers, 
banks, insurance companies and 
energy partners, to continually 
broaden the Arval range of services.

WE WILL INTRODUCE 
SOME OF THESE 

PRODUCTS IN THE NEXT 
THREE-TO-FOUR 

MONTHS, FOR EXAMPLE 
E-BIKES AND CAR 

SHARING; THEN THERE 
ARE LONG-TERM 

SOLUTIONS LIKE MAAS

MIGUEL CABAÇA, ARVAL UK MD
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DfT-backed benchmarking will
enable useful fleet comparisons
Driving for Better Business launches new programme with support of Roadsafe and Fleet News

By Stephen Briers

new fleet benchmarking 
programme will enable 
companies to measure 
themselves against 

their peers in terms of fleet policy, 
with an ultimate aim of sharing best 
practice to raise standards across 
the sector.

Backed by the Department for 
Transport (DfT) and Highways 
England, it is being managed by 
Driving for Better Business (DfBB) in 
partnership with Roadsafe and Fleet 

News. 
Based on gap analysis data from 

DfBB’s Online Risk Assessment tool, 
the initiative measures processes, 
rather than figures, to pinpoint 
where companies are failing to meet 
critical operating standards. It then 
allows them to track improvements 
– and their performance – against 
other organisations.

Findings and advice from the 
benchmarking programme will be 
published each month in Fleet News, 
helping fleets to identify the areas of 
operation they need to prioritise for 
improvement.

Adrian Walsh, director of Roadsafe 
which leads the DfBB campaign, 
said: “The implementation of this 

new benchmarking project will 
allow businesses and organisations 
to measure their individual road 
safety and environmental perfor-
mance against their peers and other 
fleets operating in the same sector.”

The free gap analysis tool delves 
into four key areas of fleet policy: 
organisation, driver, vehicle and 
journey. It questions decision-
makers about the policies they have 
in place and helps them to identify 
areas that could be improved. It will 
also show what activities are consid-
ered to be a minimum standard for 
legal compliance, and what leading 
employers and regulators would 
consider to be good practice.

Four optional sections for non-
standard risks are also available, 
covering towing, specialist vehicles, 
motorcycles and outsourced services.

“It will give fleet decision-makers 
the legal, moral and financial 
reasons for changing what they are 
doing, or it will give them the ammu-
nition to say to their board, ‘we are 
doing a good job’,” said Walsh. “The 
gap analysis is the starting point.”

He added: “We know there are 
many with little understanding of 
where to start to collect appropriate 
information and how best to analyse 

and interpret this information once 
they have it. The benchmarking 
initiative is designed to assist these 
processes by providing standardised 
methods through an open and easily 
accessible online platform.”

DfBB will also rely on a practitioner 
group of fleet decision-makers and 
safety experts to provide advice and 
guidance on business practices. 

Among them is Tavid Dobson, who 
as lead safety risk management 
specialist at the Rail Safety and 
Standards Board, brings substantial 
knowledge about benchmarking 
practices in a safety-obsessed 
industry.

“Too often, road risk is not seen by 
health and safety practitioners as 
one of the significant risks they 
would be talking to senior manage-
ment about. This is one reason we 
need benchmarking,” Dobson said.

Anthony Marcou, group fleet 
manager at JLA and Commercial 
Fleet Awards 2019 fleet manager of 
the year, agrees. 

“The only real benchmarking I’ve 
done in recent years is around acci-
dents. If we’re talking about wider 
benchmarking, then I’ve not seen 
much of that done in the industry,” 
he said. “I would like to work with 

more fleet managers to understand 
where they’re at, so that we can all 
work together against the same 
goals, over a wide range of indexes. 
After all, we’re all aiming to keep 
driving safe and cut our costs and be 
on the same sort of road when it 
comes to sustainability.”

The DfT has provided funding to 
Driving for Better Business via High-
ways England for a number of years 
as a way to improve road driving 
standards by engaging employers. It 
is also a firm believer in the benefits 
of benchmarking.

In its road safety statement, the 
DfT said: “The department has 
funded Roadsafe to work with 
commercial fleets, employers’ 
organisations and drivers to identify 
and promote good practice in work 
related road safety, including 
supporting the Driving for Better 
Business Programme by promoting 
a widely available and easy-to-use 
benchmarking programme. 

“This aims to assist businesses 
and public sector organisations in 
understanding how their internal 
management systems compare 
with others.”
n Benchmark your way to a more 

efficient fleet – page 48.

IT WILL GIVE 
DECISION-

MAKERS THE 
LEGAL, MORAL 
AND FINANCIAL 
REASONS FOR 

CHANGING 
WHAT THEY 

ARE DOING

ADRIAN WALSH, DfBB

NEWS: FLEET PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS
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EV charging infrastructure ‘not fit for 
purpose’, says Lex Autolease boss  
Government says it will consult on improving the driver experience with charge points

By Gareth Roberts
he boss of Britain’s 
largest vehicle leasing 
company has labelled 
the country’s electric 

vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure 
“not fit-for-purpose”.

Richard Jones, managing director 
of Lex Autolease and Black Horse, 
says parts of the country are poorly 
served, limiting the wider adoption of 
EVs.

He explained: “I have people in my 
business that work all over the UK 
and we’ve had some real horror 
stories about charging availability.

“The infrastructure is just not 
there, particularly once you get 
outside major urban environments.”

As a plug-in driver himself, Jones 
says that charging infrastructure 
lacks any “consistency” and the 
further north you go, unless you are 
in a city, the “worse it gets”.

Lex Autolease made a pledge 
earlier this year to achieve net zero 
emissions across its customer fleet 
by 2030 and switch the entire Lloyds 
Banking Group fleet to EVs by the 
same date (see fleetnews.co.uk, 
February 7, 2020).  

The leasing company has a risk 
fleet of more than 350,000 vehicles 
and, when it made the pledge, it 

funded some 28,000 ultra-low emis-
sion vehicles (ULEVs).

Khaled Shahbo, managing director 
for Enterprise Rent-a-Car UK and 
Ireland, joined Jones in a panel 
debate at the ‘Fleets in Charge’ 
virtual conference organised by the 
British Vehicle Rental and Leasing 
Association (BVRLA). He was also 
critical of the UK’s EV charging infra-
structure.

Shahbo said: “We’re still seeing 
confidence issues, range anxiety 
issues, and, quite frankly, practical 
and pragmatic logistical issues. 

“We’ve recently moved our entire 
company car fleet to either electric 
or plug-in hybrid options and even 
with dozens and dozens of charge 
points (at our offices) we can’t keep 
up with the hundreds of vehicles we 
need to charge on a daily basis; we’re 
simply a microcosm of corporate 
Britain and any residential commu-
nity. That concern over range anxiety 
hasn’t gone away.”

Concerns around charging infra-
structure were the biggest perceived 
disadvantage to EVs cited in a recent 
Department for Transport (DfT) 

survey (fleetnews.co.uk, August 25).
The results, from the Transport 

and Technology Public Attitudes 
Tracker report, hinted that there is 
still more work to do in order to 
educate drivers about how often they 
need to charge their vehicles 
compared with their daily mileage, 
as well as how EVs are mostly 
charged at home or work, for those 
that have access to those facilities.

Transport secretary Grant Shapps 
told delegates at the Fleets in Charge 
event that the Government had 
published an “ambitious vision” for 
rapid charging infrastructure along 
the strategic road network in 
England over the next decade.

“As an EV driver myself,” said 
Shapps, “I know that it’s vital that EV 
drivers have confidence in the public 
charging network. That’s why we’re 
going to consult on regulating to 
improve the driver experience of 
electric vehicle charge points; to 
make it as easy and as hassle-free 
as possible.”  

Jones welcomed the Govern-
ment’s ambitions, but said: “We have 
to get the charging infrastructure 

into a much stronger position across 
the UK if we’re going to continue to 
see the step changes we’re starting 
to experience.”

Fellow panel member, Tom Callow, 
head of external affairs at BP 
Chargemaster, explained that the 
current infrastructure had been 
deployed to address where demand 
for charging is greatest. 

However, he acknowledged there 
needed to be a greater “geographical 
balance” to where charge points are 
located. 

Nevertheless, he insisted there 
were “enough nationally”, because 
25% of the nationwide charging 
infrastructure was only being utilised 
at any one time. 

“I think a lot of perceptions of public 
charging are about three years’ out 
of date,” he said.

But Shahbo responded: “The fact 
that 75% (of the charging network) is 
unused at any one moment doesn’t 
relate to the accessibility and avail-
ability of the network.”

Jones concluded: “The charging 
infrastructure is not fit-for-purpose 
today and it has to get much better. 

WE’VE HAD 
SOME REAL 

HORROR 
STORIES 
ABOUT 

CHARGING 
AVAILABILITY 

RICHARD JONES, 
LEX AUTOLEASE 

AND BLACK HORSE

NEWS: BVRLA FLEETS IN CHARGE EVENT
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Distribution of UK 
charging points by 
geographical area

Source: zapmap.com
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3.7% North East
0.2% Channel Islands
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13.7% South East

12.2% Scotland7.8% South West

7.5% North West

6.5% East
of England

6.3% West 
Midlands

5.8% East 
Midlands

5.6% Yorkshire 
and the Humber
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FLEETS TARGETED BY POLICE IN  
NATIONWIDE ROAD SAFETY CAMPAIGN

Police forces across the UK are targeting 
those who drive for work as part of Project 
Edward, the nationwide road safety campaign.

The offences likely to be targeted by police forces are 
driver speed, maintenance, fatigue, loading, driver 
behaviour and towing for work.
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FLEET MANAGERS RISK CONVICTION  
FOR EMPLOYEES’ DRIVING OFFENCES
Fleet decision-makers could face the same penalty 
points as their employees should the latter be 
convicted of a driving offence, warns the Licence 
Bureau. It says it is witnessing an increasing number 
of these cases being recorded on its system.

VW REVEALS ID.4 ELECTRIC SUV
Volkswagen has revealed its new Tiguan-sized 
electric car, the ID.4, which will arrive in the UK 
before the end of the year. The new model will be 
introduced in two highly specified launch trims, with 
prices expected to start at around £45,000.

AUDI ANNOUNCES A3 40 TFSI E PLUG-IN HYBRID
Audi is expanding the A3 line-up with the addition of a 

new plug-in hybrid model, 
known as the 40 TFSI e. 
Priced from £33,060 
(OTR), the new model 
emits as little as 31g/km 
of CO2 and has a 41-mile 
zero-emission range.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE HOME-CHARGING  
SWITCH-OFF A ‘LAST RESORT’
Ofgem is considering introducing new rules, which 
would allow power companies to switch off electric 
vehicle (EV) home-chargers during times of high 
demand. Official papers suggest the measure would  
be implemented as a “last resort”. 

HMRC DATA SHOWS 30,000 FEWER COMPANY CARS
The number of people paying company car tax has 
again fallen substantially, with the latest benefit-in-
kind (BIK) statistics, published by HMRC, showing 
there were 870,000 company car drivers in 2018-19.
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LEASEPLAN CLOSES UK USED CAR SITE  
AS ARVAL LAUNCHES NEW OFFERING

Arval UK launches a new consumer-
focused used car website just as LeasePlan 
confirms it has closed its UK CarNext 

operation, which it launched in 2018. It is in  
discussions about working more closely with  
existing remarketing partners BCA and Cinch.

FORD BOSS ANDY BARRATT TAKES LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Andy Barratt, managing director of Ford of Britain, 
has taken a leave of absence. Sales director Lisa 
Brankin will step into the role as acting managing 
director until he returns.

DRIVERS WANT CAMERA TECHNOLOGY  
TO IDENTIFY ILLEGAL MOBILE PHONE USE

Call comes after research shows that one- 
in-five (18%) of drivers aged 17-24 admit to 
taking part in video calls while behind the 

wheel, while almost a third (29%) of all drivers make 
and take calls on handheld phones.

7

BIRMINGHAM JOINS BATH BY ANNOUNCING 
CLEAN AIR ZONE START DATE
Birmingham’s CAZ will start from June 1, 2021, 
while Bath will start charging non-compliant 
vehicles from March 15, 2021.

MITIE MEETS 20% EV FLEET  
TARGET THREE MONTHS EARLY
Mitie has delivered its 750th electric vehicle (EV), 
taking it past its 20% by 2020 target three months 
ahead of schedule. It reached its target just 15 
months after introducing its first EV.

BMW TO LAUNCH INSIDE EDGE  
COMPANY CAR DRIVERS CLUB
The new club for company car drivers with BMW 
and Mini vehicles is free-to-join and promises to 
deliver a more engaging brand experience, more 
akin to that of a retail customer.

9

IN DETAIL 

To view the full story go to fleetnews.co.uk/news
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FLEET NEWS POLL

DO YOU EXPECT  
TO COVER FEWER 

MILES IN YOUR 
COMPANY CAR IN 

THE FUTURE?
Source: fleetnews.co.uk

THIS ISSUE’S POLL: How would you like to see roads policing improved?

FLEET NEWS VIEW:
Our poll from a small sample of readers suggests almost nine in 10 
company car drivers expect to cover fewer miles this year due to  
coronavirus. The result mirrors other research from Fleet News, which 
showed 82% of fleets expect their mileage to fall, which could bring 
electric vehicles (EVs) into scope for more drivers. Either way, at a time 
of such unprecedented change, operators should be carrying out a fleet 
audit to see how they can best adapt vehicle choice and access. 

With the new benefit-in-kind (BIK) tax regime introduced from April this 
year, it is important fleet decision-makers and employees check vehicles 
are coded correctly so they are not over-paying tax. This is particularly 
true of pure EV and hybrids, where errors have been reported. 

No: 13%

Yes: 87%
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When you are confronted with sizeable business challenges, the right collaboration can put your mind at rest and get you 

where you need to go. Athlon is redefining how commercial fleets move with scalable solutions that ensure your mobility 

is always simple. Enjoyable. And future-proof. Because when people move freely, good things start to happen. 

Business never stands still. Neither should your fleet partner. www.athlon.co.uk

…with a fleet partner that gives you the confidence to go places.

Take a giant
leap forward...
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Choose between Hatch, Sport Tourer  
and Sport Tourer Plug-in Hybrid
Call the Renault BUSINESS Hub on 0800 731 7066

Fuel

Fuel consumption in mpg (l/100km) for the All-New MEGANE Hatch and Sport Tourer petrol and diesel 

range: 44.8 (6.3) – 62.8 (4.5) and CO
2
 emissions are 142 – 117g/km. Fuel consumption in mpg (I/100km) for  

the All-New MEGANE Sport Tourer 160 Auto Plug-in-Hybrid: 217.29 (1.3) and CO
2
 emissions are 30g/km. 

Figures based on Euro Standard 6-d TEMP testing.

WLTP figures for comparability purposes. Figures obtained after the battery was fully charged. Actual real-world driving results may vary depending on various factors 

such as accessories fitted after registration. 5 year warranty – 5 years or 100,000 miles (whichever comes first). Exclusions apply visit renault.co.uk/warranty.

 New  

Renault MEGANE
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New car registrations in September were down 
4.43% compared with 2019, a decent recovery 
against the year-to-date drop of 33%.

It’s coronavirus-related, of course, but is the overall 
performance as bad as it appears on paper (or being 
painted by the industry body which compiles them, 
the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders)?

Perhaps not. Many franchised dealers are 
ebullient, reporting strong (sometimes even record) 
profits in September, according to our sister 
publication AM.

How? One explanation, in addition to decent  
footfall returning to showrooms, is the fact that the 
pressure to pre-register cars has dissipated. The 
market is not being forced by manufacturers 
desperate to grow sales which results in dealers 
registering cars that get sold as nearly new after a 
minimum of 90 days.

There is no point when the market is down so far.
Does this matter? For fleets, yes. A flood of nearly 

new cars entering the market can have a knock-on 
impact on one-year-old car residual values, causing 
an inevitable ripple effect – including the cars that 
companies de-fleet at three-to-four years old.

Removing this distortion from the market raises the 
potential for higher RVs in three/four years’ time, 
something that should be reflected in leasing quotes 
and the margins of those taking a slice of any RV yield.

Further good news for fleets is the 53% drop in 
rental registrations (perhaps not so great if you book 
a lot of rental cars, of course), which will reduce the 
number of 12-18-month-old cars returning to 
market in 2021/22, potentially further lifting RVs.

There will also be fewer fleet cars being 
remarketed come 2023/24, with true fleet 
registrations falling to 385,879 units in the first three 
quarters, from 592,676 in 2019. 

These true fleet figures seem out of kilter with the 
latest HMRC data on benefit-in-kind (news, page 4) 
which reveals that 870,000 employees paid tax on a 
company car in the 2018/19 tax year. On an average 
3.5-year replacement cycle, this means annual 
registrations of just less than 250,000 cars.

It doesn’t, of course, take into account business-
only cars, such as bluelight cars and pool cars, 
where no BIK is paid, nor salary sacrifice or 
company owners who buy cars on personal contract 
hire through their business, so perhaps it doesn’t 
paint an accurate picture of the fleet sector. 

And, of course, all are fleet, subject to the same 
rules and controls on compliance and risk 
management when used for work purposes.

THE BIG 
PICTURE

Brian Foster wrote:

Having read ‘Thousands of fleet vehicle 
contracts extended’ (fleetnews.co.uk, 
September 30), Gareth’s article is 100% 
spot on. 

As a fleet operator, my remit during 
lockdown was two-fold – get rid of any 
short-term hires to save money and 
informally extend the lease of vans due 
off fleet – so our company could take 
stock as to what is happening in 
industry. 

Any company worth its salt would 
have taken a similar stance and it is 
noted that there are a lot more 

companies advertising short-term 
hires, due to the continued uncertainty 
within industry.

It’s simple – we cannot continue to 
spend money on vehicles that are sat 
outside the office not sweating for the 
business. 

If other fleet managers have not 
taken stock of their vehicles during 
lockdown, then do it now. Your 
company needs every penny and those 
spare vans dotted around your 
company can be off-hired, saving you  
a wage or two for every month that you 
would have continued to have them.

Not too late to ‘take
stock’ of your fleet

C O R O N A V I R U S

• THE EDITOR’S PICK IN EACH ISSUE WINS A £20 JOHN LEWIS VOUCHER 

H AV E  Y

Alex De Gelas wrote:

Having read ‘LeasePlan closes UK used car 
site as Arval launches new offering’ 
(fleetnews.co.uk, October 2), with Leaseplan 
closing CarNext in the UK I’m not sure that 
this will come as a surprise to anyone who 
follows the remarketing of lease cars. 

What is surprising, however, is that Arval has decided to go down this very busy and 
packed road when you already have the likes of Heycar (backed by Volkswagen and 
Daimler) and Cinch (backed by BCA), not to mention other online players such as Cazoo. 

It will be interesting to see how Arval differentiates itself to create a USP that will be a 
more efficient outlet than the traditional route most lease companies follow. 

It’s worth remembering that Lex Autolease also tried, and failed, to sell via the retail 
market so the message definitely seems to be “leave it to the experts”. Time will tell.

U S E D  V E H I C L E S

Arval used car sales 
decision ‘surprising’
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Stephen Briers, 
editor-in-chief,  
Fleet News
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Charge point switch off concerns
Sage and Onion wrote:

Having read ‘Electric 
vehicle home-charging 
switch-off a last resort’ 
(fleetnews.co.uk, 
September 28), V2G does 
offer a sensible solution to 
balance power demand and 
use previously stored 
energy, but what 
protections will drivers 
have against waking up to a 
part-charged battery that is 
insufficient for their next 
day’s journey? 

There would need to be 
significantly more en-route 
chargers or service stations 
to compensate for this risk.

David Dunn wrote:

Having read ‘UK has more speed cameras than the 
USA’ (fleetnews.co.uk, September 25), based solely on 
my take on the standard of driving I see, I would like 
to see red light cameras rolled out nationally. 

It would be interesting to see how many accidents 
are caused by people ignoring/chancing lights. 

E L E C T R I C  V E H I C L E S

R O A D S  P O L I C I N G

Roll out red light cameras

Edward Handley wrote:

Having read ‘Is the automotive sector really ready 
for a 2030 ban on sale of new petrol and diesel 
cars?’ (fleetnews.co.uk, September 24), I worry 
when I see the headlines like this because, despite 
talking to a lot of fleet operators, it’s not something  
I have heard said and I believe that it is probably 
technically impossible. 

I really hope this eco-grandstanding is ignored and 
the dates stay as they are, because rushing into a 
ban on the internal combustion engine (ICE) is a 
disaster (see page 76 for more on the ICE ban).

ICE ban date needs
to be practical

LINKEDIN UK fleet managers group 
TWITTER twitter.com/_FleetNews

EMAIL fleetnews@bauermedia.co.uk 
COMMENT ONLINE fleetnews.co.uk

E  YOUR  S AY

E L E C T R I C  V E H I C L E S
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TOMORROW’S FLEET: THE HYPE CYCLE

ew technologies and products 
often arrive accompanied by a 
massive fanfare and claims they 
will transform people’s lives, only 

to later disappear from sight without making 
any impact at all.

This hype is something that also surrounds 
the mobility sector, with technologies such as 
autonomous vehicles and mobility as a service 
(MaaS) often talked about as being able to  
revolutionise transport.

But what is the truth? Is this revolution really 
happening and, if so, when? And what technolo-
gies are nearer mainstream availability than 
others?

These are among the questions the annual 
Hype Cycle for Connected Vehicles and Smart 
Mobility report, produced by global technology 
consultancy Gartner, aims to answer.

This year’s study was prepared under the 
shadow of the Covid-19 pandemic, which has 
been a “major curveball”, says Pedro Pacheco, 
senior director analyst at Gartner.

“When you are in a period when no unfore-
seen factors come into play, it is obviously a lot 
easier to predict what’s going to happen in the 
future from a technology perspective,” he adds.

“Covid-19 made us think even harder than 
before and we had to look at how it would affect 
mobility as a whole. How is it going to affect the 
financial situation of carmakers and tech 
companies involved in mobility? How is it going 
to affect the technology they are developing?

“These are things we had to embed into the 
development of this hype cycle.”

CHANGING SOCIETAL TRENDS

The report says some technologies, such as 
those related to connectivity, were largely 
unchanged, although economic uncertainty and 
changing societal trends may accelerate or 
decelerate the movement of these innovations 
over the next several years.

However, some technologies such as MaaS 
have been affected in a “profound way” by the 
pandemic.

“The number of people working from home 
has become – and is expected to remain – much 
larger than in the past,” says Pacheco.

“This means the mobility needs will change, 
especially in cities, because if you have a  
considerable amount of people either staying at 
home or going into their workplaces more 
sporadically, maybe once a week or every now 
and then, then it becomes less about mass 

H Y PC U T T I N G  

Smart mobility technologies 
are often hailed as being 
ready to revolutionise the 
transport sector - the 
Gartner Hype Cycle aims 
to uncover the truth. 
Andrew Ryan reports

N
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INNOVATION TRIGGER 

A breakthrough, public  

demonstration, product launch or 

other event generates significant 

interest.

PEAK OF INFLATED EXPECTATIONS  

During this phase of over-enthusiasm 

and unrealistic projections, a flurry of 

well-publicised activity by technology 

leaders results in some successes,  

but more failures, as the technology  

is pushed to its limits. 

TROUGH OF DISILLUSIONMENT 

Because the technology does not  

live up to overinflated expectations,  

it rapidly becomes unfashionable. 

Media interest wanes, except for a  

few cautionary tales.

SLOPE OF ENLIGHTENMENT

Focused experimentation and solid 

hard work by an increasingly diverse 

range of organisations lead to a true 

understanding of the technology’s 

applicability, risks and benefits. 

Commercial off-the-shelf 

methodologies and tools ease  

the development process.

PLATEAU OF PRODUCTIVITY

Real-world benefits are demonstrated 

and accepted. Tools and methodologies 

are increasingly stable as they enter 

their second and third generations. 

More organisations feel comfortable 

with a reduced level of risk; the rapid 

growth phase of adoption begins. 

Approximately 20% of the target 

audience has adopted or is adopting  

the technology as it enters this phase.

HYPE CYCLE PHASES

Sponsored by
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transportation and more about on-demand 
transportation.

“It’s not that MaaS per se will necessarily suffer 
greatly with a new normal because there will still 
be the need for a digital platform that enables each 
individual to go from A to B as effortlessly as 
possible with a seamless interconnection of 
means of transportation, it’s just that this formula 
will have to be adapted to a new reality.”

The adoption of MaaS has been growing with 
several cities, including Berlin, embracing it, 
although Covid-19 is heavily impacting passenger 
volume on public transport and taxi or ride-hailing 
because of a fear of infection.

“This can slow down the adoption of MaaS  
solutions in the near future,” says Gartner, which 
recommends MaaS developers strengthen their 
offerings in the field of shared mobility, including 
shared cars, e-scooters and bicycles.

It also recommends city planners adopt MaaS 
models to reduce road traffic and emissions, but 
warns that evidence suggests ride-hailing compa-
nies such as Uber and Lyft have reduced the use 

RATING THE IMPACT

Gartner also produces a priority matrix for 
connected vehicles and smart mobility which 
rates the technologies on the impact they will 
have on the sector.

Its study says many of the most powerful 
changes expected in the auto industry will 
happen in the next two-to-five years.

“A significant number of technologies are  
in the Trough of Disillusionment, and their 
expected maturity isn’t far off,” says the 
report.

“Over the next five years or so, many  
technologies on this hype cycle will become 

productive parts of the automotive and  
smart mobility ecosystem, leading to new 
capabilities and increased value for both 
consumers and commercial owners.”

The matrix ranks the expected levels  
of benefit of the technologies as:
■  Transformational. These enable new 
ways of doing business across industries  
that will result in major shifts in industry 
dynamics.
■  High. These enable new ways of 
performing horizontal or vertical processes 
that will result in significantly increased 
revenue or cost savings for an enterprise.
■  Moderate. These provide incremental 

improvements to established processes  
that will result in increased revenue or cost 
savings for an enterprise.

The transformational technologies with 
near-term maturity include connected car 
platforms, virtual assistants and embedded 
SIM (eSIM).

The majority of high-benefit technologies, 
including 5G, automotive real-time data and 
over-the-air software updates will also 
mature in usage over the next five years. 

Longer term, electric vehicle technologies 
and autonomous vehicle technologies will 
dominate the transformation of the auto 
industry, says Gartner.

Benefit Years to mainstream adoption

Less than two years Two-to-five years Five-to-10 years More than 10 years

Transformational Connected car platforms eSIM

virtual assistants

Blockchain and IoT

Electric vehicles

Vehicle-to-vehicle 
communications

Autonomous vehicle perception 
system

Autonomous vehicles

High 5G

Autmotive real-time data analytics

Continuous software deployment

In-vehicle services

Over-the-air software updates

Automotive Lidar

Data marketplaces and exchanges

Digital personalisation

HD maps

In-vehicle advanced UX and UI

Mobility as a service

Moderate Driver monitoring systems

Electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure

Micromobility

Flying autonomous vehicles

PRIORITY MATRIX FOR CONNECTED VEHICLES AND SMART MOBILITY (AS OF JULY 2020)

TOMORROW’S FLEET: THE HYPE CYCLE

of public transport and increased the number of 
miles driven on city streets.

“Such situations undermine some of the advan-
tages brought by MaaS, hence there needs to  
be a more holistic management of its overall  
efficiency,” says Gartner.

The report also says MaaS developers should 
consider new ways to monetise their products, 
such as through goods delivery and advertising. 

It will be five to 10 years before there is main-
stream adoption of the technology, says Gartner. It 
defines ‘mainstream’ as when around 20% of a 
target audience has adopted or is adopting it.

As part of its hype cycle, the consultancy places 
technologies into one of five zones (see full key and 
diagram, page 22), each defining where a product 
is in terms of development and commercialisation.

This begins with the Innovation Trigger, before 
progressing through the Peak of Inflated  
Expectations, the Trough of Disillusionment and the 
Slope of Enlightenment, before reaching the 
Plateau of Productivity where technology reaches 
the mainstream. MaaS falls into the Trough of 

MOBILITY NEEDS 
WILL CHANGE IF 

YOU HAVE PEOPLE 
STAYING AT HOME 

OR GOING TO 
WORKPLACES MORE 

SPORADICALLY

PEDRO PACHECO, GARTNER

Sponsored by
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Disillusionment, which includes “technology which 
does not live up to its overinflated expectations” so 
that it “rapidly becomes unfashionable”. 

Also in the Trough of Disillusionment are  
autonomous vehicles, with Gartner predicting it will 
be more than 10 years before the technology 
becomes mainstream.

“In the recent past there were basically lots of 
promises that in many cases weren’t fulfilled, or at 
least within the initially set deadlines,” says Pacheco.

“But Covid-19 is adding another aspect of 
complexity. Car manufacturers and associated 
suppliers are having a difficult time from a financial 
standpoint which means they need to reprioritise 
their investments.

“Autonomous vehicles are definitely still on the 
radar for them, but the timelines seem to be 
extending. The tendency is to invest more on the 
low-hanging fruits and put money into areas where 
companies can recover it faster, such as vehicle 
connectivity or connected services. Also, in Europe, 
electrification is a priority because there is regula-
tion pushing carmakers to go flat out in this area.”

Recent events which have pushed autonomous 
driving into the Trough of Disillusionment have 
included Continental delaying its investments in the 
technology, autonomous truck company Starsky 
Robotics and self-driving start-up Drive.ai failing, 
while Audi abandoned plans to introduce the Level 
3 traffic jam pilot feature into its A8, which it had 
originally announced in 2017.

INCREASED INVESTMENT

However, tech companies which have seen their 
revenues less affected by Covid-19 have increased 
investment in this area. “The likes of Apple and 
Amazon have bought companies in the autono-
mous driving sector,” says Pacheco. “Also Intel, 
which has plans to set up a robo taxi service by 
2022. It is still committed to that timeline and basi-
cally those companies whose financial situations 
are more comfortable at the moment are perhaps 
in a better position to stick to their initial timelines.”

Autonomous vehicle pilots and trials have 
continued to be undertaken during the pandemic, 
though most are still supported by safety drivers.

Gartner says continuing advances in sensing, 

positioning, imaging, guidance, mapping and 
communications technologies, combined with AI 
algorithms and high-performance computing 
capabilities, are bringing the autonomous vehicle 
closer to reality, but it still faces major challenges.

These focus on reducing cost, though increasingly 
the key challenges are regulatory, legal and societal 
considerations, such as permits for operation, 
insurance and the effects of human interaction. 

The hype cycle identifies connected car platforms 
as the mobility technology closest to mainstream 
adoption, saying this will happen in under two years.

“There are several OEMs currently working with 
large technology and telecommunication operators 
to deploy cloud-connected vehicle platforms, and 
most automakers have their own connected car 
platforms,” says the report.

These OEM-owned platforms are evolving and 
merging with services offered by large cloud 
operators, such as Microsoft Azure. Amazon Web 
Services, Alphabet and IBM. “The technology 
companies are supplying the underlying computer 
power, artificial intelligence, machine learning and 
cloud storage for connected vehicle data,” says the 
report. “The cloud platform is also a way to build a 
digital ecosystem around the connected car, which 
is an important evolution for the vehicle.”

The report says the technology has a potentially 
high business impact as the availability of cloud-
connected vehicle platforms will allow OEMs to 

focus on creating vehicle and driving experiences.
They will also further enable the role of OEMs in 

integrating consumers, dealers, repair and service, 
and aftermarket services, as well as building up 
automotive data marketplaces for selling data to 
third parties. Gartner describes the technology as 
transformational (see Priority Matrix boxout, page 
25) which it defines as enabling new ways of doing 
business across industries that will result in major 
shifts in industry dynamics.

OTHER TRANSFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

Other technologies the report describes as trans-
formational are electric vehicles and vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communications.

V2V – the wireless transmission of data via dedi-
cated short-range communications (DSRC) or 
cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) – is slipping 
into the Trough of Disillusionment partly because 
vehicle makers continue to lack direction from a 
regulatory standpoint, says Gartner.

“V2V communications can play a crucial role in 
improving traffic safety and flow by allowing vehi-
cles in transit to send data about vehicle position, 
road conditions and traffic conditions to one 
another,” adds the report. “Drivers may receive a 
warning or the vehicle itself may take pre-emptive 
actions, such as braking in an automated way.”

The report says V2V will become mainstream in 
five to 10 years’ time, although its future techno-
logical evolution has yet to gain consensus as the 
DRSC and C-V2X systems are not compatible, 
creating confusion over “which technology will win”.

Ford Motor Company said it plans to deploy 
C-V2X in all new US vehicle models from 2022, 
while last year Volkswagen announced its Golf will 
have DCRC-based technology, making it the first 
mass market vehicle to be so equipped.

“The lack of consensus may lead to a hybrid 
approach in some markets to ensure maximum 
interoperability among vehicles and infrastruc-
ture, with DSRC or C-V2X being sold in parallel, 
depending on OEM decisions,” says Gartner.

 “China will likely establish C-V2X as its tech-
nology for V2V, creating an important global shift 
that may well tip the scales in favour of C-V2X over 
the long term.”

Sponsored by
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IN THE RECENT 
PAST THERE WERE 
BASICALLY LOTS OF 

PROMISES THAT  
IN MANY CASES 

WEREN’T  
FULFILLED  

PEDRO PACHECO, GARTNER

Autonomous vehicles 
fall into the Trough of 

Disillusionment
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ELECTRIC FLEET: BATTERY LIFE

e’ve all experienced the issue of  
lithium-ion battery degradation 
through our smartphones.

When brand new, the batteries 
seem to last forever, but over time and use they 
need to be charged increasingly frequently as their 
capacity reduces.

Similarly, the lithium-ion batteries used in  
electric vehicles also degrade over time.

This means that an EV will be able to travel less 
far on a single charge until the point when the 
battery is no longer suitable for use in a vehicle.

However, there should be no reason for a fleet 
decision-maker or driver of a new EV to panic.

Analysis by telematics company Geotab of 6,300 
fleet and consumer EVs, representing 1.8 million 
days of data and 21 vehicle models, found batteries 
are exhibiting high levels of sustained health.

If the observed degradation rates were  
maintained, the vast majority of batteries would 
outlast the usable life of the vehicles.

“As you might expect, the older a vehicle is, the 
more likely its battery has deteriorated,” says  
Charlotte Argue, senior manager, fleet  
electrification at Geotab.

“However, when looking at average decline 
across all vehicles, the loss is arguably minor, at 
2.3% per year.

“This means that if you purchase an EV today 
with a 150-mile range, losing about 17 miles of 
accessible range after five years is unlikely to 
impact your day-to-day needs. Under ideal climate 
and charging conditions, the loss is 1.6%.

“As vehicles come out with larger battery packs, 
losing some capacity may not impact your day-to-
day driving needs and shouldn’t overshadow the 
many benefits EVs have to offer.”

She adds: “One exciting piece of information we 
were able to glean from the data was that vehicles 
with high use did not show significantly higher 
battery degradation.”

EV manufacturers have also moved to soothe 
any concerns over battery health by offering 
battery warranties, typically covering much more 
than the typical fleet vehicle replacement cycle. 
For example, the Peugeot e-208’s battery has an 
eight-year/100,000-mile warranty for 70% of its 
charge capacity.

But there are good reasons for organisations  
to look after the health of their EV batteries even  
if it does not directly impact their day-to-day 
operations.

A battery’s state of health (SOH) may affect future 

Electric vehicle batteries 
degrade over time, reducing 
range, but there are ways to 
slow down the decline. 
Andrew Ryan reports
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By Dominic Gill, National Leasing 
Manager, Volvo Car UK

The Volvo brand has 
always been synonymous 
with safety. But, in a 
world where the threat  
of climate change is 
growing, our approach to 
safety needs to extend to 

protecting the world around us. 
For Volvo Cars that means minimising 

our environmental impact, maximising 
our social impact and caring for our 
customers and employees. 

And, for our fleet and business 
customers specifically, it means 
assisting and supporting with your  
CSR (corporate social responsibility) 
objectives and helping you to navigate 
what can be a challenging area. 

We have recently received third-party 
approval for our climate action plan, 
one of the most ambitious in the car 
industry. The plan, under which Volvo 
Cars strives to become a climate-
neutral company by 2040, has been 
scientifically verified by the Science 
Based Targets Initiative (SBTI), a 
non-profit organisation that provides 
companies with a clear pathway to 
support the Paris Agreement. 

Volvo Cars was the first established 
car maker to commit to all-out 
electrification and we are the only 
brand to offer a plug-in hybrid variant 
on every model in its line-up. Sales of 
our plug-in hybrid cars amounted to 
almost a quarter of sales in Europe 
during the first half of 2020 and in the 
UK our new T4 and T6 plug-in hybrid 
powertrains have proven to be 
particularly popular with fleet buyers.

The Volvo range has undergone an 
exciting transformation over recent years 
and we are here to support you with the 
next step towards electrification. 

SPONSOR’S 
COMMENT

For more details on how Volvo can 
support your  
business please 
call the Volvo Car 
Business Centre 
on 0345 600 4027 
or visit volvocars.
co.uk/business  

residual values, while a cared-for battery can be 
used in ‘second-life’ applications such as battery 
storage after it is no longer used to power a 
vehicle.

“Batteries are like human beings in that human 
beings age faster during stress, and batteries  
also age faster during stress,” says Vipul  
Dhingra, development engineer, battery BMS 
function development, at powertrain development 
company AVL.

“Heat could be a stress, high charging current 
could also be a stress. You cannot completely 
prevent that there will be a kind of ageing, but there 
are chemical processes that you maybe can delay: 
if you are smoking a cigarette then you age faster, 
so perhaps the preventative measure is to quit 
smoking.

“Similarly, for batteries, if you are doing a lot of 
fast charging and that is reflected in the ageing 
model, then you can take the corrective measures 
for reducing the peak current or peak power 
performance.

“If you know how to carefully handle your battery, 
it will last longer.”

MANAGE THE STATE 

OF BATTERY CHARGE 

“Typically when you buy a new mobile 
phone, it comes with 50% or 60% of 
charge because that’s a nice, healthy 
state to keep the battery in,” says 

Samuel Abbott, energy system hardware specialist 
at Cenex. “You want to avoid storing it fully empty 
or fully charged.”

The same principle extends to EV batteries. 
Geotab’s Argue says ideally the state of charge 
should be kept at 20% to 80%, particularly when 
an EV is left for longer periods, and it should be 
charged fully only for long distance trips.

Grid management services and charging  
infrastructure provider Enel X adds: “Lithium-ion 
batteries last longest when they aren’t always 
charged to 100% or drained to the point of being 
almost fully depleted.

“The EV manufacturers know this. They  
engineer a vehicle’s battery management system 
to ensure that doesn’t happen so even when an EV 
shows a 100% state of charge, the battery is only 
about 90% charged, with the 10% left unused as a 
‘buffer’ to prevent overcharging.

“Even with the 10% buffer it’s better if you only 
power your EV to about 80% unless you need the 
extra range for a particular day. In that case, it’s 
fine to fuel the batteries all the way to 100%.”

Enel X advises users not to frequently drain a 
battery below 5% and when they do, the EV should 
be charged as soon as possible because “leaving 
a nearly-drained battery sit for a long period of 
time (typically weeks rather than days) without 
recharging can permanently damage the cells, 
shorten the battery life, and eventually contribute 
to battery degradation”.

1
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LIMIT THE AMOUNT OF 

RAPID CHARGE SESSIONS

Geotab’s analysis found the use 
of DC rapid chargers (typically 
50kW and above) appears to 
increase the rate that batteries 

degrade: after 48 months, EVs operating in 
a hot climate (five days a year over 27oC) 
which had been rapid-charged more than 
three times a month would have an average 
battery SOH of around 80%. When new, a 
battery has a 100% SOH. After the same 
period, an EV which had never been rapid-
charged had an SOH of around 90%, while 
one which was rapid-charged up to three 
times a month was at 85%.

“Rapidly charging a battery means high 
currents resulting in high temperatures, 
both known to strain batteries,” says Argue.

Enel X says rapid-charging won’t damage 
a lithium-ion battery as long as the number 
of times it is done is limited. 

“There’s no harm in using rapid-charging 

stations a couple of times a week, or even 
a couple of times on the same day when 
you’re taking a long road trip,” it says.

“However, the combination of frequent 
DC rapid-charging in hot ambient temper-
ature settings can accelerate the battery’s 
loss of capacity. You should try to only use 
DC rapid-charge stations when you need 
to, and use slow charging stations for daily 
recharging at home.”

ChargePoint says that when using a rapid 
charger, it’s best to unplug when the battery 
reaches about 80% charge.

Every battery follows a ‘charging curve’ 
when plugged in. Charging starts slowly 
while the car monitors several factors from 
the battery’s charge level to the weather 
outside, climbs to peak speeds for as long 
as possible and slows down again at 80% 
to prolong battery life.

“It could take almost as long to fill the last 
20% of charge as it did to get to 80% in the 
first place,” adds ChargePoint.

AVOID EXTREME HEAT

The climate is out of the control of 
a fleet decision-maker or EV 
driver, but they should do what 
they can to avoid extremely hot 
temperatures, says Argue.

Geotab found those EVs driven in hot 
conditions* – which it classes as areas 
having more than five days a year over 27oC 
– show a notably faster rate of decline than 
that driven in temperate conditions – fewer 
than five days per year over 27oC or under 
-5oC.

After 48 months, the SOH of an average 
battery in hot climates was around 90%. For 
temperate conditions this was around 96%.

“This is not great news if you and your 
fleet toil under the hot sun,” says Argue.

EVs feature systems to cool the batteries 
when they rise in temperature, but Enel X 
recommends drivers take steps to protect 
the battery if they are used in areas where 
temperatures frequently exceed 30oC.

“Wherever possible, try not to leave the 
car parked in direct sunlight for long periods 

of the day when the temperatures are very 
high”, it says.

“It’s especially important not to leave a 
fully-charged EV sitting unprotected for 
prolonged periods in extreme heat.

“If you know the car is going to be exposed 
to high temperatures, don’t charge it past 
80% that day, unless you need the extra 
range.”

Enel X says cold temperatures do not 

have the same effect. “The cold will reduce 
the driving range of an electric car because 
the chemical reaction inside the battery 
cells slows down, and that limits the amount 
of energy available,” it adds.

“However, as soon as the battery warms 
up, its fine and there’s no lasting effect from 
cold conditions.”

* The majority of the vehicles used in the 
analysis were from North America.
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ocal authorities and businesses are up 
against it in these unprecedented 
times. Having to contend with months 
of pandemic-induced health and  

financial hardships while continuing to take  
ambitious action on climate and clean air has been, 
to the say the least, extremely challenging. Adding 
to the challenge has been the fact that the UK 
government’s policy and legislative agenda outside 
Covid-19 has been largely suspended. However, 
three big challenges lay ahead if the fleet sector and 
local authorities are to play their part in tackling the 
threat of climate change and putting local econo-
mies on a path to a flourishing net zero economy. 

Firstly, the UK government needs to provide 
adequate long-term investment, ambitious 
national frameworks and the necessary powers to 
accelerate local change. Challenges, such as how 
the electricity grid can be renewed to serve a 
seamless network of electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure, must be overcome.  However, with 
the recent postponement of the chancellor’s 
Autumn Budget that was set to be delivered along-
side a Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR), 
there’s little clarity about what the future holds. 
When he does set out the next long-term budget, 
it will set the direction for much local and private 
investment over the next four years, and either 
enable or disable local action on climate. 

A CSR and budget that sets the direction towards 
a clean, green future is surely the path down which 
the UK can reclaim some pride on the world stage 
at COP26 next year. To this end, an unprecedented 
mix of 24 mayors and local leaders have joined 
forces in a Resilient Recovery Taskforce, convened 
by UK100, to urge the chancellor to unlock £100bn 
of green investment. Given that the UK’s national 
debt hit a record £2.024 trillion at the end of 

L

‘A TIME OF 
IMMENSE  
POSSIBILITY’ 
It is set to be a crunch year for the biodiversity  
and climate emergencies, says Jason Torrance

August, £249.5 billion more than the same time 
last year, leveraging additional private investment 
to complement UK government funding is now 
more important than ever. 

With any investment needs to come new jobs and 
new skills. New research from UK100 indicates 
that a “retrofit army” of nearly half a million 
builders, electricians and plumbers will be needed 
to help meet the government’s objective of 
becoming Net Zero by 2050. It also shows that 
more than 3.1 million job posts affected by the shift 
to green jobs will need access to skills and training 
from government and industry. 

Secondly, local leaders and business leaders 
need to be part of a long-term UK government 
plan that builds activity around achieving net zero. 
We have ahead of us what promises to be a huge 

year for UK politics that will make or break efforts 
to take ambitious action to tackle climate change. 
The need for consistency and a clear long-term 
government-led plan were key messages that 
came out of last year’s Clean Air Summit convened 
by Fleet News and UK100. 

Legislation such as the Environment Bill, antici-
pated government policy such as the Recovery and 
Devolution White Paper, promised plans such as 
the Transport Decarbonisation Plan, the results 
from the biggest local elections ever in May, and 
hosting COP26 at the end of next year, will all have 
crucial roles in creating focus or causing confusion.  

Lastly, it’s crucial that local leaders and business 
leaders are led not only by the evidence of the need 
to take ambitious action to safeguard our climate, 
but are also led by what local people want. While 
the lockdowns required to contain the spread of 
Covid-19 have opened eyes to the benefits of 
cleaner air and quieter streets, overwhelming 
support for measures to protect health by tackling 
air polluting emissions from cars has remained 
high. With more than 290 local authorities having 
declared a climate emergency and many local 
citizens’ assemblies under way, and the continued 
move away from petrol and diesel cars towards 
electric, attitudes are changing. 

The role of the public in political decision-making 
on issues that affect our environment has never 
been more widespread. 

Despite what this country has been through 
since March, it is a time of immense possibility.  
As the Committee on Climate Change said in  
its recent progress report to parliament: “We 
must seize the opportunity to make the Covid-19 
recovery a defining moment in tackling the  
climate crisis. We say to the Government, ‘Act 
courageously – it’s there for the taking’.” 

WE SAY TO  
THE GOVERNMENT,  

‘ACT COURAGEOUSLY 
– IT’S THERE FOR  
THE TAKING’
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SPOTLIGHT: LIZ HOLLANDS



Fleet managers must 
always ask: ‘Why?’

Throughout her 27 years in fleet, Liz Hollands has always 
questioned the status quo – an approach which is even 

more valuable now. Sarah Tooze reports 

“And there’s nothing like being able to pick 
up the phone to another fleet manager and 
say, ‘What do you think about this? What 
would you do?’”

Hollands has recently had to pass on her 
fleet expertise, having retired at the end of July 
from her role as executive assistant to CEO 
and fleet manager at Logistics UK (formerly 
the Freight Transport Association). 

The latter was a position she had held since 
2010, after leaving DTZ as a result of 
outsourcing. 

“I was furloughed, like lots of people have 
been (as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic) 
and, having been widowed nearly three years 
ago, it made me focus on what I wanted to do 
from here on,” she says. 

“I realised I could afford to retire and that it 
was the right time.”

The majority of the fleet work has been 
outsourced to Logistics UK’s incumbent 
leasing supplier Marshall Leasing, overseen 
and managed internally by facilities & 
procurement manager Sian Brady, and 
director of HR Emma Emmett.

Hollands’ executive assistant duties have 
been taken on by another colleague, Lisa 
Gardiner, who already looked after two other 
directors. 

Hollands created a big handover document 
on fleet for her colleagues, covering “not just 
how to do something, but why you would do 
something”. 

Fleet managers should always question 
why things are done a certain way, particu-
larly when managing suppliers, Hollands 
believes. 

“I always used to query stuff,” she says. “I 
would always ask, ‘Why do we do this? Why 
don’t we do it that way? What if we did it this 
way?’. The feedback I had from leasing 
companies was they liked that because it 
challenged the way they did things’.”

Hollands’ advice on tendering is to ensure 
the account manager is part of the presenta-
tion as they’ll be the person doing the job 
day-to-day. 

“In the days when I was doing tenders for a 
new supplier, invariably suppliers would put 
their best marketing person into a team 

iz Hollands, the latest inductee to 
the Fleet News Hall of Fame, had 
a ‘pinch me’ moment as she was 
leaving the awards at the  

Grosvenor House Hotel in March. 
She looked at the wall of photos and names 

of all the Hall of Fame members – many of 
whom were her mentors when she started in 
fleet in 1993 – and thought it was “pretty 
amazing” that she was now among them. 

Hollands didn’t set out to be a fleet manager 
– she was working as an office manager at 
property services provider DTZ when she 
was given responsibility for the merger of two 
car fleets.

It was a baptism of fire as everything from 
company car grades to funding methods and 
insurers was different, and Hollands received 
no training – she was simply given two lever 
arch files, a spreadsheet and some copies of 
Fleet News and told to “get on with it”.

“I remember opening up the copies and 
reading them thinking, ‘Crap, there’s a lot to 
learn here!’,” she says. 

An important moment early in her career 
was meeting industry stalwart and fellow Hall 
of Fame member Stewart Whyte, who  
encouraged her to join fleet representative 
group ACFO (now AFP – the Association of 
Fleet Professionals).

“The southern region in those days had 
quite a small membership, but there were 
some heavyweight fleet people like Phil 
Redman (also in the Hall of Fame) and Freddie 
Watts,” she says. “I just used to pump them 
for information.”

Hollands went on to become secretary and 
chairman of the ACFO southern region and 
then ACFO director from 2006 to 2010.

She sees the recent merger of ACFO and 
fleet training body ICFM to form AFP as  
positive for the fleet sector. 

“That was something that needed to happen,” 
she says. “It has much bigger ‘buying power’, 
if you like. And for people within the industry, 
it gives the opportunity of the training and the 
networking. 

“ICFM always had a very good training base, 
but it didn’t appear to have the networking that 
ACFO had.
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and send them to you and you’d think, 
‘Wow, these people are really good’.

“And after a while I thought, ‘But they’re not 
the people doing the job for you every day’. So 
I would say I wanted them to bring along the 
account manager or the account executive 
and maybe the finance director. I’m not  
interested in a lot of marketing speak, I want 
to know what it’s going to be like if I take you 
on.

“Equally, when I did reviews I would hold one 
at our office and one at theirs because it was 
nice to go and see the people who were doing 
the work for you in the various departments.

“You always get a much better rapport with 
people you have met face-to-face.”

Hollands acknowledges that given the 
current Covid-19 restrictions that isn’t possible 
but believes, once it is, fleet managers should, 
as a minimum, meet a new supplier initially 
rather than just having virtual meetings. 

And, while the economic fallout of Covid-19 
is putting businesses under greater pressure 
to cut costs, she thinks it is important to 
recognise that suppliers need to make money 
too. 

“There is no point driving everybody down 
to a point where they can’t afford to do the 
work because nobody ends up feeling good 
about that,” she says. 

“You have to understand that they’re there 
to make a bit of a profit.”

Fleet managers who respect that and are 
“pleasant” to their suppliers will benefit as 
suppliers will be more inclined to “put  
themselves out for you when you need  
something done in a hurry”, in Hollands’ view. 

Supplier management is Hollands’ forte. 
She was on the supplier judging panel of the 

SPOTLIGHT: LIZ HOLLANDS

HALL OF FAME
INDUCTEE LIZ HOLLANDS

Liz Hollands (centre), of Logistics UK, collected the Hall of Fame 
trophy from Stuart Thomas, director of business services, Fleet 
& SME Services at sponsors The AA, while awards host Steph 
McGovern looks on

Fleet News Awards for more than 15 years,  
a role which she says was “such a good  
experience”. 

“You get to read about things and people  
you wouldn’t otherwise necessarily know 
about,” she says. “It teaches you to think about  
new ways of doing things when you look at 
what new products and services people have 
introduced.

“And, in the actual judging process itself, 
where you’re sat in a room with other experts, 
it’s great to have their knowledge and 
perspective.”

Contract hire has evolved considerably 
during Hollands’ career.

“To start with, it was just a finance arrange-
ment with maintenance and it’s become 
much more than that with all the things you 
can add,” she says. 

“I worked out, once upon a time, that I spent 
a day a week – a fifth of my time – doing  

Sponsored by

Liz Hollands has become a  
doyenne of the industry  
over her 27-year career
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…taking to the skies
How did Liz Hollands spend the first day of her 
retirement? By flying over Beachy Head in an 
RAF Spitfire.

Hollands has held a pilot’s licence since the 
late 1990s and the Spitfire experience was not 
the first time she has taken control of a World 
War II fighter plane. 

Back in 2009, she had a flight in a P51D 
Mustang – courtesy of a phone-in with Chris 
Evans’ former Drivetime Show on Radio 2.  

Hollands took the controls for some of the 
flight and did a couple of 360-degree rolls and 
some general diving and swooping, which was 
“all absolutely awesome”.  The Spitfire 
experience was “equally awesome”. 

It was something her late husband, Pat, had 
done more than 25 years ago and Hollands 
thought it time she grasped the opportunity. 

Pat’s death has taught her that life is “not a 
rehearsal” and that you “must make the most 
of opportunities that come along” but also 
“work at making those opportunities happen”. 

“I never want to be that person who said ‘I 
wish I’d done that’,” she says.  

Holidays, spending time with her elderly 
parents and rediscovering the digital piano (the 
Yamaha Clavinova, which she played as a child), 
are all on her bucket list.

She also intends to pass on her passion for 
flying by taking a flight instructor course, “enjoy 
the silly car” (a Mercedes AMG C63) and “get 
the motorbike out of the garage a bit more”. 

Hollands has a Yamaha 350 LC on which  
her husband won a 350 production racing 
championship in 1995, having placed second in 
1994 and third in 1993. She, too, had a spell of 
racing in the mid-1990s.

“It was exhilarating but quite scary,” she 
says. “I got hurt a lot so I decided not to do it 
any more.”

However, Hollands did still commute to the 
DTZ office in central London by motorbike, 
clocking up around 30,000 miles a year. 

She has also been known to fly to meetings. 
In February 2005, she flew to an ACFO 

regional meeting at the Goodwood Estate, near 
Chichester, landing at its well-known airfield. 

Hollands recalls that the meeting was paused 
when a Spitfire flew overhead. As the meeting 
was sponsored by Volkswagen, the afternoon 
was spent driving VWs round Goodwood.

“That was probably my best day at work 
ever,” Hollands says.

THERE IS NO 
POINT DRIVING 

EVERYBODY DOWN 
TO A POINT 

WHERE THEY 
CAN’T AFFORD TO 

DO THE WORK. 
NOBODY ENDS UP 
FEELING GOOD

LIZ HOLLANDS 

manufacturer told me to go away and play 
with my dolls!

“You don’t tend to get that now and there are 
many more female fleet managers out there 
and in high profile roles.”

But Hollands looks back fondly on some of 
the more interesting car launches she 
attended – a trip to Berlin with Volkswagen, 
within a few years of the Berlin Wall coming 
down, when the manufacturer declared it 
wanted to be number one in fleet, and the 
launch of the BMW M3 at Nürburgring where 
Hollands was able to drive round the Formula 
One circuit.

“I never turned down the opportunity to do 
those days but from a practical point of view 
it’s much more sensible to have a demo car 
for a week – then you really get a feel for what 
it’s like and whether it will work for you,” she 
says. 

“But those events were always good for 
networking.”

Corporate hospitality rules and the expense 
of such trips meant that even before Covid-19 
restrictions came into force, they were on the 
wane, but fleet managers are still able to 
benefit from networking, even if more of it is 
taking place online currently. 

Like other industry experts, Hollands thinks 
that, in the long-term, fleet managers and 
company car drivers will do fewer face-to-
face meetings and the annual mileage of 
company cars will “drop substantially”, poten-
tially meaning fewer people actually need a 
company car, although for some industries 
vehicles will remain essential. 

“The fleet industry is going to change shape 
in some way,” she says. “The funding arrange-
ment may be different – it may be that you do 
a little more personal contract hire for  
vehicles, which are actually being used for 
business. But they’re not a company car 
because they’re privately owned.”

As for the shift to electric vehicles, Hollands 
remains sceptical about the infrastructure.

“I can see why we should do it, but I can’t 
see that we can get everybody into electric 
cars,” she says. 

“It’s not the final answer.”

HOLLANDS

ON...

FACTFILE
Name: Liz Hollands
Last role: executive assistant to CEO and fleet manager 
Organisation: Logistics UK (formerly the Freight 
Transport Association)
Fleet size: 165 cars, 20 vans 

uninsured loss recovery and managing insur-
ance and only part of it tackling it, and not as  
efficiently as it could be done by experts. So 
things like accident management, relief  
vehicles and the consultancy added the most 
value to contract hire.

“If I had some input (in that happening) I’d 
be quite happy.” 

The fleet industry as a whole has changed 
and is much more professional than when 
Hollands started her career.

She still recalls the sexism she encountered 
from the representative of one car  
manufacturer, who shall remain nameless, in 
the 1990s. 

“I was making a nuisance of myself to a 
particular manufacturer because I was 
pursuing a warranty claim on a radiator on a 
car that was less than 12 months old,” 
Hollands says. 

“The head of customer service at this 



Fleet boss Iain Montgomery sets course for  
product-led recovery in 2021, reports Stephen Briers

New EVs help to ‘align’ 
FCA’s range to fleet

ou could forgive Iain Montgomery for 
describing the past nine months as a 
baptism of fire. When he was 
appointed FCA UK fleet and 

remarketing director in January, little did he – or 
anyone else – know that just two months later he 
would be implementing contingency plans and 
customer support packages as the country went 
into a coronavirus-induced lockdown.

Yet, despite the inevitable stresses created by a 
halt to global production, a total transformation in 
day-to-day working practices and a market-wide 
collapse in new car registrations, Montgomery  
retains his composure. Yes, it was challenging, he 
says, but the key was to keep communication 
channels open to preserve business relationships.

The timing added complications: FCA was in the 
process of moving to a new partner for its 
outsourced field team and was working on a 
business centre expansion plan. It was also 
preparing for a host of new product launches in 
the second half of the year, some of which have 
now been put back a few months.

Nevertheless, minds were concentrated on the 
job at hand, and action was swift and decisive. 

“We knew we had strong relationships with NHS 
Trusts, and we had to keep them running from 
both a supply and maintenance point of view,” 
Montgomery says. “Supply of ambulances never 
slowed down. We maintained our volumes with 
utilities companies, and we’ve worked to keep 
council fleets going. And we’ve kept lines of 
communication open with all customers.”

FCA implemented a range of measures, 
including individual solutions. “These could be as 
simple as holding stock at the port, so they didn’t 
have to start the payment. Cashflow at this time is 
key, especially for smaller businesses.”

He adds: “Back in February, we couldn’t imagine 
closing the business but still maintaining our 

AS A TOTAL 
PROPOSITION,  

WE ARE IN THE  
BEST PLACE  

WE’VE BEEN FOR  
A LONG TIME

IAIN MONTGOMERY
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for our performance,” Montgomery says. “With 
our model-year 20 changes, we have enhanced 
the autonomous driving technology to take the 
Stelvio to another level. We can stand toe-to-toe 
when competing for customers because we have 
the technology to match the design.

“There’s a lot of love and passion for the brand 
but our challenge is to overcome stigma on 
reliability. We have to get people into the car so 
they can experience the phenomenal drive and see 
that it is a viable alternative to the ‘Big Three’.”

A LONG-TERM PLAN

For Fiat, the plan includes moving away from 
short-term high cost business – last year it almost 
halved its rental sales – to build residual values 
and improve the cost of ownership.

“We can’t do short-term business growth with 
short-term rewards, which causes suffering in the 
long-term,” Montgomery adds.

To support the launch plan, FCA is implementing 
back-office structures with a new purpose-built 
web portal, making it easier for fleet customers to 
access information, advice and assistance.

Covering all five of the group’s brands, the FCA 
Fleet Hub has been designed to meet the needs of 
fleet and business users and to improve the 
customer experience, offering preferential finance 
deals, BIK calculators, online quotations, advice 
and links to the 23 dedicated FCA business centres.

FCA is looking to expand its network of business 
centres to 25 by the end of the year. It requires 
investment in dedicated fleet sales staff, but the 
rewards are there for retailers.

“We can demonstrate a link between our 
success in fleet and having a business centre in 
the area,” says Montgomery. “These businesses 
understand the customer needs from start to 
finish; they understand how a company car 
scheme works so the fleet manager is happy and 
the end user driver is happy.”

The objective is to grow fleet market share, but 
it has to be done in the right way for the business.

“We have to be confident we can grow through 
sustainable business with ongoing relationships 
with customers and leasing companies,” says 
Montgomery. “Whether it’s one car or a fleet, we 
must understand their needs and provide a solution. 
That’s key to maintaining a strong relationship. Our 
success will be built on partnerships with people 
and customers, strengthening the dealer network 
and making sure we maximise the opportunities 
presented by our product offering.”

presence remotely. But here we are; we’ve done it.”
Many positives came out of the new ways of 

working, including greater recognition of the 
importance of being proactive towards customers’ 
changing needs. Digital selling has flourished in an 
industry more used to face-to-face customer 
relationships, while online working has improved 
efficiencies in an environmentally friendly way.

Business is now returning with a clear-cut 
emphasis on hybrid and electric. Montgomery 
predicts a transition as employees do less mileage, 
with many no longer commuting to work or 
holding face-to-face meetings.

“We are looking at lower mileage contracts and 
rentals, but we also expect growth in the car club 
platforms – do people want to own cars if they are 
sitting on their driveways?” he asks. “But we’re still 
seeing the number of tenders increasing and we 
can now tick more boxes with our model line-up.”

THREE KEY PILLARS

Fleet sizes might not be the thing that changes, but 
car size and fuel choice most certainly will. The 
recovery will, therefore, be product-led, which 
plays to FCA’s advantage.

New product is one of three key pillars to 
Montgomery’s strategy, set out at the start of the 
year; the others are partnerships with leasing 
companies and customers, and sustainable 
growth in true fleet. All three remain core 
objectives, even if some of the timings have shifted.

Appointed following the departure of Andrew 
Waite (now network development director at 
Hyundai), Montgomery has extensive automotive 
experience in sales, remarketing, dealers, fleet 
account management, direct channels and 
corporate accounts, giving him ideal depth and 
breadth of knowledge for his latest position.

That depth and breadth is matched by the FCA 
model line-up, which stretches from city car (500) 
to large van (Ducato), mass market (Fiat) to 
premium (Alfa Romeo), and sporty (Abarth) to 
multi-purpose (Jeep). Its breadth was only limited 
by the lack of alternative fuel offerings, something 
now being addressed.

“Our range is now better aligned with the fleet 
market with the launch of new hybrid and electric 
models,” says Montgomery. “As a total proposition, 
we are in the best place we’ve been for a long time. 
We now have to make sure we have a plan for the 
new products with a clear objective of where they 
sit and their route to market.”

Fiat and Jeep both have full electric and hybrid 
models coming to market, offering preferential 

cost of ownership for fleets and lower benefit-in-
kind taxation for drivers.

Montgomery is excited about the plug-in hybrid 
Renegade and Compass which are “4x4 capable 
but nothing like we’ve had before” and put Jeep 
“back in the game”, and the full electric Fiat 500 
which will come to market in early 2021.

“The 500 BEV is our ground-breaking product,” 
he says. “The initial feedback and interest 
registered has been very positive. We expect small 
numbers to begin with but a steady uptake. The 
zero BIK and lower cost of ownership are 
compelling. The only thing stopping more rapid 
uptake is range versus lifestyle, but even that is 
changing as people travel fewer miles.”

Electric is also flowing through Fiat Professional 
with the Ducato, which is attracting growing 
interest from the last-mile delivery operators. 

“For vehicles that do 100 to 200 miles per day, a 
full electric van makes sense,” Montgomery says. 
“There is also the visual benefit to fleets running 
on zero emissions, so we are seeing a lot of 
interest from utilities companies.”

But while electric is grabbing the headlines, FCA 
still believes there is a place for petrol and diesel. 
It isn’t ready to press the stop button just yet.

“There are ongoing developments to make them 
more efficient,” Montgomery says. “In some 
industries, such as transport and logistics, diesel 
makes sense – but diesel-hybrid is the real-world 
solution. We will see petrol continue to rise and I 
can’t see efficiency improvements stopping.”

He recognises that, to achieve its ambitions, FCA 
needs to “look at the market differently” to more 
established brands, notably in the premium sector.

“With Alfa Romeo, we go against Audi, BMW and 
Mercedes-Benz in a sector where we win plaudits 
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The full electric Fiat 500  

will come to market  

in early 2021

The electric Ducato is 

attracting interest from 

last-mile delivery operators
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Reflex is expecting its fleet size to grow by 10% this year as it experiences record  
demand from customers amid the Covid-19 pandemic, reports Jessica Maguire

Vehicle hire growth  
will be ‘unprecedented’

he ability to adapt quickly to a flexible 
new business model and keeping 
customers central to operations are 
responsible for much of the success 

Reflex Vehicle Hire has witnessed amid the 
coronavirus pandemic.

There are 150 orders guaranteed in Reflex’s 
pipeline that have been placed within its fleet 
purchasing programme and it has secured a 
430-vehicle order from one of the company’s 

largest customers who it has worked with for 
more than a decade.

“Some of these orders include vehicles that will 
be utilised for vital contracts, meeting the bespoke 
needs of fleets, with vehicles enhanced with 
thousands of pounds-worth of additional 
equipment for their specific working environment, 
including generators and compressors,” says 
sales director, Lisa Spong.

Many of the company’s clients are key workers in 

critical industry sectors who have kept operational 
and are continuing to grow despite the pandemic. 
Reflex has retained all its customers during the 
Covid crisis and has also grown its customer base 
by 19%, from 156 fleets at the beginning of March 
2020 to 186 by the end of September.

Reflex’s partnerships have allowed the company 
to replace and buy 49 new fleet vehicles for 
customers, increasing its fleet size from 5,640 on 
January 2 to 5,689 on September 30.

SPOTLIGHT: REFLEX VEHICLE HIRE

T

COMPANY: Reflex Vehicle Hire

SALES DIRECTOR: Lisa Spong

FLEET SIZE: 5,689 (September 30, 2020)

FOUNDED: 2004

UK HEADQUARTERS: Loughborough, 

Leicestershire
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company then carries out a full cleaning 
programme before the vehicle is moved.

Role changes within the business are allowing it 
to develop processes to create more efficient 
procedures, helping staff and customers have a 
smoother transition from booking to receiving a 
vehicle.

Spong says: “It is a good time for us to review 
our processes and procedures and make sure 
they are in line with our core values of providing 
the highest levels of first-class service.

“Even though we managed very well, we’re now 
looking at improving our current system, maybe 
to continue with people from working from home 
to reduce our carbon footprint.”

Reflex has been offering electric vehicles (EVs) 
since 2016. Spong says it has been actively 
encouraging customers to make the switch and 
most of its customers have company cars that are 
self-charging hybrids, or full hybrids.

“If that’s what our customer wants, we’ll invest 
in that technology. We’ve got the hybrid welfare 
vehicle, electric vans, electric cars and hybrid cars. 
We’re trialling all the EVs,” she says.

“Our customers are leading the way in adapting 
their fleets to support the Government’s Road to 
Zero ambitions. We are working with our business 
customers to help with this transition by providing 
an extended range of fuel options for our specialist 
vehicles, not just standard vans,” says Spong.

Reflex’s focus on customer safety and investment 
in customer service helped it secure the Fleet 

News Supplier of the Year Award. 
Spong says: “After receiving the title of ‘Supplier 

of the Year’, we will continue to deliver world-class 
service for not only being the safest rental 
company, but the best rental company.

“The award is a prestigious title, but one we are 
not shy of living up to. This is our focus for 2021.”

It has already exceeded its pre-Covid position 
and Spong says the company is experiencing 
“unprecedented demand” from its customers at 
the moment. Reflex’s fleet is expected to grow by 
10% this year (from 5,640 in January to 6,220 by 
the end of the year)

She says: “We’ve got several vehicles that we’re 
going to commit to. But, mainly, we’re trying to 
ensure our existing client base get the vehicles 
they need. If we pick up others along the way, of 
course, we will supply if we can.

“The benefit is that, because we’re rental, 
companies aren’t committing to buying or contract 
hire, because now we’re entering another semi-
lockdown,” Spong says.

She predicts that “growth is going to be 
astronomical for vehicle hire”, but it’s a matter of 
being able to get the vehicles.

Spong says: “We do have to replace our fleet to 
keep it relatively fresh. However, to meet demand, 
we are now keeping vehicles on fleet rather than 
selling them.”

The general replacement cycle for vehicles at 
Reflex is 36-48 months, with cars between 36-42 
months and commercial vehicles ranging from 
42-48 months. The vast majority (90%) of its fleet 
is made up of commercial vehicles.

Manufacturers on fleet include, but are not limited 
to, Ford (53.84%), Mercedes-Benz (26.56%), Peugeot, 
Renault, Škoda, Seat, Vauxhall, Volkswagen, Isuzu, 
Mitsubishi, Nissan and Toyota Lexus.

When the economy began to recover and people 
started to return to work, Reflex’s utilisation rates 
were also higher than they were pre-Coronavirus, 
reporting 91.5% (September 30) in comparison 
with 90%, pre-Covid. 

Its flexible business model favoured Reflex 
customers and worked to their advantage by 
easing monetary pressures for businesses that 
had contracts and works postponed, which 
allowed customers to nurture their profit margins, 
while seeing a halt in workload.

“We’ve been working with customers during 
these difficult times, not against them,” says Spong.

“Customers have been able to off-hire their 
vehicles without penalties. As a result, customer 
retention has remained strong.

“Our transparent approach has enabled us to 
maintain the trusting relationships we have with 
customers.”

Reflex faced a 20% downturn of vehicles, due to 
customers off-hiring as they didn’t know when 
they would be returning to business.

However, the company used its vehicle tracking 
service to allow customers experiencing shut-
downs to off-hire vehicles, while leaving them in 
place, ready for their business to restart, helping 
to minimise disruption and administration for both 
customers and Reflex at a time when they were 
short on resource – with most staff members 
working remotely.

“We’ve been pleasantly surprised at our recovery 
rate,” says Spong.

“We did expect it to go on for quite some time, 
but we were back in July and we forecast to be 
back to normal in September. We’re reporting 
above our financial utilisation.”

Renowned for its unrelenting focus on improving 
customer safety, the company’s Ready to Work 
vehicle process has been altered to meet new 

stringent hygiene measures, and a new Covid 
committee has been introduced to ensure the 
safety of customers and staff. 

Spong says: “With the help of our newly-formed 
in-house Covid committee, staff undertook 
vigorous training starting with ensuring every 
colleague was fully hygiene trained, with hand 
sanitiser provided throughout the business, 
backed by strict social distancing measures.

“Alongside the hygiene training, designated desk 
spaces have been created with instalment of 
Perspex shields. New measures such as 
temperature checks are conducted for all staff 
upon entry to the building.”

Aside from internal hygiene measures, 
customers benefited from a contactless delivery 
service where the vehicle is fully sanitised before 
the keys are left in a safe place for them to collect.

During vehicle collections, Reflex follows a 
similar process with vehicles left to stand for 
several days (72 hours) before pick-up. The 

TRANSPARENT 
APPROACH HAS 
ENABLED US TO 
MAINTAIN THE 

RELATIONSHIPS  
WE HAVE WITH 
CUSTOMERS

LISA SPONG, REFLEX VEHICLE HIRE
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JUDGES’ COMMENTS:
Safety is built into every aspect of Reflex’s business products and services, 

which was a clear differentiator in this category. Reflex was a frontrunner  

in several other awards categories, proving just how strong it is as an 

outstanding all-round fleet supplier.

FLEET SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR
WINNER: REFLEX VEHICLE HIRE

Oliver Waring, managing 
director, and Lisa Spong, sales 

director, Reflex Vehicle Hire, 
hold the award they collected 

from Christopher Macgowan OBE, 
chairman of the judging panel 

while event host Steph  
McGovern looks on



could, for example, be based on fastest route, 
most comfortable journey or the journey with the 
lowest CO2 emissions.

Users can also include the cost of driving their 
own vehicle or company car for all or part of the 
journey, compared with other modes of transport.

Last year, Fleetondemand acquired vehicle 
management company FleetEurope enabling it 
to almost double the number of rental vehicles 
available through Mobilleo. The two companies 
have now been integrated as part of the wider 
FOD Mobility Group, contributing to its expansion 
into the European market.

The first phase of its European growth strategy 
includes an initial presence in France, Belgium, 
Germany, Spain and Netherlands.

Fleet News: Why did you choose to focus on fleets?
Justin Whitston: In 2016 we looked at the way the 
world was changing in terms of transportation 
and the shift to usership instead of ownership. We 
thought the real exponential growth opportunity 
was to connect all forms of transportation into 
the platform.

My view was, in the changing world to Mobility 
as a Service (MaaS) a lot of city congestion and a 
lot of the challenges businesses face to move to 
MaaS, is because of the company car.

Congestion in cities is largely caused by employees 
commuting to work every morning. If you can offer 
a better solution to businesses first, you are going 

‘Partnerships are key’ 
for FOD as it aspires to 
expand MaaS offering
Company sees the provision of a one-touch multi-modal 
booking platform as the way forward. Matt de Prez reports

Mobilleo platform playing an increased role in 
addressing the global mobility needs of fleets and 
businesses.

Founded by chief executive Justin Whitston, the 
mastermind behind Nexus Vehicle Rental, FOD 
provides a one-touch multi-modal booking 
platform with central billing.

It connects business users to flights, trains, 
taxis, car hire, car leasing, car clubs, bikes and 
hotels, presenting them with all forms of available 
transport.

A SmartSearch functionality allows users to 
choose from a range of multi-modal journeys 
based on their individual preferences. These 

s the worlds of corporate travel and 
fleet become increasingly inter-
twined and the importance of the 
company car comes under pressure 

from new mobility solutions, the technology that 
keeps people moving becomes ever more 
important.

Fleetondemand (FOD) launched in 2008, aiming 
to provide fleets and businesses with a seamless 
solution that gets employees where they need to 
be cheaply, efficiently and, most importantly, with 
minimal fuss.

It is rapidly becoming one of the UK’s most 
advanced mobility technology providers, with its 

FLEET NEWS AWARDS:   
INNOVATION IN MOBILITY TECHNOLOGY

FACTFILE

COMPANY: FLEETONDEMAND

CEO: JUSTIN WHITSTON

FOUNDED: 2008

KEY PRODUCT: MOBILLEO

NUMBER OF B2B CUSTOMERS: 195

WINNER: 
FLEETONDEMAND
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quite a long way to cleaning up the workforce 
commute and public transportation infrastructure 
and removing cars from the equation.

FN: Will the traditional company car be affected 

by a shift to MaaS?

JW: MaaS, as a focus, is not really a replacement 
for the car. It’s about taking a company’s mobility 
objectives and wrapping a solution around them. 

What we have found fascinating as a trend is for 
our customers stepping into mobility can mean 
quite a lot of different things – it could be having 
rental and car club side-by-side, for example.

Businesses are going to be evaluating what 
percentage of time an employee can work from 
home and what percentage of time they need to 
be accessible for connectivity with customers 
and colleagues. What the best method of 
transport is to fulfil that, as more company cars 
come up for renewal, will be a really poignant 
question that fleet and mobility managers will 
have to address.

You also have to think about the younger 
workforce moving forward into management. We 
see a trend in younger people not taking their 
driving test so those people are bleeding into 
corporate businesses without driving licences, 
how do you move those people around?

FN: Are you happy with the level of coverage you 

can provide?

JW: In terms of the UK market we have the whole 
country covered for transportation. We have all 
rail, car rental and car clubs, plus we have 
domestic flight, ferry and demand-responsive 
transport. 

The next thing coming is micro-mobility, such 
as scooter products – we are just seeing that now.

From a multi-modal perspective, you can get 
off a train in Birmingham and get a Brompton 
bike all via the platform.

We are very well accelerated in terms of content 
and, as we start to scale, that is bringing more 
content. We aggregate four taxi platforms, so you 
can book a taxi anywhere in Europe.

FN: What effect has the coronavirus pandemic 

had on the mobility sector?

JW: We have a big underlying car rental business 
and we have seen volumes steady in that sector. 
Lots of businesses see rental as a viable safe 
option. Public transport, in the longer term, will 
have to move to a more demand-responsive 
model. A bit like Uber, the bus companies and 
operators will need to become more responsive 
in pricing, routing and scheduling. 

Businesses of all sizes are becoming quite 
positive about working from home. That means 
the population commuting to city centres will be 
slashed, which will have a big affect on public 
transport use. Public transport operators will 
need to look at snap-on services, like micro-
mobility, in order to get those revenues back.

FN: What developments are you planning next?

JW: We will continue to evolve SmartSearch. The 
goal is for its solutions to mirror human thinking 
when planning a journey, taking into account all 
manner of things, such as weather, user 
preferences and disruptions. If there are events 

JUDGES’ COMMENTS:
Fleetondemand offers an 

all-encompassing mobility 

solution that takes an agnostic 

approach to the form of travel.  

It enables businesses and their 

employees to select the best 

way to get from A to B by 

connecting times and services 

for air, train, taxi, car hire, 

leasing, car club, bikes and even 

hotels through one easy-to-use 

app.

in that area, it might affect the journey, for 
example. Pricing is one element, but it needs to 
act like a human when developing the best route.

Booking, from a multi-modal perspective, is 
pretty difficult in one-click. We are there but there 
is work to do. To offer a car club you have to be 
a member, there has to be an onboarding exercise 
to welcome you in. We put all new clients through 
an onboarding exercise.

The more supply chain partners that come in 
then the more attractive it is to use us. Technical 
challenges can be resolved – it’s partnerships 
that are key.

hile Fleetondemand has established 
itself as a business targeting fleets 
and corporate travel, it has evolved 
into the consumer side of the market 

and is now powering a number of public sector 
MaaS platform projects. 

The Highlands and Islands Transport 
Partnership (HITRANS) will use the Mobilleo 
platform to support its Go-Hi rural MaaS project 
from March 2021. It will be the first time that 
urban mobility solutions have been offered in a 
rural environment. The app will form part of a 
customised supply chain that provides residents 
and visitors in the Highlands and Islands with 
access to buses, trains, car hire, car clubs, bicycle 
hire, air travel and ferries.

Fleetondemand is also involved in the 
development of BP’s Mobility Hubs project, which 
integrates EV charging, bike share, car club and 
public transport in one urban site.

“We’re really excited to be involved in these new 
projects and to be powering a new way to travel,” 
said Whitston.  

Matt Heald (centre), operations 
director, Fleetondemand picked 
up the award from Christopher 

Macgowan OBE, chairman of the 
judging panel, watched by event 

host Steph McGovern

IT’S ABOUT TAKING A COMPANY’S  
MOBILITY OBJECTIVES AND WRAPPING  

A SOLUTION AROUND THEM

JUSTIN WHITSTON, FLEETONDEMAND
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TODAY’S FLEET: TYRES

USING

T YRES

TO CUT

EMISSIONS

Combining the right products with  
in-life management can reduce the  

environmental impact of a fleet’s tyres.  
Andrew Ryan reports
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A
s the only part of a vehicle that 
touches the road, it is universally 
accepted that tyres have a critical 
influence on safety.

But industry studies show they are also respon-
sible for around 20% of the CO2 emitted – and fuel 
used – by a car or van.

This is because when the tyre comes into contact 
with the road, it deforms which makes it heat up 
and some of the energy which would otherwise 
have been used to move the vehicle is lost, says 
Michelin. This phenomena is known as rolling 
resistance.

“Reducing this heat build-up makes it possible 
to lower fuel consumption and, consequently, 
greenhouse gas emissions,” it adds.

Tyres also have an environmental impact 
through the raw materials needed to manufacture 
them, as well as the microplastics created when 
they wear (see panel, page 47).

This an area which fleets are increasingly taking 
notice of, says Dan Joyce, fleet director at Kwik Fit.

“We’re starting to see customers with energy-
efficient tyre policies,” he adds. “About 90% of our 
customer base has a premium tyre policy and, 
within that, specifying tyres with green credentials 
is starting to become more common.”

However, Kwik Fit’s experience of fleet customers 
specifically requesting energy-efficient tyres has 
not been repeated all across the industry.

Martin Towers, sales director for Micheldever 
Fleet Services, says: “We are not necessarily 
seeing conscious changes in the way that contract 
hire companies purchase their tyres. However, 
there is a definite sub-conscious change with the 
demand being driven by the end user and fleet 
managers where there is a specific need.

“With the manufacturers pushing increasing 
numbers of tyres with lower rolling resistance and 
higher efficiency ratings into the supply chain, they 
will, inevitably, be fitted to a wider range of vehicles.

“If they are on the shelf and available, they will 
be used. Again, not the result of a conscious  
decision to fit those type of tyres, but one that is 
driven by supply and availability.”

TYRE CHOICE

When seeking a tyre that will mini-
mise a fleet’s environmental 

impact, there should ultimately be two goals, 
says David Morris, sales channel manager at 
Goodyear.

“The first is to choose a tyre that will last as 
long as possible before needing to be replaced, 
while the second is to fit a product that, 
throughout its lifetime, will actually improve 
the overall efficiency of the vehicle,” he adds.

“One of the best ways to achieve this, where 
possible, is to choose a tyre that has been 
designed in such a way that will minimise 
rolling resistance.

“Low rolling resistance tyres are designed 
to reduce the amount of energy lost as they 
roll, decreasing the effort required and there-
fore improving the vehicle’s overall fuel  
efficiency as a result.”

Fleets can easily identify low rolling resist-
ance tyres by using the European Union’s tyre 
labelling scheme.

This ranks rolling resistance – as well as wet 
grip and noise – from A (best) to G (worst). 
Continental says using tyres classed as ‘A’ can 
reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions 
by as much as 9% compared with ‘G’ tyres.

“The tyre labelling is a good starting point for 
consumers and fleet managers to say ‘okay, 
which tyre is going to give me decent fuel 
consumption’,” says Chris Smith, managing 
director at Michelin UK.

“However, the labelling measures rolling 
resistance when the tyre is brand new. As it 
wears down, its characteristics will change so 
it’s important for fleet managers to read the 
reviews and do their research to look at  

Sponsored by

By Helen Ratcliff,  

B2C Sales Director, Michelin

In an ever-changing world, 
mobility has to be safer, 
universally accessible, 
more efficient and 
environmentally cleaner.

For Michelin, these 
demands represent opportunities to 
demonstrate the value of our technologies 
in meeting the expectations of fleets, 
individual customers and modern society.

As a pioneer leading the way, we  
are committed to driving continuous 
improvements in mobility and 
sustainability.

And we’re doing this in many ways.  
For example, we have developed the 
Michelin Uptis; an airless tyre for 
passenger vehicles which reduces the 
risk of downtime from punctures or road 
hazards. We believe Uptis’ revolutionary 
design and materials will unlock multiple 
benefits, such as reducing the number of 
tyres condemned to scrap and cutting the 
raw materials and energy used in tyre 
production. Our goal is to make it 
available for passenger vehicles as early 
as 2024.

To safeguard the environment, we are 
also dedicated to manufacturing tyres 
that deliver the same safe, superior 
performance from the first to the last 
mile. Using every tyre until it is worn to 
the 1.6mm European tread depth limit, 
rather than early removal at 3mm, would 
avoid the unnecessary replacement of 
128 million tyres per year.

After more than 15 years of fuel cell 
research and development, Michelin is 
now a world leader in hydrogen 
technology and has great ambitions for  
its large-scale development. 

We also want to help companies ‘green’ 
their fleets, by capitalising on the 
expertise of Masternaut, a major player in 
the telematics market in the UK, and a 
Michelin company. 

Both with our tyres, and now in so many 
more areas, we are focusing our passion 
for innovation on offering a better way 
forward in a more sustainable world.

SPONSOR’S 
COMMENT

ONE OF THE CRITICAL FACTORS IN TERMS 
OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF A TYRE 
IS THE LONGER THE TYRE LASTS AND, AS ITS 

TREAD DEPTH REDUCES, THE MORE FUEL 
EFFICIENT IT SHOULD BE: A TYRE WITH 3MM 
OF TREAD IS MORE FUEL EFFICIENT THAN 

THE SAME TYRE WITH 7MM 

CHRIS SMITH, MICHELIN UK

ONE OF THE CRITICAL FACTORS IN TERMS 
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TODAY’S FLEET: TYRES

how that tyre performs through its entire life.
“One of the critical factors in terms of the envi-

ronmental impact of a tyre is the longer the tyre 
lasts and as its tread depth reduces, the more fuel 
efficient it should be: a tyre with 3mm of tread is 
more fuel efficient than the same tyre with 7mm.

“If the tyre wears out really quickly and you’ve 
got to put a new one on, then you’re back to its 
original performance. But if you’ve got a tyre that 
stays, for example, at 1.6mm, 2.6mm or 3.6mm 
for a longer period of time, you’re getting the 
benefit of that lower fuel consumption and CO2 for 
a longer period.”

SUSTAINABLE STRATEGY
Consideration should also be given to more than 
just the choice of tyre, says a spokesperson for 
Continental’s Technical Services. “A fleet manager 
should consider the tyre manufacturer’s whole 
strategy and not just the tyre,” he adds.

“Factors such as their sustainability policies and 
automotive expertise are important.”

Manufacturers such as Continental, Goodyear 
and Michelin are spending millions of pounds to 
research the development of environmentally-
friendly raw materials, with synthetic rubber, 
carbon black, reinforcing fibres and rubber 
compounding agents – all materials used in the 
construction of a tyre – all singled out as primary 
targets.

By next year Continental, for example, will have 
invested almost €35 million (£32m) in its Tarax-
agum project which is looking at providing  

sufficient natural rubber from 
dandelion crops grown 

near its 

factories to reduce the environmental impact of 
importing it from subtropical countries.

Last year, it launched its first production tyre 
using the technology – the Urban Taraxagum 
bicycle tyre – and has also started to manufacture 
test tyres for cars and trucks.

“It is clear there is a long road ahead before this 
technology can be mainstream,” says Continental. 
“However, it may well be the start of a very bright 
sustainable future for tyres.”

Smith says Michelin has reduced its tyres’ rolling 
resistance on average by 1% every year for the 
past 10 years, while Goodyear has the goal of 
reducing rolling resistance by 40% and tyre weight 
by 9% by 2025 compared with 2005 standards.

In 2012, its scientists began developing a tread 
compound in which soybean oil replaced petro-
leum-derived oil to provide a more sustainable 
and renewable product. It aims to use this to 
replace petroleum-derived oils entirely in its tyres 
by 2040.

IN-LIFE MANAGEMENT
While product choice can have a major affect on 
the environmental impact of an organisation’s 

tyres, there is also plenty a fleet decision-maker 
can do with the tyres fitted to vehicles.

“The key to reducing the envi-
ronmental impact of a tyre 

throughout its life is 
to regularly 

WORK STILL NEEDED  

ON THE FINE DETAIL

Tyre particulates and microplastics – the 
tiny debris which comes off a tyre when it 
wears – have become an increasing focus 
in recent years.

A UK Government-funded research 
project published this summer suggests 
particles released from vehicle tyres could 
be a significant and previously largely 
unrecorded source of microplastics in the 
marine environment.

The Defra-funded study, led by the 
University of Plymouth, found tyre 
particulates can be transported directly  
to the ocean through the atmosphere or 
carried by rainwater into rivers and 
sewers, where they can pass through the 
water treatment process.

Researchers estimate this could place 
around 100 million sq m of the UK’s river 
network – and more than 50m sq m of 
estuarine and coastal waters – at risk of 
contamination by tyre particles.

Professor Richard Thompson, head of the 
International Marine Litter Research Unit, 
who directed the study, says: “Scientists 
have long suspected that tyre debris is 
posing a hidden threat to the marine 
environment.

“However, there have been few studies 
measuring abundance in aquatic 
environments.

“This study gives us a real insight into the 
importance of tyre wear as a source of 
microplastics. However, there are still 
many unknowns, and compared with other 
forms of microplastics we know relatively 
little about tyre wear particles.

“It is important to work together with 
industry and policymakers to identify 
potential solutions which may include 
changes in behaviour, changes in product 
design and waste management.”

Tyre companies are also looking at this 
issue. Since 2006, the Tyre Industry Project 
– which involves 11 leading manufacturers 
– has been dedicated to researching the 
potential effects of tyre material on health 
and the environment. 

Various scientific publications in journals 
have emerged from these activities. 
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“It doesn’t need to include a lot of 
information, but it should form part 
and parcel of a standard company 
document.”

Many fleets have policies where tyres 
are replaced when the tread depth reaches 
either 3mm or 2mm, but Smith says organ-
isations can reduce their environmental 
impact by running them to the legal limit 
of 1.6mm.

“Michelin tyres have been designed to be 
used down to 1.6mm,” he says. “I appre-
ciate some fleets don’t see their vehicles 
often, so running them to exactly 1.6mm is 
not always possible, but it’s certainly not 
our position to advocate taking the tyres 
off early.

“To reiterate the point, a tyre with 
2mm tread is more fuel efficient than 
the same tyre at 3mm or 4mm, so 
you don’t want to waste that fuel-
efficient state.

“You’ve also got the raw material 
that’s gone into making that tyre 
and, therefore, by removing it too 
early you’re simply wasting the 
natural resources and materials 
that are in a tyre that’s designed to 
be used to 1.6mm.”

In 2017, an Ernst & Young report 
commissioned by Michelin found 
that changing tyres at 3mm instead of 
1.6mm would cost European Union 
drivers an extra €6.9 billion (£6.2bn)
a year in unnecessary tyre 
purchases and additional fuel 
consumption.

It found that changing tyres too 
early would result in 128 million  
additional tyres being used a 
year in Europe, which would 
cause nine million tonnes of 
additional CO2 emissions every 
year.
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DAVID MORRIS, GOODYEAR

GENERALLY SPEAKING, FLEETS WILL  
OFTEN HAVE COMPANY CAR AND DRIVER 

POLICIES, BUT TYRE MANAGEMENT POLICIES 
AREN’T AS COMMON AS THEY SHOULD BE 

maintain it,” says Morris. “Simple measures like 
checking tyre pressures are crucial. Keeping the 
tyre at the manufacturer’s designated pressure 
will not only enhance the rolling resistance and 
therefore consume less fuel, but also ensures a 
more even wear across the surface of the tread.

“A regularly under- or over-inflated tyre will 
cause excessive wear either around the edges or 
in the centre of the tyre, often causing it to need 
replacing sooner than if the tread was kept at its 
optimal pressure.”

Incorrectly inflated tyres can also impact 
handling, stopping distances and braking grip. 
Continental recommends fleet managers should 
ensure tyre pressures are checked regularly, 
while vehicle maintenance “is another considera-
tion when fleet managers are looking at the  
environmental impact of their tyres”.

The Continental spokesperson adds: “An example 
is issues with steering geometry. Geometry issues 
tend to arise from situations such as driving over 
potholes or on an uneven road and by excessive 
wear to steering or suspension components.

“This can lead to wheel misalignment and, as a 
result, uneven tyre wear. This uneven wear has an 
impact on not only the safety of tyres, but the fuel 
efficiency.” 

Poor alignment could make a 5% or 6% differ-
ence to fuel efficiency, says Smith. “Alignment is 
something which generally would only be checked 
on a car when the tyres are changed, but some 
van and car fleets do look at it more regularly than 
that because it does have a big impact on fuel 
consumption,” he adds.

Morris recommends fleets have a tyre manage-
ment policy to reinforce the importance of regular 
tyre care.

“Generally speaking, fleets will often have 
company car and driver policies, but tyre manage-
ment policies aren’t as common as they should 
be,” he says.

“Ideally though, they should be afforded the 
same care and attention as any other health and 
safety document, with managers working in 
consultation with either a tyre manufacturer or 
respected supplier to provide one.
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THERE REMAINS 
A GREAT DEAL TO 
DO TO PERSUADE 
BUSINESSES TO 

DEVELOP A  
DRIVE FOR WORK 

POLICY

ovid-19 has left many UK businesses 
exposed to greater risk on the roads, 
and with reduced ability to cut oper-
ating costs as they fight their way 

back to recovery, a new survey has revealed.
The survey marks the launch of a Department 

for Transport-backed Benchmarking partner-
ship programme between Driving for Better 
Business (DfBB), Roadsafe and Fleet News. 
Based on gap analysis from DfBB’s Online Risk 
Assessment tool, the initiative pinpoints where 
companies are failing to meet critical operating 
standards and allows them to track  
improvements – and their performance – against 
other organisations.

Findings and advice from the programme will 
be published each month in Fleet News, helping 
fleets to identify the areas of operation they need 
to prioritise for improvement.

The survey sets the scene at the start of the 
process, uncovering some of the issues fleets 
are facing and their views about prospects in the 
face of Covid-19. One thing is certain: businesses 
must adjust quickly to the current environment.

The poll of 300 organisations, ranging from 
SME business owners to board directors at large 
companies, shows many are missing important 
opportunities to minimise operational costs and 
improve efficiencies. Grabbing these opportuni-
ties will be vital in order to give themselves the 
best chance of survival, and the ability to thrive 
as soon as conditions allow.

Organisations small and large anticipate a 
major, permanent shift in the way business is 
conducted in the light of the worldwide pandemic.

Examining experiences over the past six 
months, the survey reveals that SMEs and large 
businesses anticipate ‘significant increases’ in 
working from home and commuting by road as 
employees continue to be wary of travelling by 
public transport.

Staff mobility will change ‘forever’, triggering a 
boom in demand for company cars, company 

New DfT-backed benchmarking programme created for fleets aims to shed more light on 
procedures that could make all the difference. David Williams reports on behalf of DfBB

BENCHMARK YOUR WAY TO 
A MORE EFFICIENT FLEET

C

vans and external delivery services. A significant 
increase in ‘grey fleet’ is also anticipated, with 
almost three-quarters of large companies 
predicting an increase in privately-owned  
vehicles used for work.

Following DfBB’s ongoing Online Risk Assess-
ment gap analysis tool, which revealed worrying 
attitudes among many businesses towards 
vehicle maintenance, Drive for Work policies and 
risk management, this increase in grey fleet 
could be a major concern.

ESSENTIAL TO UPDATE POLICIES

DfBB said fewer than one-in-five (18%) of SMEs 
and 36% of large companies had Driving for 
Work policies in place following the pandemic. 

“There remains a great deal to do to persuade 
businesses to develop and employ a comprehen-
sive Drive for Work policy,” says Simon Turner, 
DfBB campaign director. “These changes in the 
mix of mobility types employed, including new 
people joining the grey fleet, mean that updating 
Driving for Work polices will be essential to 
protect both the driver and the business.”

In the survey, 42% of respondents said their 
greatest concern was rebuilding business 
following the pandemic, within Government 
guidelines, with SMEs more concerned about 

recovery than larger enterprises. This was 
followed by operational costs and operating  
profitably, then employees’ health and wellbeing.

While workforce mental health was discussed 
at board level during the pandemic, less than a 
quarter of firms said driver behaviour received 
the same treatment. Fewer than a third of boards 
discussed fleet management issues such as 
vehicle damage, insurance and fuel spend.

DfBB expressed concern about the lack of 
board-level focus at a time when there was 
potential for even greater numbers of people to 
use UK roads, whether in company vehicles, their 
own vehicles or via other modes of transport.

“The lack of Driving for Work policies and 
general failure to raise associated issues and 
address them at board level, indicates there is a 
long way to go in encouraging businesses  to 
implement best practice when it comes to riding 
or driving for work,” says Turner. He believes 
benchmarking would improve this.

Companies with employees who drive for work 
have experienced mixed fortunes during the 
pandemic. Home delivery businesses saw a 
spike in demand as consumers switched to 
online retail; however, companies supplying 
goods and produce to the high street and those 
in hospitality sectors found business drying up.

Staying in business in the event of further lock-
downs was a much greater concern for smaller 
firms than for larger ones.

Fewer than a fifth (19%) of business leaders said 
they were concerned about company vehicle 
maintenance following lockdown. This echoes 
DfBB’s Online Risk Assessment, which showed 
vehicle management was the area where 
employers performed best, with around four in 
five confirming all vehicles were serviced in line 
with guidelines. Encouragingly, the survey shows 
that 98% of large companies and 84% of SMEs 
surveyed had put additional measures in place 
during the pandemic to slow the spread of Covid-
19. While more than two-fifths (40%) of SMEs 

ABSENCE OF DRIVING FOR WORK POLICY

41%
More than two-fifths (41%) of large 
companies deployed a Driving for 

Work policy which included 
Covid-19 modifications and 

adjustments compared with just 
more than two-in-10 SMEs

18%
Fewer than one-in-five (18%) 
SMEs and one-in-three (36%) 

large enterprises had a Driving for 
Work policy in place following the 

pandemic



probably conduct fewer face-to-face meetings. 
Visiting, exhibiting or speaking in person at 
conferences was on hold for the time-being.

DfBB previously probed leadership issues in its 
gap analysis tool, finding that only 57% could 
demonstrate a clear top-level commitment to 
work-related road safety within the business. 
Fleet risk assessment also scored poorly (with 
an average score of 64%), while a ‘staggering’ 
41% of companies had no Driving for Work policy.

SITUATION NOT IMPROVED

The pandemic has done little to improve this  
situation. The survey found that issues related to 
Driving for Work were “simply not reported and 
discussed at board level enough by either SMEs 
or large enterprises”. Fewer than a third of 
respondents raised issues around cost, just over 
a quarter discussed fleet insurance and fewer 
than one in five raised driver behaviour.

“Many companies are failing to realise that 
these have a material effect on the financial 
performance of the business,” says Turner. 

“The upshot is that these organisations are 
missing the opportunity to identify where opera-
tional costs can be controlled and efficiencies 
gained, improving the firm’s business resilience 

and financial strength to deal with whatever the 
future holds. If you’re not measuring, you’re not 
managing. Without reporting key issues to the 
board, they are starved of critical information and 
unable to ask questions of the firm’s leadership. 

“If the leadership is not being questioned about 
its policies and procedures, if leaders are not 
being monitored and measured against industry 
standards, if there are obvious gaps in training  
or operating procedures that are not being 
brought to light, there is little or no chance of any 
change in operating practices. This may be  
detrimental to the operating efficiency of the 
company.”

Turner adds: “The findings indicate a net 
increase of vehicles on the road being driven for 
work purposes. Improving the management of 
staff who drive for work, and the vehicles they 
drive, could make all the difference in these 
uncertain times.”

As and when the UK slowly emerges from the 
pandemic, finding these management gaps will 
never have been more important. The DfT is 
urging all fleet operators to begin benchmarking 
their own internal procedures – and see how  
they match against other organisations – at  
https://bit.ly/2ZfomeG

employed work-from-home policies, fewer than 
three in 10 (28%) of large firms did. 

Given the significant rise in car and van use, 
however, a ‘worryingly low’ 41.4% of large 
companies indicated they had deployed – or 
would deploy – Driving for Work policies including 
specific Covid-19 references.

In detail, the survey shows that eight in 10 large 
companies (83%) anticipate changes to staff 
travel and mobility requirements post-Covid-19, 
while nearly three-fifths (59%) of SMEs anticipate 
change. Seventy per cent of large enterprises 
anticipate more working from home, compared 
to 48% of SMEs.

Just over half (56%) of all large enterprises 
anticipate more demand for company cars, 47% 
expect to increase the number of company vans 
on their fleet (some may not operate vans, 
bringing the overall percentage down) and 70% 
believe more staff will start using their own cars 
for work. More than half of large companies 
expect to increase the use of external couriers.

A rise in the use of vehicles for work could, 
however, be affected by video-calls replacing 
face-to-face meetings. Around half of SME  
business leaders and two-thirds of large  
enterprise bosses said their companies would 
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In association with

KEY REGIONAL 
RESPONSES TO 
LOCKDOWN

■ Northern Ireland – implementing 
flexible working policies to enable 
working from home (80%)

■ North-west – work from home 
arrangements and implementing 
company policy including Covid-19 
wellbeing and welfare measures (52%)

■ Yorkshire and Humber – 
implementing flexible working 
polices to enable working 
from home and travel policies 
to restrict or justify business 
journeys (35%)

■ Wales – reactivating furloughed 
workers (60%)

■ West Midlands – implementing 
company policy including Covid-19  
wellbeing and welfare measures; flexible 
working policies to enable working from 
home; and travel policies to restrict or 
justify business journeys (42%) 

■ South-west – implementing flexible 
working polices to enable working from 
home (48%)

■ Scotland – making furloughed 
workers redundant (63%)

■ North-east – implementing 
company policy including Covid-19 
wellbeing and welfare measures; 

monitoring the mental health of 
furloughed workers; and  

reactivating furloughed  
workers (29%)

■ East of England – 
implementing company 

policy including Covid-19 
welbeing and welfare 

measures; and reactivating 
furloughed workers (45%)

■ East Midlands – 
monitoring the mental health 
of furloughed workers (31%)

■ South-east – work from 
home arrangements and 

reactivating furloughed 
workers (43%) 

■ Greater London – 
implementing company policy 

including Covid-19 wellbeing (42%)
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fleetandmobilitylive.co.uk  

Three days of fleet learning

Exclusive 
Virtual Fleet 
& Mobility Live 
features
n Two exhibition halls with 40 leading 
suppliers showcasing interactive exhibit 
stands
n Manufacturer EV/hybrid showroom with 
all the latest model launches
n EV manufacturer theatre with exclusive  
interviews
n Top quality seminars across all three 
days
n Meet with colleagues and peers  
in a dedicated networking area
n Call and video chat with suppliers old 
and new
n Take away leaflets and brochures in 
your personal virtual goody bag
n Watch supplier product videos on their 
virtual stand
n Missed a session? No problem – you can 
watch it on demand at a time to suit you
n All content and virtual stands are  
available for 28 days post event

FLEET NEWS EVENTS: VIRTUAL FLEET & MOBILITY LIVE

By Stephen Briers
obility, safety and running an electric 
fleet will be among the key subjects 
at this year’s Virtual Fleet & Mobility 
Live, the UK’s leading event for the 

fleet management and mobility community.
The virtual event, which runs across three days 

in November (17-19), will also put the spotlight on 
several essential services organisations who will 
share how they continued to run efficient and 
effective fleets during the coronavirus pandemic. 
Their learnings will help all fleets to plan and safe-
guard their operations against future crises.

Delegates will be able to choose from 24 seminar 
sessions (see pages 62-65 for details) featuring the 
best and most knowledgeable speakers, including 
a number of fleet decision-makers. Topics were 
carefully selected in consultation with the event’s 
visitor advisory board, consisting of 10 highly 
respected fleet professionals. 

Among the special features is an Electric Vehicle 
and Hybrid showroom which will display some of 
the latest cars and vans. Manufacturers signed up 
so far are: BMW, FCA, Ford, MG, Renault, Toyota 
Lexus and Volvo. In addition to showcasing their 
latest ultra-low emission cars, each will also be 
interviewed by Fleet News about upcoming models 
and their views on fleet, including the trends they 
are seeing and how they are continuing to support 
customers during this difficult period.

UNPARALLELED LEARNING AND  N

M
40 exhibitors

24+ speakers

7 
manufacturers

3 exhibition 
halls

3 days in 
November – 

17-19
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  NETWORKING AT VIRTUAL SHOW
the team has done a fantastic job to create a format 
that will achieve this. I am very excited to partici-
pate in the industry-leading event remotely.”

As with the live show, Virtual Fleet & Mobility Live 
has the exhibition at its heart, spread across three 
exhibition halls.

One hall will feature manufacturer partners, 
showcasing their latest electric and hybrid vehi-
cles, plus interviews with senior management on 
company strategy and views about the fleet sector.

Two supplier exhibition halls, each with up to 20 
suppliers, all with enhanced interactive stands, will 
enable fleets to network with existing and potential 
partners. You can watch videos, download PDFs 
and chat directly with exhibitor staff via text chat, 
voice or video call.

You won’t miss anything as pop-up boxes will alert 
you when seminars are about to start, giving you 
time to join the sessions. Meanwhile, the navigation 
bar allows instant access to any part of the show.

Fleet decision-makers can also meet and chat 
to their peers in the networking lounge. The Fleet 

News team will be there, as well as members of 
the visitor advisory board who will be on hand to 
provide advice on key fleet topics.

“Our virtual show will be informative, enjoyable 
and useful – and as worthwhile attending as going 
to the real thing,” says Fleet News editor-in-chief 
Stephen Briers. 

“I can’t wait, and I hope to see you there.”

Fleet visitors will be able to discover the latest 
products and services and receive best practice 
advice from 40 supplier partners who will be 
exhibiting at the show, including eight leading FN50 
leasing companies – Alphabet, Athlon, Grosvenor, 
Hitachi Capital, LeasePlan, TCH, Volkswagen 
Financial Services and Zenith.

HOW THE PLATFORM WORKS

The Virtual Fleet & Mobility Live platform looks 
stunning and – vitally – is easy to use. 

Visitors will be greeted in the Fleet News Lobby 
by the welcome video. It will be their central point 
from which they can access all the key features 
across the three-day event.

First, though, they need to register for the show 
via http://fleetandmobilitylive.com/registration. 

Log-in details will be emailed ahead of the event, 
giving access to all three days as well as ‘on demand’ 
after the show ends. Content will be available to 
registered visitors for 28 days afterwards. 

The event is accessible from desktop, mobile and 
tablet devices on the following browsers: Google 
Chrome, Safari, Firefox and Edge.

Chris Connors, head of facilities and fleet at 
Countryside Properties, has already had a sneak 
preview of the virtual platform as a member of the 
visitor advisory board.

“I wasn’t sure how you could replicate a floor 
exhibition in a virtual world,” he says. “However, 

Six compelling 
reasons to visit Virtual 
Fleet & Mobility Live:
■ Prepare your fleet for the future by better 
understanding the opportunities presented 
by new mobility solutions, learn how 
autonomous technology will transform the 
industry and discover how connectivity will 
offer a wealth of data and knowledge.
■ In a fast-changing and uncertain 
business environment, come together to 
learn from your peers and face future 
challenges together with your fleet 
community.
■ Have high level discussions with a wide 
range of manufacturers, service providers 
and fleet suppliers to enable faster, better 
decision-making.
■ Discover the latest cost-saving 
opportunities presented by innovative  
and technology-enabled solutions.
■ Get to grips with the latest legal 
requirements and regulations to protect 
your fleet and remain compliant.
■ Find fresh thinking and new ideas to 
manage your vehicles and drivers from the 
people that speak your ‘fleet language’.
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DECARBONISING TRANSPORT: THE GOVERNMENT 
PLAN FOR ZERO EMISSION FLEETS
Insight into the Government’s roadmap towards zero new vehicle 
transport emissions by 2040 or earlier. This will include key details on the 
Government’s strategy on EVs, its approach to incentives, grants and how 
businesses will be supported and encouraged to make the switch.
Speaker: TBC

Sponsor: Grosvenor Leasing

ESSENTIAL FLEETS: COPING WITH 
COVID-19 AND LEARNINGS FOR THE FUTURE

Case study looking at learnings from Covid-19 and the likely 
implications for the future of business travel and transport.
Speaker: Justin Wand, London Ambulance Service director 

– strategic assets and property

Sponsor: Volkswagen Financial Services

MAAS OPPORTUNITIES AND  
BARRIERS TO ADOPTION IN THE UK

An expert overview from a leading pioneer on MaaS who  
will provide delegates with a strategic view of the latest 
developments with business mobility. This session will look 
at success stories from other international markets and how 
delegates can expect the market to develop in the UK.

Speaker: Sarah Owen-Vandersluis, KPMG head of mobility

Sponsor: Athlon UK

ELECTRIC VEHICLE  
PROCUREMENT BEST PRACTICE

This session will offer insight and guidance on the 
procurement of electric vehicles, taking into consideration 
wholelife costs and BIK, selecting the right supplier, 
matching vehicles to the right driver profile and procurement 
of a workplace charging infrastructure, including how to 

decide which supplier to choose. It will draw on the knowledge and 
experiences of a fleet decision-maker who has gone through the process 
and can advise on the pitfalls to avoid and the best decisions to take.
Speaker: Fraser Crichton, Dundee City Council  

corporate fleet operations manager

Sponsor: Alphabet

DAY 1: NOVEMBER 17

MAKING THE SWITCH TO ELECTRIC: 
A FLEET CASE STUDY

An expert case study from an organisation that is converting 
a large part of its fleet to pure electric vehicles. This will look 
at the challenges around charging, procurement, running 
costs, maintenance, total cost of ownership and, most 
importantly, how moving to EVs has affected the fleet’s 

operations on a day-to-day basis.
Speaker: Lorna McAtear, National Grid fleet manager

Sponsor: LeasePlan

USING DATA TO RUN AN EFFICIENT FLEET
Expert advice on how to use data to predict the future and be more 
pre-emptive. This session will explore how to bring together multiple 
sources of fleet data from telematics, fuel cards, connected cars and 
licence checks to help reduce costs and improve efficiency across your 
fleet. It will also reveal how fleets can use e-learning to store driver data 
and create safety profiles, as well as how fleets can use technology to 
manage fuel and reassess vehicle utilisation and productivity.
Speaker: TBC

Sponsor: Jaama

FREIGHT AND LAST MILE STRATEGIES: 
THE DFT’S FUTURE FREIGHT STRATEGY

The Department for Transport will set out its freight strategy, 
including how businesses can continue to operate in zero 
emission zone towns and cities across the UK.
Speaker: David Elvy, Department for Transport  

head future of freight strategy 

Sponsor: TrakM8

RUNNING A SAFE FLEET: A FLEET CASE STUDY
A case study from a fleet safety pioneer on the steps it took 
to improve safety and reduce risk in its business. Those 
attending the session will come away with practical solutions 
they can implement in their own  
business.

Speaker: Shaun Atton, Auto Windscreens group fleet manager

Sponsor: Reflex Vehicle Hire
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OPTIMISE PRIME: ONE YEAR ON 
FOR THE UK’S BIGGEST EV TRIAL

Key stakeholders from Royal Mail, Centrica, Hitachi and  
UK Power Networks will share their key learnings from the 
biggest commercial electric vehicle trial in the world.
Speakers: Nicole Thompson, Hitachi Vantara director of 

social innovation and head of co-creation partnerships, plus 

other project partners on the Q&A

Sponsor: BP

ACCELERATE YOUR UPTAKE  
OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES

A leader from the electric vehicle industry will look at how 
fleets can accelerate their uptake of EVs (cars, vans and 
trucks). This session will look at overcoming real and 
perceived hurdles, including the challenge of integrating EVs 
into the UK’s energy infrastructure, to speed up the transition 

before the zero-emission deadline of 2040. It will also update viewers on 
the role and objectives of the Electric Vehicle Energy Taskforce.
Speaker: Andy Eastlake, Low Carbon Vehicle  

Partnership managing director 

Sponsor: Masternaut

MOBILITY STRATEGIES IN ACTION
A case study from a leading local authority on how it is 
approaching its mobility strategy and how local businesses 
are interacting with its plans. 
Speaker: John Seddon, Coventry City Council  

head of transport innovation

Sponsor: Geotab

MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING: 
LOOKING AFTER YOUR DRIVERS

Driver wellbeing, managing risk and fatigue will be explored 
with best practice advice from transport behavioural and 
mental health specialists.
Speaker: Rosie Sharp, behavioural sciences researcher, TRL

Sponsor: Lytx

DAY 2: NOVEMBER 18

MINIMISING COST WHILE MAXIMISING 
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY: A FLEET CASE STUDY

A case study looking at how a leading fleet operator removed cost from 
its operation while maintaining an outstanding service.
Speaker: Rebecca Hall, director, JMHC Logistics

Sponsor: Samsara

LEARNINGS FROM COVID-19 AND  
DISASTER PLANNING TACTICS

This session will look at learnings for the future from the 
Covid-19 disaster plans put in place, as UK businesses 
reacted to the challenge of keeping their employees safe and 
Britain moving.
Speaker: Graham Telfer, fleet manager, Gateshead Council

Sponsor: The AA

HOW MAAS WILL TRANSFORM  
BUSINESS MOBILITY

Fleets will have to consider multi-modal transport  
solutions to meet future urban transport strategies,  
whether alternatives to the car or alternatives to van/truck 
distribution. What does this mean, what are the options and 
what role will fleet managers have to play in this change? 

How will you have to adapt to the new world?
Speaker: Elisa Falliti, Leaseurope policy adviser, automotive affairs

Sponsor: Drax

IMPACT OF NEW DIRECT VISION STANDARDS
This session will examine the Direct Vision Standards all 
fleets need to adhere to by March 31, 2021 (delayed from the 
original 2020 launch) for vehicles of 12 tonnes and heavier 
operating in London. It will outline the standards, how you 
comply and how they impact your operations.

Speaker: Alina Tuerk, Transport for London strategy and planning manager

Sponsor: Brigade Electronics UK
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CREATING THE UK’S FIRST ZERO  
EMISSION CITY: LEARNINGS FOR FLEETS

Oxford City Council will trial a zero-emission zone in the city 
centre from next summer with plans to expand it the 
following year. The session will look at how the zone will 
impact on local businesses and the policies the council is 
putting in place to assist a transition to electric for compa-

nies and its own fleet, including opening the UK’s biggest and most 
powerful charging station. Lessons learned here will shape other coun-
cils’ strategies so this session will offer fleets a perfect opportunity to get 
ahead in their own zero emission strategy planning.
Speakers: Tom Hayes, Oxford City Council deputy leader, and  

Tina Mould, the council’s capital programme project manager

Sponsor: Assetworks

IMPLEMENTING A WORKPLACE  
CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE

This session will look at how companies can introduce 
workplace charging, providing advice on the types of 
chargers they should consider, the number they need, 
reimbursement policies and how to overcome push back 
from landlords; plus issues with local grid capacity and 

battery energy storage solutions.
Speaker: Vincent De Rul, EDF Energy director of EV services

Sponsor: TCH

INNOVATIVE LAST-MILE  
SOLUTIONS FOR URBAN TRANSPORT

Tackling the challenge of urban transportation with new, 
safer, cleaner and more efficient ways of moving goods and 
services around urban environments. 
Speaker: Ed Clarke, FedEx managing director  

UK Ground Operations 

Sponsor: E.On

RUNNING A SAFE FLEET: CASE STUDY
Fleet News Award-winning safe fleet of the year Altrad 
Services reveals its risk management and safety policy, 
providing fleets with key insights that will help them make 
their own improvements in safety.
Speaker: Matt Hammond, Altrad Services head of fleet

Sponsor: DriveTech

DAY 3: NOVEMBER 19

SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY ON A 
CONNECTED STRATEGIC ROAD NETWORK

Understanding England’s road network in the context of Road 
Investment Strategy 2 (RIS2) regarding connectivity, efficiency, 
and the wider economic benefits. includes insights into:
■ RIS2 and optimising road network improvements
■ Funding a safer road system and improving reliability 

■ Maximising the economic impact of the SRN 
■ Delivering physical road upgrade projects in England 
■ The future of smart highways in England 
■ Preparing the road network for decarbonisation by 2050 
Speaker: Feras Alshaker, deputy director, Highways, Office of Rail and Road 

Sponsor: Webfleet

COVID-19: KEEPING STAFF SAFE
Covid-19 learnings, keeping staff safe and the future for 
business travel and transport will be covered in this session, 
as well as the implications for grey fleet and robust 
management of people using their own cars for business  
for efficiency and risk/safety.

Speaker: Simon Turner, Driving for Better Business campaigns manager 

Sponsor: eDriving

PROCUREMENT BEST PRACTICE
Best practice on procurement skills, wholelife costs  
of fleet contracts and tips on managing suppliers.  
Also includes advice on bundling/unbundling services.
Speaker: Chris Joyce, Association of Fleet Professionals 

board member  Sponsor: John Jordan Ltd

MOBILITY AND THE CHANGING  
ROLE OF THE FLEET MANAGER

This session is symbolic of the name change for this year’s 
show as companies prepare for the business mobility as a 
service (MaaS) evolution. The speaker will look at how the 
responsibilities of fleet decision-makers are expanding beyond 
automotive and will ultimately encompass all areas of mobility 

as a broader concept and discuss some of the initiatives they have 
introduced to their fleet operation. This session will look at how mobility 
can be integrated into a fleet’s transport strategy, identifying the challenges 
and opportunities of introducing a mobility solution.
Speaker: Jarno Pajunen, Nokia, global category manager

Sponsor: Northgate
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ALPHABET
Alphabet is a leading provider of business 
mobility, helping organisations meet their 
changing business travel requirements.

Visit our stand to see how you and your 
employees can switch on to the benefits of low 
and zero emission vehicles. Our team is on hand 
to discuss your current challenges, let us see 
how we can shape your future fleet together.

Alphabet offers funding solutions, fleet 
management, strategic consultancy, commercial 
vehicles, risk management, vehicle rental, 
accident management and more.

ASSETWORKS
AssetWorks International is a leading supplier of 
fleet management, automated fuelling, mobility 
and capital management software. 

Its FleetFocus and Capital Asset solutions are 
both designed to help fleet and asset managers 
minimise expenditure while maximising 
efficiency of their organisation and increasing the 
useful life of assets. 

With more than 550 customers across the  
UK and North America, AssetWorks’ solutions 
enable fleets of all sizes, such as Royal Mail or 
Wakefield Council, to improve maintenance 
practices, streamline operations and improve 
accountability for mission-critical transportation 
assets. 

ATHLON
Your mobility challenge is our professional 
challenge. At Athlon we tailor mobility solutions 
to ensure your challenges are overcome and 
your goals are fulfilled.

Athlon provides stability in a changing world. 
We stay close to evolving technology and support 
the demand for sustainability in the field of 
mobility. The benefits for you? Everything from 
expert advice to better solutions that will last 
well into the future.

BP FLEET SOLUTIONS
BP is a integrated energy business with 
operations globally. Our purpose is to re-imagine 
energy for people and the planet with the 
ambition to become a net zero company by 2050 
or sooner. BP Fleet Solutions enables our 
partners by supplying innovative energy and fleet 
mobility solutions for fleets of all sizes. 

Visit our stand to discuss how we can support 
your fleet with fuel payments, alternative 
energies, including electric vehicles, and wider 
fleet mobility solutions.

EXHIBITORS & SESSION SPONSORS

BRIGADE ELECTRONICS UK
Brigade Electronics has a range of safety devices 
to suit all commercial vehicles. Products include: 
360° cameras, HD cameras and monitors, 
sensors, dashcams, digital recording systems 
and ultrasonic sensors – all supported by a  
nationwide network of expert fitters. Brigade  
can advise on all vehicle safety specifications 
including Van Excellence, FORS and CLOCS. 
Especially relevant is the Direct Vision Standard 
for vehicles driving into London from October 26. 
www.brigade-electronics.com

DRAX
As experts in energy and electric vehicle (EV) 
markets, Drax is perfectly positioned to help your 
organisation build upon its sustainability 
ambitions through fleet electrification.

Whether you’re considering a small trial or  
a more extensive fleet conversion and charge 
infrastructure installation, our partnership 
approach is designed to optimise the benefits.

DRIVETECH, FROM THE AA
DriveTech, from The AA, will be showcasing its 
comprehensive range of driver risk and driver 
training services – to help businesses provide a 
duty of care for their drivers, minimise driver risk 
of collisions, help reduce costs and save lives.

Celebrating its 30th anniversary in November, 
DriveTech will feature its new 2020 online driver 
risk assessment and an expanded and improved 
range of e-learning modules to help identify and 
mitigate risk. Digital delivery is becoming 
increasingly important due to the pandemic.

Also highlighted will be a wide range of thought-
provoking white papers including the emergence 
of ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) on 
vehicles, the continuing push towards autonomous 
vehicles and how this will affect driving and road 
safety.

eDRIVING
eDriving will showcase its patented closed-loop 
continuous improvement programme, Mentor by 
eDriving, which provides everything drivers and 
fleets need to achieve and sustain a crash-free 
culture, using a smartphone-based behavioural 
change management system. Demonstrations 
and free Mentor trials will be available during 
and after the event. 

eDriving is the driver risk management partner 
of choice for many of the world’s largest 
organisations, supporting 1,000,000+ drivers in 
96 countries. Learn more at www.edriving.com. 

E.ON
E.On is an international energy services 
company, focused on renewables, energy 
networks and customer solutions. We’re here  
to help bring tomorrow a reality. We provide a 
number of solutions for the new energy world 
– decarbonised, green and interconnected. We 
also specialise in EV chargers, with a range of 
sizes, kWh output, and designs to suit your 
business. We can fully tailor these to your needs 
from beginning to end.

GEOTAB
Geotab securely connects vehicles to the internet, 
providing advanced web-based analytics to better 
manage your fleet. Geotab’s open platform and 
Marketplace, offering hundreds of third-party 
solution options, allows both small and large 
businesses to automate operations by integrating 
vehicle data with a company’s other data assets. 
As an IoT hub, the in-vehicle device provides 
additional functionality through IOX add-ons. 
Processing more than five billion data points a 
day, Geotab leverages big data and machine 
learning to improve productivity, optimise fleets 
through the reduction of fuel consumption, 
enhance driver safety, and achieve stronger 
compliance to regulatory changes. The company’s 
products are represented and sold worldwide 
through its authorised Geotab resellers. To learn 
more, please visit www.geotab.com/uk and follow 
us @Geotab and on LinkedIn.

GROSVENOR LEASING
Fleet managers looking for flexibility during 
uncertain times should head to Grosvenor 
Leasing’s stand.

Find out about our unique ultra-low emission 
transition scheme, salary sacrifice aimed at sub 
50g/km CO2 cars, expert panel and award-
winning 0Zone solution, plus our in-house 
developed Oscar365 fleet management system 
and Oscar Go driver App.

We will have a team online ready to discuss 
your options for managing a vehicle fleet through 
these challenging and changeable times.

JAAMA
Jaama, in partnership with its vehicle and asset 
fleet customers, is focused on promoting best 
practice, raising industry standards and providing 
practical solutions to ensure fleet operators 
meet their health and safety responsibilities 
under compliance regulations.
Jaama’s expertise, customer partnerships and 
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fixed-term contracts, giving customers the 
flexibility to manage their vehicle needs without 
capital outlay or long-term commitments. 

With 67 locations in the UK, and deals with the 
UK’s leading van suppliers, we can help you to 
build and flex your fleet. 

Alongside LCV and specialist vehicle rentals – 
which for peace of mind include servicing, 
maintenance and breakdown cover as standard 
– Northgate also offers a range of fleet 
management services to help customers 
manage their fleets more effectively, reducing 
costs, improving efficiency and ensuring they are 
able to meet their legal and duty of care 
obligations.

If you own vans in your fleet, we can buy these 
from you at a fair market price, enabling you to 
upgrade vehicles without the capital outlay.

REFLEX VEHICLE HIRE
Reflex Vehicle Hire is a nationwide flexible vehicle 
rental supplier offering added-value services to 
meet customer needs. We provide a wide array 
of vehicles backed by tailored services, ranging 
from racking and livery to towbars and 
technology. This is backed by our ‘safety as 
standard’ promise, ensuring fleet managers 
remain in control while vehicles are on the road, 
with vehicle tracking, dashcams and driver risk 
management technology. 

SAMSARA

TCH LEASING
TCH Leasing is delighted to be involved in The 
Virtual Fleet & Mobility Live following on from 
the success of 2019. Established in 1960, TCH 
Leasing is an independent, Fleet News top 30 
Leasing company. Holding true to the TC 
Harrison Group founder’s principles, TCH 
Leasing is committed to providing first class 
quality services designed to meet and exceed 
clients’ expectations. We offer a comprehensive 
range of fleet products and services that provide 
solutions to all sectors of the market, no matter 
how big or small the size of the fleet. We 
understand each business is unique and with  
our personal approach, we will work with you 
through the changing and challenging times, 
supporting you and solving your fleet needs.

THE AA
As the UK’s most popular breakdown cover 
provider, The AA serves almost 10 million 

business customers, in around three-fifths of the 
UK’s top 20 fleets. We operate 24/7/365 to keep 
organisations moving. From roadside recovery 
through to service, maintenance, and repair; 
accident and incident management; EV charge 
post and contact centre support; through to 
award-winning managed services, we put the 
driver first. 

Visit us on our virtual stand at Fleet & Mobility 
Live to find out more…

TRAKM8
Trakm8, the UK’s leading vehicle technology 
specialist, will be showcasing its innovative fleet 
management offering at this year’s event.

Among the solutions Trakm8 will be 
demonstrating will be Insight Optimisation, an 
intuitive route management software and its 
RH600 4G integrated telematics camera. Trakm8 
will also be highlighting its range of vehicle 
camera systems designed to ensure compliance 
with the Direct Vision Standard, FORS and 
CLOCS regulations; alongside a host of 
telematics solutions for the fleet insurance 
sector.

Trakm8 is a leader in technology solutions  
for fleet management, insurance telematics, 
optimisation and dashboard camera systems. 
Trakm8’s cutting edge technology offerings are 
adaptable for fleets of all sizes; providing 
intelligent, game-changing insights that can 
improve fleet efficiency and reduce risk across 
fleet operations.

VOLKSWAGEN FINANCIAL 
SERVICES | FLEET
As  a thought leader in our industry we would 
like to share our knowledge and learnings, with 
you. Why not join us at the VWFS | Fleet stand 
where we have a whole host of EV insights, tools 
and expertise on offer for you along with a few 
surprises and prizes.

WEBFLEET SOLUTIONS
Webfleet Solutions is a voice of thought 
leadership in telematics and connected vehicle 
technologies. At Virtual Fleet & Mobility Live 
2020 you will be able to receive expert advice on 
driver wellbeing and safety, managing big fleet 
data, using telematics insights in shaping an 
effective EV strategy, and more. Richard Parker, 
James Dewhurst and Steven Lewis from the 
Webfleet Solutions team are available ahead of 
the show to connect on LinkedIn and discuss 
your fleet data requirements.

new solutions ensure they continue to lead a 
fleet management technology revolution.

Visit Jaama to see the raft of new developments 
for Key2 Vehicle and Driver Management 
including the new driver app or book into one  
of the compliance seminars at the show.

JOHN JORDAN LTD

LEASEPLAN
For more than 50 years, we have been using our 
extensive knowledge and in-depth expertise to 
understand what companies need from their 
fleets. We believe passionately in sustainability 
and the benefits of an electric fleet. We also 
recognise that many fleets can’t go fully electric 
just yet, so we also offer a wide range of cars 
and vans, on short- and long-term leases.

LYTX
Lytx is a leading provider of video telematics, 
analytics, safety and productivity solutions for 
commercial, public sector and field services fleets. 
Our Driver Safety Programme, powered by our 
DriveCam Event Recorder, is proven to help save 
lives and reduce risk. We harness the power of 
video to help clients see what happened in the 
past, manage their operations more efficiently in 
the present and improve driver behaviour to 
change the future. Our customisable services and 
programmes span driver safety, risk detection, 
fleet tracking, compliance and fuel management.  
Using a comprehensive global driving database, 
along with proprietary machine vision and artificial 
intelligence technology, we help protect and 
connect thousands of fleets and millions of drivers 
worldwide. Visit lytx.co.uk, @lytxUK on Twitter, 
LinkedIn, our Facebook page or on YouTube.

MASTERNAUT
Masternaut is proud to be part of Michelin’s 
ambition to bring together in one place all of the 
group’s advanced fleet management services 
and solutions. Our group’s innovations have been 
focused on delivering sustainable mobility for 
more than 20 years to make it safer, more 
efficient and more environmentally friendly. 
Speak to our experts to learn how you can 
transition to a more sustainable fleet. 

NORTHGATE VEHICLE HIRE
Our core business is the hire of light commercial 
vehicles to other businesses on flexible- and 
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ARI
Flexibility is key during these times of economic 
uncertainty – vehicle usage has changed, supply 
chains impacted and more people are working 
remotely. Don’t let yourself be hit by unnecessary 
charges for merely adapting to the ‘new norms’ 
of today’s world. Come to speak to ARI and 
understand how you can flex to protect and 
improve your bottom line.  

CHEVIN FLEET SOLUTIONS
Chevin is a leading, global provider of dedicated 
fleet management solutions… so why not pop 
over to our virtual stand to discuss ways to 
future-proof your fleet with our smart, fully 
integrated technologies?

If you connect with us on social media, you’ll be 
automatically entered into our prize draw, too! 

Full details will be available at our booth for the 
duration of the event. 

CIVICA
Civica announces a single software solution for 
fleet management, route planning and ePOD, 
with automated risk and compliance 
management for vehicles, trailers and 
equipment. With real time, accurate 
management information, you can better 
manage processes to improve customer service, 
minimise vehicle downtime, reduce costs and 
meet duty of care obligations.

DAVIS
Driver and vehicle compliance made simple! 
Davis automates and streamlines essential 
processes and checks to ensure occupational 
road risk is minimised and duty of care is 
addressed. With solutions for driving licence 
checking, company/grey fleet management, 
online risk assessments and e-learning, Davis 
provides a holistic view of driver and fleet risk.

DRIVING FOR BETTER BUSINESS

FLEET OPERATIONS
Planning for an uncertain future post Covid-19?  
Visit the Fleet Operations virtual stand to book in 
for your free post-pandemic Fleet Health Check. 

From flexible fleet and affinity options to grey 
fleet and EV adoption, we can make sure your 
fleet is as efficient and future-proofed as possible.

HIGHWAYS ENGLAND

HITACHI CAPITAL  
VEHICLE SOLUTIONS
With forecasts predicting a million electric 
vehicles on our roads by 2025, the decision to  
go electric is no longer ‘when’ but ‘how’. Our 
comprehensive electrification solution will enable 
you to fully utilise your fleet, through education, 
total cost of ownership, policies, infrastructure 
development and the practicalities of converting 
any multi-asset fleet.

KWIK FIT
Welcome to Kwik Fit – keeping you and your fleet 
on the road in challenging times.

We are the largest fast fit network in the UK 
with more than 700 locations, known for 
industry-high levels of service. Come and join  
us by opening a free fleet account.

LOCKS 4 VANS
L4V is the preferred lock supplier to major fleet 
operators and motor manufacturers. Our design 
and R&D facility is driving innovation for the 
industry. We are excited to reveal the solutions 
we are developing for electric vehicles – come 
and visit our stand for a live demo.

NEXUS VEHICLE RENTAL
We look forward to giving delegates free 
software demonstrations to help businesses 
reduce their fleet spend and make overall 
efficiencies.  We have the UK’s largest rental 
supply chain with access to more than 550,000 
vehicles.

QUARTIX 
The Quartix vehicle tracking system helps 
customers save fuel and improve driver safety. 
Installed in more than 600,000 vehicles 
worldwide, customer industries range from 
construction and utilities to the public sector and 
landscaping. The award-winning system helps 
fleet managers identify their best drivers and 
make sense of costs. 

SG FLEET UK
Do you need help identifying cost-savings and 
efficiency improvements across your fleet? Or 
are you looking to transition to a greener fleet?

Visit the SG Fleet virtual stand for answers to 
the above and much more!

Along with a free desktop review, you’ll also  
get entered into a prize draw to win an Apple 
watch!

THE FLEETWORKS 
COMPANY 
Fleetworks is a software tool to assist with 
processing traffic fines. Using Fleetworks, a fine 
can be reassigned into a driver’s name in as little 
as 20 seconds including a notification to the 
driver as well. Modules designed more 
specifically for rental companies assist with 
debts and chargebacks defence creation. 

TTC GROUP
Licence Bureau clients will soon be able to take 
advantage of TTC Group’s driver and employee 
risk management platform solution, TTC 
Continuum.

TTC Continuum integrates data from many 
sources including telematics, driver behaviour 
and in-vehicle technology, to deliver insight into 
driver risk and compliance management through 
real-time dashboards and management 
information.

ZENITH
For every visitor that attends our stand, we’ll 
make a donation to the Woodland Trust to 
support the UK’s woods, trees and wildlife. 
Zenith is a leading independent leasing, vehicle 
outsourcing and fleet management provider. 
Forward-thinking fleets, flexible funding, smart 
rental and award-winning service are what 
Zenith is all about. Whether it’s cars, electric 
vehicles or commercial, with Zenith your 
business needs come first, always. That’s why 
we’ve been leading the way for 30 years. Ask our 
experts a question for your chance to win a £100 
Mindful Chef voucher!

EXHIBITORS
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FORD
Since launching in spring, the Ford Kuga plug-in hybrid has quickly 
become one of the most popular cars of its type in Europe. It has a 
zero-emission range of 35 miles and emits just 32g/km of CO2, 
making it ideal for company car drivers looking for a practical SUV 
with low benefit-in-kind tax.

The brand is also providing low-emission solutions for 
commercial vehicle operators, with the Transit Custom PHEV.

Alongside these plug-in hybrids, Ford has introduced mild-hybrid 
engines to its core models, such as the Fiesta, Focus and new 
Puma, helping to reduce emissions and improve fuel consumption.

Next year, Ford will launch its first fully electric model, the 
Mustang Mach-E crossover, promising a range of 280 miles.

FCA
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) aims to host a special fleet 
preview of the all-new Fiat 500 BEV at Virtual Fleet & Mobility Live, 
ahead of its official launch in 2021. The new electric supermini will 
have a range of 200 miles and features a new infotainment system 
with a 10.25-inch touchscreen. 

The new Jeep Renegade PHEV and Fiat Ducato BEV will also be 
showcased through video and virtual meetings with the FCA team, 
which is planning to be based at the brand’s press garage to 
provide virtual walkarounds.

Iain Montgomery, FCA’s fleet and business sales director, will 
also be taking part in a video interview with Fleet News editor-in-
chief Stephen Briers.

VOLVO
Recently, the Volvo range has undergone a transformation, taking 
huge steps into the electrification space. It now offers plug-in 
hybrids (PHEVs) across its entire model range.

The brand has shifted away from diesel, favouring mild-hybrid 
petrol and PHEV models. The XC40, S60 and S90 are no longer 
offered with diesel, while new T6 PHEV versions of the V60, V90 
and XC60 make alternative fuel more attainable to fleet drivers.

Over the next five years, Volvo will launch five pure electric 
vehicles – starting with the XC40 Recharge P8.

Dominic Gill, Volvo’s national leasing and residual value manager, 
will be taking part in a Q&A session at Fleet and Mobility Live to 
answer any questions you have about the brand and its vehicles.

BMW
Following the launch of the Mini Electric at the start of the year 
BMW has rapidly expanded its range of plug-in hybrid models, to 
include a variety of saloons, estates and SUVs. 

The Fleet News Fleet Manufacturer of the Year also has new 
electric models in the pipeline, including the iX3 SUV with a 
279-mile range, while its existing core fleet models, have been 
updated or replaced and now feature lower-emission powertrains 
that meet the latest RDE2 requirements.

Connected services, such as the eDrive Zone function triggers 
plug-in hybrid models to automatically switch to zero-emission 
operating mode in urban low-emission zones and similar inner-
city areas. 



VISIT US VIRTUALLY AT FLEET LIVE
To find out how Chevin can help prepare your fleet  

for the future, visit our stand in hall 1, position 13

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

T
hirty years ago, with a vision of 
how technology could help fleets 
run more effectively, 21-year-old 

software programmer, Ashley Sowerby, 
founded Chevin. Three 
decades later, this high-tech 
business operates around 
the globe, offering services 
that are revolutionising the 
industry.

From its first RoadBASE 
product in 1990 to the 
ground-breaking online 
FleetWave system in 2002 
and app-based solutions 
in recent years, Chevin 
has always pushed the 
boundaries of what is 
possible, consistently delivering 
innovation.

But Chevin is not standing still. The 
pace of change in fleet management 
will accelerate in the next decade, 
reckons Ashley Sowerby, as 
technologies such as 5G and live 
streaming data from vehicles roll out, 
giving companies the ability to manage 
and react to what’s happening on the 
road in real-time.

“In the future, you will be working 
with transactional systems that give 
you information in real time, rather than 
reporting on recent events,” he says.

“To make the most of this, you 
will need incredibly sophisticated 

artificial intelligence systems that will 
help to make decisions about your 
fleet operations, such as proactively 
managing technical issues with a 

vehicle before it becomes 
critical. In the next 30 
years – and perhaps more 
than ever – it will be about 
building systems and services 
that offer smarter fleet 
management.” 

 
THE INTELLIGENCE 
REVOLUTION: 
SHARING DATA 
ACROSS THE FLEET 
COMMUNITY
Fleets are working in 

unprecedented times, with challenges 
such as radically altered working 
practices and the transition to new 
forms of mobility, technology, and 
powertrains. 

Gathering data quickly, clearly and 
accurately so informed decisions can 

be made about procurement, logistics, 
operations, safety, and cost will be vital. 

In the future, technology that shares 
data from many sources and fleets 
will be able to create a holistic picture 
for the benefit of all, allowing each 
business that we work with to see how 
other new and innovative approaches 
might apply to their operation.

“By anonymising, aggregating, and 
sharing data, we can quickly build a 
new picture of how businesses will 
buy, run and sell vehicles differently in 
future,” says Ashley. “It’s essential we 
create a community of knowledge and 
data sharing among our customers – 
with the requisite safeguards – using 
technology to meet these challenges.”

 Change is happening more quickly 
than ever before, but at Chevin, we 
ensure our customers can see the 
future, to be ahead of the curve – just as 
we have for the last 30 years, and will 
continue to for the next.

Chevin celebrates its 30th anniversary 
this year, but it is the future of fleet 
management that excites CEO and 
founder Ashley Sowerby. 

A VISION  
OF SMARTER 
FLEET 
MANAGEMENT

CHEVIN IN 2020

1.2 million 
vehicles and assets managed

180+ countries

350+ customers globally

Ashley speaking at 

Fleet Live in 2004

CEO and 

founder 

Ashley 

Sowerby
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MANUFACTURERS

RENAULT
Renault has recently expanded its model line-up with three new 
key fleet models: the Captur and Mégane E-Tech plug-in hybrid, 
and the Clio E-Tech hybrid.

Debuting advanced technology inspired by the Renault DP World 
F1 team for energy optimisation and brake regeneration, all 
models fitted with E-Tech technology offer strong performance 
with low running costs, enhancing the driving experience.

CO2 emissions range from 98g/km on the Clio and 30g/km on 
the Captur and Mégane, offering company car drivers a low-BIK 
alternative to fully electric.

The brand is set to rapidly expand the number of vehicles 
available with E-Tech powertrains.

MG MOTOR UK
MG will be using its Virtual Fleet & Mobility Live debut to 
showcase its EV prospects, including the all-new MG 5 EV estate 
car. The brand is also launching its first plug-in hybrid this year, 
adding the powertrain to the HS SUV.

The new additions, alongside the existing ZS EV, are expected to 
help MG reach a tipping point in 2021 with plug-in cars accounting 
for more than half of its total sales.

Geraint Isaac, MG national fleet sales manager, said: “There’s a 
real opportunity and sense of excitement within MG at the moment 
around our fleet business and with our EV prospects in particular.

“We’re already talking to a number of established players in the 
fleet market and have already secured some high-profile orders.” 

TOYOTA/LEXUS
While hybrid powertrains have been at the forefront of Toyota and 
Lexus’s models for many years, the company is ready to introduce 
its first fully electric model, the UX 300e. Ideal for company car 
drivers, it offers 196 miles of range and is priced from £43,900.

In the past two years there has been a significant overhaul of the 
Toyota and Lexus line-ups, with new Corolla, Camry and RAV4 
launching alongside the Lexus ES.

The new models continued to come in 2020, with the introduction 
of an all new hybrid-only Yaris and the plug-in hybrid RAV4.

During the event, Toyota and Lexus fleet boss Stuart Ferma and 
Jon Hunt, manager alternative fuels, will discuss the company’s 
strategy for sustainable future mobility.

f l e e t  a n d  m o b i l i t y l i v e . c o m   
@ F l e e t L i v e
# F l e e t A n d M o b i l i t y L i v e
F l e e t  &  M o b i l i t y  L i v e
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By Matt de Prez

he previous-generation Toyota Yaris 
was somewhat revolutionary for 
bringing a full hybrid powertrain to 
the segment but, in all other respects, 

it was more than a little lucklustre.
When the all-new fourth generation model 

arrived for testing earlier this month, however, we 
were pleasantly surprised.

Even when parked, the Yaris is remarkably more 
exciting than before. The two-tone paint, flared 
wheel arches and deep bumpers make it look 
positively sporty.

The reason for this is perfectly simple: Toyota 

wants younger people to take more notice of it. 
There’s not much that the new car shares with 

its predecessor. Under the skin, it’s based on an 
all-new platform that is related to the one that 
underpins the new Corolla (highly commended in 
the Fleet News Awards 2020), while under the 
bonnet is an all-new hybrid engine.

It’s packing a 1.5-litre three-cylinder unit, with  
two electric motors. One provides power to the 
wheels, while the other is used to regenerate 
power and start the petrol engine.

Toyota is confident the new engine ticks everyone’s 
boxes, so it’s the only powertrain on offer. It gener-
ates 116PS and 120Nm, channelled via a CVT.

While there are plenty of critics of CVT, it kind of 
works for the majority of people who will end up 
with one of these.

Toyota has actually done a pretty decent job of 
controlling the box’s desire to redline the engine, 
and has reined in the revs during acceleration so 
that passers-by don’t think you’re some kind of 
hooligan when you’re just trying to ascend a 
modest incline.

Electric power is available for longer spells than 
before and at higher speeds. While the battery 
remains small, it’s easy to keep the engine off when 
driving around housing estates, car parks and other 
places where emissions need to be kept down.

T

IGNITION: FIRST DRIVE

TOYOTA 
YARIS
With CO2 emissions starting from 92g/km, it’s one of the few non-plug-ins less than 100g/km

The interior is robust if  
a little on the grey side

Two-tone paint and flared wheel arches make  
the fourth-generation Yaris look positively sporty
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Talking of emissions – the Yaris doesn’t have 
many. It emits from 92g/km, making it one of the 
few non-plug-in models to slip below the 100g/km 
mark under WLTP testing.

That new platform doesn’t just make space for 
the new powertrain, it also enables the car to be 
almost 40% stiffer, lower and wider. The upshot is 
the Yaris is much better to drive.

You could almost call it fun. Let’s not get too 
carried away, it’s no Fiesta. But the steering is 
sharp and makes the car feel nimble. There are 
good grip levels too: you can push the Yaris faster 
and harder into corners than ever before.

At motorway speeds it feels more stable and 

ENTRY LEVEL 
Icon

RANGE TOPPER
Excel

FLEET PICK
Design

SPECIFICATIONS

P11D Price £19,730 £22,040 £20,790

CO2 emissions (g/km) 92 98 92

Monthly BIK tax (20%) 21%/£69 22%/£81 21%/£73

Fuel efficiency (mpg) 68.9 65.7 68.9

Fuel cost (ppm) 7.1 7.5 7.1

Annual VED £125 then £140 £125 then £140 £125 then £140

Class 1A NIC £572 £669 £602

Residual value (4yrs/80k) £5,575/28.3% £6,400/29% £5,825/28%

AFR (ppm) 12 12 12

Running cost (4yrs/80k) 28.3ppm 30.8ppm 29.4ppm

RENAULT CLIO 
E-Tech Iconic

FORD FIESTA 
1.0T MHEV Titanium

VOLKSWAGEN POLO 
1.0 TSI SE L

SPECIFICATIONS

P11D Price £20,815 £19,630 £19,570

CO2 emissions (g/km) 98 115 118

Monthly BIK tax (40%) 22%/£76 26%/£85 26%/£85

Fuel efficiency (mpg) 64.2 56.5 54.3

Fuel cost (ppm) 7.7 8.7 9

Annual VED £125 then £140 £175 then £150 £175 then £150

Class 1A NIC £632 £704 £702

Residual value (4yrs/80k) £5,475/26.3% £5,100/25.9% £5,950/30.4%

AFR (ppm) 12 10 10

Running cost (4yrs/80k) 29.4ppm 30.9ppm 29.3ppm

RIVALS

refined, happily cruising at 70mph while returning 
upwards of 50mpg.

The official figure of 68mpg is possible, although 
it requires a fair bit of urban driving where the car 
operates in EV mode more frequently.

Switching to a three-cylinder engine was a smart 
move. The unit, despite lacking a turbocharger, is 
free revving and feels much sweeter than the old 
four-cylinder unit.

It’s a bit coarse when cold, but you soon get  
used to the thrummy engine note and it isn’t too 
intrusive.

We completed a number of journeys during our 
time with the car and it never managed less than 
50mpg. 

Inside, the cabin is a tad gloomy. This is mainly 
due to excessive use of grey plastics. Build quality 
is robust, however.

The eight-inch infotainment screen (entry-level 
models get a seven-incher) dominates the dash-
board, jutting out so it falls to hand while on the 
move.

Apple CarPlay and Android Auto come as 
standard and are required for sat-nav as there’s 
no built-in option. The rest of the system is pretty 
basic but has DAB and Bluetooth, which should 
be enough to keep most drivers happy.

The instruments use three digital displays.  
A centre colour screen contains the trip computer, 
while two circular displays provide the speed, fuel, 
temperature and selected gear. It’s a slick set-up 
and is easy to understand.

Interior space is moderate – other cars in the 
segment, such as the new Renault Clio, feel more 
spacious. 

The Yaris also falls short on boot space, with a 
meagre 281 litres versus the Clio’s 380.

Four models are available, priced from £19,730. 
Toyota’s Safety Sense suite of driver assistance 
systems comes as standard and includes lane 
keeping assist and adaptive cruise control.

You also get aircon and a reversing camera on 
the base model.

We’d recommend the £20,790 Design grade. It 
comes with the aforementioned digital dial setup 
and LED headlights.

The £21,790 Dynamic comes with faux-leather 
seats, keyless entry and a JBL sound system, but 
rides on larger 17-inch alloy wheels which spoil 
the ride a tad.

Range-topping Excel is £22,040 and gets  
electric folding door mirrors and blind spot  
monitoring.
n See Clio review on page 64.



RENAULT CLIO E-TECH HYBRID

By Andrew Ryan

ompany car drivers wanting a hybrid 
supermini have traditionally had the 
choice of the Toyota Yaris or Honda 
Jazz, but Renault is aiming to shake 

up that sub-sector with its Clio E-Tech hybrid.
It has an established history in the battery 

electric vehicle (BEV) market with models such as 
the Zoe and Kangoo ZE, and no company has sold 
more pure EVs in Europe over the past 10 years.

Renault has now expanded its electric reach into 
the hybrid and plug-in hybrid sectors with its 
E-Tech range which, as well as the Clio hybrid, 
includes Captur (see September’s Fleet News for 
first drive) and Mégane PHEVs.

The Clio doesn’t share their powertrain, but, 
instead, uses a 1.6-litre petrol engine accompanied 
by two electric motors – a large motor to directly 
power the wheels and a smaller high-voltage 
starter generator. Both recover energy for the 
car’s 1.2kWh lithium-ion battery through brake 
regeneration when slowing.

Compared with an internal combustion engine 
(ICE) vehicle, Renault says the hybrid powertrain 
saves up to 40% in fuel and is capable of travelling 
in electric mode up to 80% of the time. 

This gives the Clio an official combined fuel 
economy of 64.2mpg with CO2 emissions from 98g/
km, putting it in the 22% benefit-in-kind tax bracket.

The Clio hybrid features a clever multi-mode 
clutchless gearbox. This offers two ratios for the 
main electric motor and four for the petrol engine 
to give 15 gear combinations in total, which Renault 
says enables the car to choose the most efficient 
ratio for any situation. 

I don’t understand all of the inner workings of the 
gearbox, but I do know it contributes to a smooth, 
enjoyable driving experience.

The Clio always starts in electric mode and can 
be driven at up to 27mph on the battery alone. Its 
petrol engine kicks in dependent on how the car is 
being driven or when the battery is depleted and, 
when it does, the shift is barely noticeable.

Performance from the 142PS powertrain – the 
most powerful option in the current Clio range – is 

sprightly and that contributes to an engaging 
driving experience. It’s not quite on the same level 
as that offered by the Ford Fiesta, but it’s not far 
away with its well-weighted steering and 
composed ride being particular highlights.

The cabin also impresses. It is largely shared 
with other Clio models, which means it offers 
plenty of room as well as featuring high-quality 
materials throughout.

The hybrid is available in Play, Iconic, S Edition and 
RS Line trim levels, and all models feature a 7.0- or 
9.3-inch infotainment touchscreen, dependent on 
equipment grade. Other standard equipment 
includes LED headlights, lane departure warning 
and air-conditioning or climate control.

The upper equipment grades feature a 7.0-inch 
TFT instrument cluster and hands-free entry and 
start, which enhances the high-tech feel of the car.

The petrol and diesel Clio models were already 
highly accomplished superminis, and the addition 
of the hybrid powertrain has made it an even more 
convincing fleet offering.
n See Yaris review on page 62.

C

Latest hybrid from Renault looks set to give the Yaris and Jazz a run for their money

High-quality materials  
feature throughout the interior

FLEET PICK 
CLIO E-TECH HYBRID S EDITION

SPECIFICATIONS

P11D Price £21,815

Monthly BIK (20%) 22%/£80

Class 1A NIC £662

Annual VED £125 then £140

RV (4yr/80k) £5,775/26.5%

Fuel cost (ppm) 7.65

AFR (ppm) 12

Running cost (4yr/80k) 31.10ppm

CO2 (g/km) 99g/km

Mpg 64.2
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ALFA ROMEO GIULIA

By Matt de Prez

or some fleet managers, the thought 
of putting Alfa Romeos on their choice 
list is still as absurd as a Montague 
dating a Capulet. But this is 2020, so 

let’s shun our prejudices and embrace change. 
Welcome to the new Giulia.

You might think, “it looks exactly the same as the 
old one” and that’s because, well, it does. Alfa 
Romeo was keen not to mess up a good thing and 
so it has listened to the criticisms of its customers 
and the media, to address the car’s shortcomings.

No one complained about the way the Giulia 
looked, or the way it drove. So, I’m pleased to report 
that both of those factors have been left well alone.

What did affect the Giulia, when compared with 
its rivals, was its low-rent infotainment system and 
some non-premium trim pieces inside.

The model line-up and options list was also 
confusing, while the fleet-oriented version lacked 
the flair and equipment of more expensive variants.

This facelifted model has been given a new 

infotainment system. It’s still controlled, thankfully, 
using a rotary dial mounted on the centre console 
and it still uses a TomTom based sat-nav system 
that isn’t the best on the market, but it’s crisper, 
easier to use and, most importantly, has Apple 
CarPlay and Android Auto.

It also has connected services too, including a 
mobile app and a central portal which will provide 
fleet managers with real-time vehicle monitoring, 
remote diagnostics, service requirements and 
geofencing. Data can also be exported to a third-
party management tool. The system and pricing is 
set to be announced next month. 

Interior plastics have been given a quality boost, 
there are more soft-touch bits and improved tactility.

Some of the unique elements of the Giulia, such 
as its steering-wheel-mounted engine start 
button, remain and give the car character. We’d 
recommend the optional (£295) metal paddle 
shifters to enhance the ‘Alfa’ experience further.

The Giulia is now a nicer place to be and what a 
place it is. Nothing feels as special as a Giulia in 
this segment and that is due to one major factor. 

When the German brands design their models 
they focus on the core versions first then engineer 
them up to provide the ‘hot’ models. 

Alfa does it the other way around. It designed the 
Giulia to be the Quadrifoglio – a car that is widely 
regarded as one of the best currently available in 
this sector.

Even the basic Giulia benefits from that DNA and 
it can be felt at every step of the journey. This is a 
car for drivers, and they won’t be disappointed.

There is one area where we have to criticise the 
Giulia, however: its engine line-up. It’s a car that is 
fully able to compete with the Audi A4, BMW 3 
Series and Mercedes-Benz C Class, but all of these 
are available with at least a mild-hybrid engine. Alfa 
offers a pair of diesel engines, with 160PS or 190PS. 
Neither is RDE2-compatible, so BIK starts at 34% 
– some way off a 320d’s 27%. You should expect 
fuel economy in the mid-40s. Petrol models are 
even less efficient and this is where Alfa’s 
non-electrified platform really falls short of rivals.

It’s not the cheapest, nor the most cost-effective, 
but embracing the Giulia will not end in tragedy.

F

Romeo and Giulia: the love story that doesn’t end in tragedy

The latest Giulia boasts a more 
user-friendly infotainment system

IGNITION: FIRST DRIVE

FLEET PICK  
GIULIA 2.2 TD 190 LUSSO TI

SPECIFICATIONS

P11D price £40,570

Monthly BIK 35%/£236

Class 1A NIC £1.960

Annual VED £540 then £475

RV (4yr/80k) £11,225/27.8%

Fuel cost 9.8ppm

AFR 12ppm

Running cost (4yr/80k) 52.4ppm

CO2 143g/km

Fuel efficiency 52.3mpg
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By Trevor Gehlcken

I was disappointed to read that UK road deaths have 
flatlined since 2012, according to the latest 
Department for Transport statistics.

Today’s vehicles are loaded with so many more 
safety systems than they were back then. I can only 
put it down to sheer careless driving.

Regarding improved safety systems, take our VW 

Crafter for example. It has so many safety gadgets 
on board that only the most inattentive drivers could 
possibly crash it. 

There are the usual systems that come as a legal 
requirement now, such as ABS brakes and ESC 
traction control, but also a host of other technology 
too. 

Most notable is the city auto braking system that 

stops the van automatically if it detects an imminent 
crash at less than 30mph. That’s standard on all 
Volkswagen vans now.

Plus, admittedly at an extra cost, our van has the 
park-assist system that gives a whole series of 
aural and visual warnings if it feels I’m getting too 
close to something either back, sides or front. 

It’s so effective that it gets on my nerves 
sometimes. I have been a professional motoring 
journalist for 30 years now so do know how to drive 
after all! 

Any reversing prangs should be avoided by the 
addition in our test van of a rear view camera at £285 
– well worth the money in my opinion.

As if all that was not enough, the Crafter also has 
as standard a crosswind assist system which, in the 
event of a gust of wind from the side, stops the van 
being blown across the road.

With that lot available to drivers, all I can say is 
that if a member of your staff crashes this van, they 
probably should not be working for you!

VOLKSWAGEN CRAFTER  CR35 TRENDLINE MWB 2.0TDI 140

By Gareth Roberts

On paper, the Volkswagen Passat estate plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) looks like a no-brainer, 
with fuel economy of 180.8mpg, CO2 emissions of 
33g/km and a pure electric driving range of 33 miles 
WLTP.

Our long-term test car, however, is delivering a 
range of 25 pure electric miles on a full battery 
charge, while full driving range on electric and 
petrol is 450-plus miles. 

A 167-mile roundtrip to mid-Wales, for example, 
using the 1.4-litre petrol engine and a full battery 
returned 54.5mpg. The return journey on zero 
battery charge, saw that fall to 39.7mpg.

Using a 3.6 kW wall charger it will take three-and-
a-half hours to fully charge, but a three-pin 3kW 
plug made it five hours at a cost of around £2.15, 
equating to 7.7 pence per mile (ppm).

Fuel for a typical petrol or diesel car costs around 
12p per mile – so the cost for driving the same 

distance would be around £3.40, giving you a £1.25 
saving.

From a company car driver’s perspective, it 
attracts 10% (2020/21) benefit-in-kind (BIK) tax; 
£828 this tax year for a 20% taxpayer – substantially 
less than the £2,054 for the diesel equivalent.

Class 1 NICs for the employer are also a lot less 
– £571 for the PHEV compared with £1,417 for the 
diesel. But, while first year road tax is avoided 
altogether for the PHEV, there is a subsequent 
annual charge of £465. 

That compares with £215 first year road tax for 
the diesel and £150 thereafter.

The high P11D value (£41,395) of the PHEV means 
employers will also have to dig a little deeper in 
terms of overall running costs when operating on a 
48 months/80,000 miles cycle. 

The Fleet News company car tax calculator gives 
the PHEV a 50.84ppm running cost compared with 
43.8ppm for a 2.0-litre diesel equivalent. 

The PHEV wins on fuel costs but loses out on 
depreciation, costing 38.62ppm compared with 
30.36ppm for the diesel. 

VW PASSAT  ESTATE GTE ADVANCE 1.4 TSI PHEV
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MAZDA CX-30  2.0 180PS 2WD SPORT LUX

By Sarah Tooze
The Mazda CX-30 achieved a five-star Euro NCAP 
rating last year and I’ve been impressed by how 
many safety and assistance features are standard.

While it’s no surprise that Mazda’s autonomous 
emergency braking system, Smart Brake Support, 
is included, it is pleasing to have a head-up display 
and a blind spot monitoring system with rear cross 
traffic alert also as standard. 

Key rivals the Nissan Qashqai and Volkswagen 
T-Roc, for example, don’t have either as standard 
(although the T-Roc does have lane assist). 

Some fleet managers have concerns that 

drivers will become reliant on blind spot 
monitoring and cross traffic alerts and stop 
checking over their shoulder, but I am a fan of the 
technology.

I find the CX-30’s head-up display non-intrusive 
compared with other systems I’ve experienced. It 
includes traffic sign recognition (which has proved 
accurate except for one road near my house), 
vehicle speed, turn-by-turn navigation and cruise 
control information.

Other standard safety features on the CX-30 
include driver attention alert, rear parking 
sensors and an adjustable speed limiter. 

By Stephen Briers
Despite lugging around an 85kW Li-ion battery, 
the PHEV Superb is a highly practical family car.

The battery is tucked away in the chassis floor 
under the rear seats. Meanwhile, the two charging 
leads, one fast, one three-pin, are stored in a 
convenient compartment below the boot lining. 

Consequently, the PHEV offers impressive 
luggage capacity of 485/1,610 litres (seats up/
down) – admittedly noticeably less than the 
cavernous 625/1,760 in the petrol/diesel models, 
but not much smaller than the likes of the Ford 
Mondeo (541 litres), Peugeot 508 (487 litres) and 
Vauxhall Insignia (490 litres).

Fuel efficiency, mentioned in previous tests, 
depends on the ability to charge. The 34 miles of 

electric range would be sufficient for my pre-Covid 
commute but working from home with no fast 
charger means the car has not enjoyed a boost 
for months.

The electric apparatus, including the 135kg 
battery, electric motor and leads, increase the 
weight of the Superb from 1,360kg for the 1.4 
petrol to 1,730kg. You might expect a major hit to 
the fuel efficiency running the PHEV solely on 
petrol, but you’d be wrong. We’re averaging 
48mpg compared with the official combined 
54mpg for the lighter 1.4 petrol.

Inside, you couldn’t ask (or want) for more 
space. Head, arm and leg are proffered ample, 
best-in-class space, with five adults easily 
accommodated. 

VIEW OUR FLEET IN DETAIL AT fleetnews.co.uk/cars/long-term-car-reviews
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ŠKODA SUPERB
IV SE L HATCH 1.4 TSI 218PS DSG 

I have tested a couple of 
plug-in hybrids and a 
full electric car over 
the past few weeks 
and my most recent 
electricity bill has 

gone up considerably. I 
have been paying the 

same per month for the past 18 months, 
but it has suddenly gone up by £42pm. 

I can only put this down to charging up the 
cars, but not excessively. Maybe the utility 
company has seen the rise in electricity 
from the meter readings and assumed that 
this extra consumption will continue.

Fewer cars on the driveways
I live on a new housing development of 
around 80 properties. Over the past month, 
being a bit nosey, I have noticed some cars 
missing from drives, so asked about them. 
Of the four residents I asked, each had the 
same answer: “We have decided we don’t 
need two cars any more, we can manage 
with one now.” As more and more people 
work from home and no longer travel for 
business meetings, the car is not needed as 
much and one will be sufficient. Four 
houses out of 80. Multiply this around the 
country and there is a problem brewing. 

New 70-plate registrations were the 
lowest for a considerable time, and this 
could be partly due to families going from 
two cars to one. This could just be a short-
term thing and when things get back to 
some sort of normality, new car sales could 
boom. But, if you’re a manufacturer trying to 
plan the number of cars you need over the 
coming months, it is mission impossible.

Dilemma for manufacturers
Speaking of manufacturers, many are now 
going through the heartache of knowing the 
end of the year is nigh. What do they do with 
the cars that will not comply with new 
regulations from 2021? Do they register 
them in December leaving them with 
thousands of unsold and registered cars? 
Will they have to have ‘fire-sales’, all at a 
time when new car sales are depressed 
anyway? Many will really have been hoping 
for a near-normal September in which 
many more cars would have found homes, 
but that wasn’t the case unfortunately.

The other problem in the offing, and really 
nobody has the answer, is the uncertainty 
over tariffs on some new car imports as a 
result of Brexit. 

If you are a leasing company and the cars 
you order arrive in the UK after January 1, 
this could put up significantly the monthly 
payment to the customer. Does the fleet 
industry assume tariffs will apply, and put 
up quoted monthly payments now, or hope 
for the best, and sit tight on current 
payments? Who knows? But it does need 
discussing and plans B, C and even D need 
to be in place, just in case.

By Martin Ward

WARDY’S 
WORLD

I have tested a couple of 
plug-in hybrids and a 
full electric car over 
the past few weeks 
and my most recent 
electricity bill has 

gone up considerably. I 
have been paying the 
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By Matt de Prez

Our time with the Volvo S90 feels like it’s over before 
it really began. We were lucky to squeeze in a few 
lengthy trips to stretch its legs in the past three 
months, but a lack of face-to-face events means I’ve 
not spent as much time behind the wheel as I’d have 
liked.

We’ve still learned plenty about the car, however. 
Since my last report, fuel consumption has improved 
and now sits at 48mpg as an overall average – that’s 
an improvement on the 42mpg we achieved in the 

last-generation car we tested back in 2018.
Analysis of my driving via the Volvo app shows a 

third of the total miles covered were done on electric.
It’s easy to bimble around on the battery and, 

despite the Volvo’s electric motor and engine not 
being mechanically linked (the motor drives the rear 
wheels), the transition to petrol is smooth.

My only gripe with the car – and it really is the only 
thing I’ve not liked – is the charging speed. Connected 
to the three-pin plug in my garage, the S90 takes 
around five hours to recharge. If I plug in to a ‘proper’ 

charge point, it will only charge at 3.7kW, meaning it 
still takes more than three hours.

New Land Rover PHEV models can charge in just 
30 minutes, which means if you pop to the shops or 
stop at a services you can boost the battery much 
quicker and burn less petrol.

I’ve avoided public charge points for this reason. It’s 
not worth the cost or time, let alone blocking the point 
for someone else.

You can, of course, charge on the move, but fuel 
economy drops rapidly. I’ve found it better to use the 
‘Hold’ function when driving on faster roads to save 
the charge for urban areas.

While the S90 T8 isn’t the cheapest in its class, once 
you consider its performance, specification and size, 
it is a magnificent choice. 

VOLVO S90  T8 INSCRIPTION

By Jeremy Bennett

Peugeot’s first plug-in hybrid joins the Fleet News 
long-term test fleet just as new car registration 
figures from September reveal the popularity of 
diesel in this plate-change month continued to 
decline with a dramatic fall of 140% year-on-year, 
while that of petrol plug-ins soared 140%.

It’s timely then that, until March, I’ll be testing the 
heady mixture of efficiency and high performance 
encapsulated in the 3008 Hybrid4.

Low CO2 emissions of 31g/km means this SUV 
falls in the 6% benefit-in-kind (BIK) tax band; its 
13.2kWh battery provides up to 40 miles of electric, 
zero emission range, taking less than four hours to 
charge.

But, this is also the most powerful Peugeot 
produced to date. 

It has a 1.6-litre turbocharged PureTech petrol 
engine and two electric motors, giving 300PS and 
providing a 0-60mph time of just 5.9 seconds. The 

PEUGEOT 3008   GT HYBRID4

Hybrid4 is also the first model in the 3008 range 
available with four-wheel drive.

Our range-topping ‘GT’ test car has a P11D price 
of £46,695. Features include: leather upholstery, 
keyless entry, adaptive cruise control and a 
panoramic sunroof.

Helping to ensure I make full use of the features 
available and peace-of-mind in using a hybrid is the 
MyPeugeot app. 

Downloadable free via Google Play and the App 
Store, you input the car’s VIN number and an email 
address to make use of fuel consumption tracking, 
technical alerts, pre-conditioning, as well as 
charging state, rate and range.

In one sense, the 3008 is not new to me. It shares 
a platform with the Citroën C5 Aircross and Vauxhall 
Grandland – both cars I’ve driven recently. And in 
2019, the 3008 won the Fleet News Award for best 
mid-size SUV. 

In the coming months, we’ll see how well the 
Peugeot compares with its peers and if it still leads 
the pack.
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Fuel consumption figures mpg (litres/100km) and CO2 emissions (g/km). New 
Combined: 49.5 (5.7) – 60.1 (4.7). CO2 emissions: 125 – 149g/km.#
Model shown is New Vivaro Elite L1H1 2.0 Turbo D 120PS with metallic paint. Conditional Sale. VAT on total transaction price payable. Small business users only 
and exclusions apply. 18+. Finance by Vauxhall Finance, CF15 7YT. Orders between 6 October 2020 to 17 December 2020, which are subsequently registered by 
Correct at time of print. #Fuel consumption data and CO2 emission data are determined using the WLTP test cycle, and the relevant values are translated back 
on the format of tyres. For more information, contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.

New Vauxhall Vivaro.
Carries British 
Business like 
no one else can.

0% Interest and £0 to pay 
for 3 months.

Available from 260 retailers nationwide.
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Vivaro range: Urban: 35.3 (8.0) – 40.9 (6.9), Extra-urban: 42.2 (6.7) – 53.3 (5.3), 

(1–49 units). All other customers are excluded. Offer subject to availability, on selected models at participating Retailers only. Finance subject to status. Ts&Cs 
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By Gareth Roberts

lmost one-in-five vans 
registered in the first half 
of 2020 was either fully 
electric or a plug-in 

hybrid, according to new data 
published by the Department for 
Transport (DfT).

Some 19,341 plug-in light goods 
vehicles (LGVs) were registered in 
the first two quarters of this year – 
62% higher than the 11,944 during 
the same period in 2019, despite the 
lockdown.

The upsurge in registrations of 
ultra-low emission vans has also 
been matched by a more than 
doubling of market share. 

In 2019, plug-in vans represented 
7% of the overall van market (up to 
3.5 tonnes); in the first half of 2020, 
that had grown to 18%.

David Bushnell, principal consultant 
at vehicle leasing company Alphabet 
GB, said: “Throughout 2020, our 
conversations with customers have 
been dominated by how to integrate 
an alternative drivetrain strategy into 
their fleets and this has continued 
during the pandemic.
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“We have been constantly engaging 

on this topic with our customers and 
are seeing a lot of forward-thinking 
businesses that are now starting to 
make the move to electric.

“With electric van sales, we’ve 
experienced a year-on-year increase 
of 72% in 2020, and we only expect 
this upsurge to continue.” 

It was a similar story at Arval UK, 
with plug-in vans gaining traction 
among its customer base. 

David Watts, senior consultant at 
the vehicle leasing company, said: 
“This year we’ve seen the level  
of interest double from our 
customers.”

Data from the Arval Mobility 
Observatory also appears to confirm 
that “high level” of interest, according 
to Watts. 

“When asked why they planned to 
adopt alternative fuels, 43% of fleet 
managers reported that they were 

looking to limit carbon emissions 
and air pollution,” he said. 

“More than a third (37%) also 
reported adopting alternative fuels 
to improve company image. This is a 
canny step as, more so than cars, 
vans are both business tools and 
mobile billboards. 

“So, maintaining access to cities 
that are adopting stricter air quality 
measures and being seen in envi-
ronmentally-friendly vehicles have 
definite benefits for fleets which 
make the switch.”

MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS
Alison Bell, marketing director at 
Venson Automotive Solutions, also 
reports a growing interest from 
commercial fleet operators in 
plug-in vans. 

She explained: “The motivation 
seems to be driven by one or all of 
the following: they have a clear 
strategy for lowering CO2 across the 
organisation; they have an interest in 
understanding whether the tech-
nology suits their operational 
requirements; it adds to their brand 
by having greener vehicles on fleet; 

DfT data confirms that switch to 
alternative fuels is gathering pace 
Government says fleet views are ‘critically important’ as 2030 ICE van ban is considered

WE’VE EXPERIENCED A YEAR-
ON-YEAR INCREASE (IN ELECTRIC 

VAN SALES) OF 72% IN 2020

DAVID BUSHNELL, ALPHABET GB 

PLUG-IN VAN REGISTRATIONS Source: DfT
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DIESEL AND PETROL BAN
The growing interest in plug-in vans 
comes as the Government is consid-
ering its response to a consultation 
on bringing forward the ban on the 
sale of new diesel and petrol vans 
and cars, from 2040 to 3035 or 
earlier and including hybrids for the 
first time. 

The consultation ended 
on July 31, and a  
decision is expected 
in the coming 
weeks. Trans-
port secretary 
Grant Shapps 
says that the 
views of the fleet 
and leasing 
industry are of 
“critical importance” in 
making that decision.

He told delegates at the 
‘Fleets in Charge’ 
virtual conference, 
organised by the 
British Vehicle 
Rental and 
Leasing Associ-
ation (BVRLA): 
“No one has 
greater insight 
into the current 
generation of electric 
vehicles and how the 
market is developing or the 
challenges of bringing forward the 
transition date than you.”

More than half (51%) of attendees 
at the conference said a more  
realistic target for ending the sale of 
diesel and petrol vans and cars was 
2035; more than a third (36%) 

believed that 2030 was possible, 
while just 13% agreed with the 
existing 2040 Government target.

Asked if there should be a different 
end date for internal combustion 
engine (ICE) vans, just over a third 
(35%) said sales restrictions should 
apply at the same time, while the 

vast majority – 65% – wanted 
any ban on ICE vans five 

years later.
Nevertheless, 
British Gas, 
O p e n r e a c h , 
Tesco, DPD UK, 
Mitie, SSE and 
E.On are among 
a coalition of 27 

companies – part 
of the UK Electric 

Fleets Coalition – that 
are calling on the Govern-

ment to bring forward a 
ban on the sale of new 

petrol and diesel 
vans and cars to 
2030.

SSE chief 
executive Alistair 
Phillips-Davies 
said: “Since May, 

we’ve been 
calling on Govern-

ment to adopt a 2030 
end date for the sale of 

ICE cars and vans, and are 
pleased to join other leading UK 
businesses in this call as part of the 
UK Electric Fleets Coalition.   

“Making the switch to electric  
vehicles will not only help tackle 
climate change and improve air 
quality in our towns and cities, but it 

and they perceive that there are cost 
savings for their organisation.”

British Gas placed an order for 
1,000 electric vans from Vauxhall 
and said further orders will follow as 
it transitions to an all-electric fleet 
(commercialfleet.org, July 7).

The Vauxhall Vivaro-e vans will be 
delivered over the next 12 months 
and be rolled out nationwide to be 
used by British Gas engineers.

The organisation and its parent 
company Centrica, which runs 
12,000 vehicles making it the third 
largest commercial fleet in the 
country, has committed to transi-
tioning to a 100% electric fleet by 
2030 under the EV100 initiative.

In deploying the electric vans, 
British Gas will also target areas 
where pollution is a problem and 
where replacement cycles allow.

ALL-ELECTRIC FLEET BY 2030 
Openreach placed an order for 270 
Vauxhall Vivaro-e vans weeks later 
(commercialfleet.org, August 10).

With around 27,000 vehicles, 
Openreach operates one of the UK’s 
largest fleets, and has run diesel 
versions of the Vauxhall vans for the 
past 15 years, but it has also 
committed to operating an all-elec-
tric fleet by 2030.

Clive Selley, Openreach CEO, 
explained that the order was an 
“important first step” as it begins to 
move its fleet to being fully electric.

It is also trialling the Ford Transit 
Custom plug-in hybrid to determine 
whether the powertrain technology 
will suit its day-to-day operations 
(commercialfleet.org, August 7).

62%
year-on-year growth in 
plug-in van registrations

18%
plug-in van market share

will help drive the costs of EVs down 
and spur the development of a new 
clean industry contributing to a 
green recovery. 

“We’re doing our part by commit-
ting to decarbonising our own fleet 
of vehicles by 2030.”

DfT data has recently shown the 
scope for employing hybrid or fully 
electric vans (commercialfleet.org, 
October 5). 

PLUG-IN SCOPE
The provisional findings of the 
2019-20 van survey showed that half 
of all vans stayed local, within 15 
miles of their base, on a typical day. 
Just over a third of vans travelled 
regionally (34%), 14% travelled 
nationally and 1% internationally 
(commercialfleet.org, October 5).

The data showed that those vans 
classed as ultra-low emission vehi-
cles (ULEVs), emitting 75g/km of 
CO2 or less, were more likely to be 
used locally compared with ICE 
vans. 

On a typical day, 75% of ULEVs 
stayed within 15 miles of their base, 
compared with 50% of non-ULEVs. 
Only 1% of ULEVs travelled more 
than 50 miles away from their base 
on a typical day.

However, vans used primarily for 
‘transport’, ‘carrying equipment, 
tools or materials’ or the ‘delivery/
collection of goods’ tended to travel 
further than 15 miles from base.

The group most likely to go further 
were vans used for ‘delivery or 
collection of goods’, with 61% of 
these travelling regionally or further 
on a typical day.

Openreach operates around 27,000 
vehicles, making it one of the UK’s 
largest fleets. It has committed to 
operating an all-electric fleet by 2030.
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A D V ICE  L INE
By Ray Marshall, senior transport advisor, Logistics UK

If you are considering the use of respiratory 
protective equipment (RPE), the hazard and risk 
information gathered in your COSHH (Control of 
Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 
2002) risk assessment is required to select the 
correct equipment. 

The law requires employers to prevent – or 
control – the exposure of employees and other 
people, such as subcontractors, to hazardous 
substances at work.

Before using RPE, exposure should be 
controlled by other measures which are 
reasonably practicable, such as local exhaust 
ventilation. In other words, RPE should only be 
used as a last choice of protection when working 
with hazardous substances such as gases, 
solvents, powdered chemicals, mists and sprays 
or when entering a confined space.
You could need to use RPE for the following:
•  While you are arranging to install other control 

measures.
• For clearing up a spill.
• For maintenance.
•  During temporary failure of a control measure 

at source.
•  For cleaning, e.g. low pressure washing  

of a dusty shed.
• For short, one-off procedures.
•  When needed in addition to other control 

measures for safe working.
•  When staff need to work in areas where 

oxygen levels are low, such as confined spaces 
Before providing RPE to employees, you should 
always assess the risks presented by exposure 
to hazardous substances. Then, identify the steps 

Respiratory protective equipment (RPE) basics

Today we had a vehicle MOT 
failure for a defective parking 

brake. I understand traffic 
commissioners will be notified  
via Driver and Vehicle Standards 
Agency (DVSA) records. As the 
goods vehicle operator licence 
holder/transport manager, do I 
have to also notify the traffic 
commissioner in writing?

The traffic commissioner will 
be aware through the DVSA. 

However, the operator/transport 
manager should also tell the 
commissioner the reason for the 
failure and what measures will be 
taken to prevent a re-occurrence.

Please can you explain what 
the difference is between the 

following: VTG6, VTG6A, VTG7 and 
the VTG7A?

The VTG6 and VTG7 are 
earlier versions of the 6A and 

7A. The VTG6A is known as the 
plate and should be displayed in the 
cab of the vehicle or nearside of a 
trailer, whereas a VTG7A is the 
plating certificate which should be 
kept in the vehicle history file and 
taken with the vehicle when it is 
presented for annual test. 

The main difference between the 
6A and 7A is that the 7A contains 
the tyre sizes.
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An updated version of the Senior Traffic Commissioner’s Statutory Guidance 
and Statutory Directions has been published.

The updates to the documents include:
•  Users of Vehicle Operator Licensing (VOL) should have their own unique 

log-in; a list of users is kept and updated when someone leaves or joins.
•  Operators are expected to be aware of best practice advice on matters 

including transport security, bus and coach security, minimising diesel 
spillages, etc.

•  Operators, drivers and transport managers are expected to make use of 
the guidance available on bridge strikes; operators found to be culpable in 
a bridge strike event may be called to a public inquiry.

•  An update to reflect decisions regarding self-employed status.
•  Information regarding delegation of decisions to the Office of the Traffic 

Commissioner (OTC) staff.

Updated traffic commissioner’s 
directions and guidance

needed to control the risks adequately and put 
them into operation while ensuring they remain 
effective. RPE may be one of these control 
measures.
If you decide to provide RPE as one of the 
control measures, you need to:
•  Select the RPE that is right for the hazardous 

substance, the environment in which it is going 
to be used, the task and the wearer.

• Inform and train RPE users.
•  Ensure RPE is maintained in accordance with 

the manufacturer’s instruction.
•  Supervise RPE wearers to ensure they are 

using the RPE in accordance to manufacturer’s 
instruction and the training provided.

•  Safely dispose of damaged or used RPE and its 
components, taking note of waste handlers’ 
health and safety.

For RPE to remain effective, it should be 
integrated into operational procedures. You must 
ensure that control measures, including RPE, are 
used properly and are not made ineffective by 
incorrect work practices or use. You should 
ensure employees use the control measures, 

including RPE, the way they are intended to be 
used and as trained and instructed by you. It is 
often best to give a choice of several correctly 
specified types of RPE to wearers so they can 
choose the one they like.
You will require adequate and suitable RPE that 
is to ensure the wearer is protected, meaning:
•  Adequate – It is right for the hazard and 

reduces exposure to the level required to 
protect the wearer’s health.

•  Suitable – It is right for the wearer, task and 
environment, so the wearer can work freely 
and without additional risks due to the RPE.

To select RPE that will protect the wearer you 
will need a basic understanding of:
•  The hazardous substance and the amount in 

the air (exposure).
•  The form of the substance in the air (e.g. gas, 

particle, vapour).
• The type of work being carried out.
•  Any specific wearer requirements, such as 

other PPE or a need for spectacles.
n See also www.hse.gov.uk/respiratory-
protective-equipment/
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‘We can’t let 
Covid stop us 
doing things’

ouise Whitehouse, managing 
director, fleet maintenance Europe 
at FedEx and the winner of the  
headline ‘Woman of the Year’ Award, 

is on a mission to give more women the confi-
dence and the connections to develop their 
careers in transport.  

She founded and chairs FedEx’s internal 
networking group, the UK Women’s Inclusive 
Network, which has grown to nearly 700 
members since its launch on International 
Women’s Day in March last year.

The network purposefully has ‘inclusive’ in its 
title because although it is “about women 
supporting women and advancing their careers, 
we need men to do that too”, Whitehouse 
explains. 

Men make up around 10% of the membership 
and are actively involved.

A mentoring programme was launched in 
June this year, giving 15 females working at any 
level in the business the opportunity to be 
mentored by one of the UK managing directors 
or vice-presidents for nine months. 

In keeping with the network’s ethos, all of the 
mentors are volunteers. 

VIRTUAL MEETINGS

The plan originally was for the mentors and 
mentees to meet face-to-face six times over the 
nine months as they are based throughout the 
UK, but due to Covid-19 restrictions the meet-
ings have been taking place virtually instead. 

“We can’t let Covid stop us doing things,” 
Whitehouse says. “It’s probably more important 
now that we continue to support and develop the 
teams, and mentor and coach them. 

“We can’t stop doing that just because we can’t 
physically see each other.”

Feedback from the first three months of the 
programme has been positive.  

“It can be quite daunting for, say, a traffic clerk 
to be mentored by an MD because they will think 
‘What can I say? What can’t I say?’ And I think 
it’s probably helped them a little bit with their 
confidence because they’re not having to sit in a 
room with someone,” Whitehouse says. 

 “The relationships, you can see when we were 
talking to them, how they’ve been built, even 
virtually.” 

Having virtual meetings has also enabled the 
mentors and mentees to have more regular 
meetings, often once a month. 

As well as the mentoring programme, guest 
speakers (male and female) help inspire women 
in the network. 

They talk about who their role models were, how 
they advanced their career and their background, 
which can help challenge preconceptions. 

From campaigning at a political level, 
to developing the next industry leaders; from 
transforming the way congestion is managed, 

to delivering a multi-million pound revenue 
gain: meet four women making their mark in 
transport and logistics. Sarah Tooze reports

L

GIVING 
TRANSPORT 

A GOOD NAME

here has never been a more interesting time to work in 
fleet or the wider transport and logistics industry.

The use of big data, the move towards electric vehicles, 
the development of connected and autonomous vehicles 

and Mobility as a Service (MaaS) all bring new opportunities – and 
require new skillsets. 

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, industry ‘outsiders’ are finally starting 
to appreciate what a fundamental role transport plays in our lives. 

All these factors have the potential to attract new people to the 
sector but more still needs to be done to increase diversity, which will 
ultimately help businesses to thrive. Women account for just 20% of 
the overall transport and logistics workforce, although the proportion 
of female readers of Fleet News is higher at 29%.

One way to address the gender imbalance is to champion the 
achievements of those women already working in transport and  
logistics and help inspire the next generation of female talent.

That’s precisely what the Everywoman in Transport and Logistics 
Awards, which have been running for 13 years, does. 

This year’s awards, supported by Fleet News as the official media 
partner, took place online earlier this month due to the pandemic. But 
that didn’t stop attendees from putting on their glad rags and raising 
a toast to some remarkable achievements. 

There were 15 winners on the night (see panel on page 82).
Here we profile four of them who, in different ways, have each been 

making their mark on the transport and logistics landscape.

T
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“I think most people have worked their way up 
through a business,” Whitehouse says. “I didn’t 
set out when I was 18 to be the head of fleet 
maintenance in Europe. So, if you can tell your 
story that gives other people the confidence to 
think ‘well, what do I need to do over the next 
two years to progress?’.”

Whitehouse has progressed her career by 
being prepared to take risks and work in different 
parts of transport and logistics. 

She started in a customer service role at TNT 
in 1988 before moving into operations, where 
she “loved the whole hustle and bustle”.

She went on to become the youngest depot 
manager at the organisation, aged 23, before 
progressing to national process manager.

After having her son and returning to work, 
she was offered a role at Parcelforce as a 
general manager on a 12-month contract, which 
she decided to take because “I wanted to see 

Louise Whitehouse:
Woman of the Year

what I was capable of” rather than remaining 
“comfortable” by continuing to work at TNT.

That move was followed by various roles at 
Royal Mail and City Link, during which time 
Whitehouse discovered that she liked taking on 
something unfamiliar or something which 
needed to be changed.

In 2015, she was approached by TNT to become 
head of ground operations, precisely because 
she had had a varied career. 

When FedEx acquired TNT the following year 
Whitehouse became managing director, ground 
services – the first woman to hold a managing 
director role at FedEx – before moving to her 
current job last year. 

She is responsible for the maintenance of 7,000 
vehicles and trailers, and around 20,000 items of 
ground services equipment, along with 35 work-
shops and a team of 350 people across Europe, 
including senior managers, district managers, 
supervisors, engineers and technicians. 

As it is an international role, Whitehouse is 
used to communicating with colleagues online 
and the pandemic has not caused her or her 
team “any major issues”.

“We’ve been able to carry on and make sure all 
the safety and compliance has been completed 
so we’ve been quite fortunate,” she says.

KEY TO WHITEHOUSE’S ROLE
Making sure assets are available 24/7 and legal 
compliance throughout the various countries 
are key parts of her role. 

Whitehouse also has to consider how the move 
to electric vehicles and hydrogen will impact the 
workshops. That means upskilling people who 
are generally mechanical engineers and 
attracting new people to the industry. 

“We’ve got to get people thinking differently 
about what maintenance means,” she says. 

Attracting more women to work in the work-
shops, which are still predominantly male, will 
help address the skills shortage.

In the past two years, FedEx has focused on 
engaging with more women in the recruitment 
process for its apprenticeship programme, 
resulting in three female apprentice technicians 
joining the business because “they were the best 
candidates for the job”. 

Whitehouse is now a member of the European 
FedEx Diversity and Inclusion Council, whose 
aim is to ensure FedEx is “living and breathing 
the culture values that we say are within the 
business”. 

She intends to start working with the other 
countries in Europe to create their own women’s 
networks and potentially create a Europe-wide 
women’s network. 

The first step has been subscribing to Every-
woman for the whole of Europe, giving 
employees access to its tools for free. She also 
wants to share the best practice and learnings 
from the UK with all other European countries. 

“Generally, we have a lot of senior females in 
the business at MD, VP and SVP (senior vice 
president) level and our CEO in Europe is female 
so you’re definitely not held back,” Whitehouse 
says. “The opportunities are there, it’s about 
giving people the confidence to take them.” 

Name: Louise Whitehouse

Everywoman Award: 

Woman of the Year 

Job title: Managing director, 

fleet maintenance Europe

Company: FedEx

GENERALLY,  
WE HAVE A LOT OF 

SENIOR FEMALES IN 
THE BUSINESS. THE 
OPPORTUNITIES ARE 
THERE, IT’S ABOUT 
GIVING PEOPLE THE 

CONFIDENCE TO 
TAKE THEM

LOUISE WHITEHOUSE, FEDEX
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‘I fight for 
logistics’

aroline Moody, managing director at 
Moody Logistics & Storage and 
winner of the ‘leader’ category of the 
Freight Award, is always prepared to 

“fight for logistics”, whenever she gets the 
opportunity to speak to MPs and Government 
ministers.

“The thing I’ve always pushed is how important 
the logistics industry is because we often get 
forgotten,” says Moody, who is the third genera-
tion to lead the family-owned business.

“I’ll say, ‘do you realise that everything we 
touch, everything we wear, everything we eat 
has been transported in one way or another in 
its raw form and final state by logistics? And 
we’re the one industry that could close this 
country down if we’re not right because every-
thing relies on us doing it right’.”

The Covid-19 pandemic, says Moody, is a case 
in point.

“Whether it’s getting tests out to people or 
getting the Nightingale Hospitals ready or PPE, 
it’s all logistics,” she says. 

“So I’m trying to get the Government to see that 
if they consulted with logistics people, it could 
probably help them to make the right decisions 
of what’s possible and what’s not possible.”

Moody says the Government has been keen to 
understand how the Covid-19 pandemic has 
been affecting businesses, and, along with other 
logistics representatives, she has taken part in 
conference calls with MPs and ministers. 

“At the very beginning we were a bit like the 
supermarkets: we were really busy in March, 
April, along with the products that were going 
out,” she says. “In May, June we dropped to 
about 70% capacity and then July it just shot 
back up again and we have taken on 10-plus 
accounts in the past couple of months. We’re 
lucky, business is about 6% up.”

However, Moody admits the pandemic has 
been “scary” at times, causing her to worry 
about the health and financial risks. 

“Even as a boss you’re human and I remember 
driving home every night and having a few tears 
sometimes in the car because I’d held it together 
while I’d been at work,” she says. “You’re thinking 

‘I fight for 

Caroline Moody:
The Freight Award  

- Leader

‘Am I doing the right thing?’ Because 90% of our 
staff can’t work from home so you’re asking 
people to come into work.

“You’ve got to balance everyone’s health and 
keeping the business going because we’re not 
like a restaurant – if we closed for a couple of 
weeks and then re-opened you wouldn’t have a 
business to come back to because your 
customers’ would have gone elsewhere. I knew 
we had to keep going in that respect.”

LEADING FROM THE FRONT
Moody felt that as a leader of a transport 
company she had to be in the office too. 

“It was wrong for me to sit at home barking 
instructions on the phone to everybody else. I 
had to lead from the front and be here to give 
them the courage and foresight to keep going so 
that’s what I did.”

On the positive side, she says it has been 
“lovely to see the industry being recognised as 
key workers” and her drivers feel proud of the 
part they are playing in the pandemic, alongside 
doctors and nurses and other key workers. 

Their work has been made as safe as possible 
with masks, screens, hand gels and tempera-
ture checks.

To add to the challenge, sister company Heath-
line Commercials, which services and maintains 
Moody Logistics & Storage’s vehicles, moved to 
a £500,000 purpose-built workshop at Moody 

Logistics’ site in Cramlington, Northumberland 
in March.

The business, which Moody also heads, was 
able to hold a Covid-secure opening of the new 
workshop in July with Conservative MP for Blyth 
Valley, Ian Levy. It is the second time Moody has 
hosted Levy. He first visited during the December 
2019 General Election campaign with the then 
Business Secretary Andrea Leadsom. 

“We were lucky, we got to sit and talk through 
things like apprenticeships in the industry, fuel 
and how important it is for our industry to be 
recognised,” Moody says. 

Moody, who holds an HGV Class 2 licence, is 
also keen to promote the industry by speaking 
at business events and at schools and universi-
ties. She has shown schoolchildren that logistics 
is much more than simply ‘truck drivers’, 
pointing out to those interested in marketing that 
there are huge marketing opportunities with 
truck livery. 

She prefers to focus on the industry as a whole 
rather than the fact she is a woman in logistics.

“You want to be recognised not because you’re 
a woman in it, but because you’re good at your 
job,” she says. 

“I’ve never found it a disadvantage. I think 
sometimes when there’s so many men involved 
in transport, if you are in it as a woman I think 
you’ve got an advantage, in some respects, 
because people remember you better.”

C

Name: Caroline Moody 
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nne Shaw, director of network resil-
ience at Transport for West Midlands 
(TfWM) and winner of the ‘leader’ 
category of the Customer/Passenger 

Award, is transforming the way congestion is 
managed in the region. 

She built the business case for a Regional 
Transport Coordination Centre (RTCC), which 
brings together West Midlands transport 
authorities and agencies, emergency services 
and bus, rail and tram operators to ensure they 
plan for disruptions on the network and deal 
with incidents as they occur. 

A team of data experts, called the Data Insight 
Service, helps feed information from various 
sources into the RTCC.

“We’ve got very close to a native, real-time view 
of the highway network, along with a real-time 
view of the public transport network,” Shaw says. 

“We’ve got feeds of information coming from 
the trains – whether they’ve been cancelled or 
there are weather delays, and the same for 
buses and trams. We’ve got data coming in off 
the highway network and we’re picking up inci-
dents and road traffic collisions.”

It enables operators in the RTCC to review 
what is happening in the network and intervene 
to manage congestion.

Having that picture is essential as congestion 
is a big issue in the West Midlands. 

Shaw says 7% of the local road network carries 
about 50% of the region’s traffic and more than 
£4 billion pounds worth of investments in infra-
structure is happening at the same time, which 
will put constraints on the network. 

The construction of HS2, in particular, will be 
highly disruptive as it is, essentially, a series of 
road projects to put the trainline in, although 

Anne Shaw:
The Customer/

Passenger Award  
– Leader
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once it is delivered it will help manage capacity. 
Shaw’s congestion management plan has 

three elements: increase capacity through more 
rail and transit services and improved bus 
services to transfer people to public transport, 
and encourage cycling for shorter trips (40% of 
car trips are less than two miles); make the 
networks more efficient through investing in 
traffic signal infrastructure and, in the future, 
connected and autonomous vehicles; facilitating 
communication to encourage a behavioural shift 
among leisure and business travellers, including 
speaking to businesses about how they might be 
able to influence how staff travel. 

BETTER INFORMATION FOR CUSTOMERS
The communication side, which earned Shaw 
the award, involves giving customers better 
information about what is happening on the 
network, how it might affect them and what they 
could do differently. Surveys are used to capture 
travel behaviour but TfWM is also reaching out 
to a wider audience through social media.

In some instances, TfWM has found that 
getting people to change their travel habits 
during a temporary disruption leads to a  
permanent shift in travel behaviour. 

Shaw’s role also encompasses the not so 
‘small matter’ of the Birmingham 2022 
Commonwealth Games, which requires a well 
thought out transport plan. 

At the moment, the organising committee is 
planning for the Games to be ‘normal’ with live 
spectators, but data insights will prove valuable 
should Covid-19 restrictions be in place. 

Shaw says the RTCC has been “absolutely 
critical in managing the Covid implications on the 
transport system”.

The network went from being “very busy” to 
traffic levels “plummeting” during lockdown and 
the bus, tram and train services having to be 
reduced, with just a basic service running for 
keyworkers. 

As lockdown eased, the network had to be built 
back up again and adapted to deal with social 
distancing requirements and compliance of 
people wearing face coverings on public trans-
port, and the increase in travellers, particularly 
with the schools returning in September.  

In the current circumstances, with local 
Covid-19 restrictions in place in the West 
Midlands, there has been another in people  
travelling.

“The RTCC seeing all those data insights has 
really helped us to understand and plan for and 
manage and work across all of those different 
agencies, and helped in managing our 
combined response on the transport system,” 
Shaw says.  

As part of the development of the RTCC, there 
is a Skills Academy in place to encourage young 
people into transport, particularly around traffic 
engineering and data science.

Having started in transport nearly 30 years ago 
and feeling it was wrong to be one of just a few 
women in the room at a black tie event, Shaw 
has always been keen for more women to work 
in the sector. 

She believes that can be achieved through 
mentoring, creating an environment where 
women don’t feel intimidated, and getting both 
men and women to accept “they have a respon-
sibility to help each other progress”.

“At TfWM I’ve had the luxury of building a team 
from scratch and I’ve got a good mix of people 
from different backgrounds ,” she says. 

‘I’ve had the 
luxury of 
building a 
team from 
scratch’
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‘Look at the 
skills that  
can apply  
to logistics’

vy Mwaura, strategic marketing 
analyst at FedEx and winner of the 
‘above and beyond’ category of the 
Infrastructure Above and Beyond 

Award, has contributed to projects which have 
yielded more than £30 million additional revenue 
over three years. 

In her previous role, as revenue management 
analyst at TNT Express, she introduced a process 
to ensure the volumetric weight of boxes going 
through its locations was consistently captured, 
and the customers charged accordingly. 

“If you think of a box with a pillow inside, it 
doesn’t weigh much. But if you think of it in the 
delivery vehicle it will take up a considerable 
amount of space so it was a way to ensure we 
actually charge customers for the space that 
they take up,” Mwaura says. 

“Initially, the project generated £5,000 a week, 
then £10,000 a week until it started to accumu-
late to the point where it was £250,000 then 
£500,000. I think I completely under estimated 
what we’d able to achieve.”

‘Look at the 

Ivy Mwaura: 
The Infrastructure 

Award – 
Above and Beyond 
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The next step was to make the process as 
automated as possible to free up the loading bay 
operatives in the hub to focus on other things. 

Mwaura says that this activity has now become 
‘the norm’ throughout the UK.

Also contributing to the £30m revenue gain 
was the introduction of a non-conveyable 
surcharge for items that couldn’t be put through 
the machine and needed to be moved by two 
people or a forklift. 

Mwaura visited the hubs to find out the catego-
ries of the non-conveyable items and created a 
guide, for internal and external use.

 “It really helped relay the message why we 
needed to recover the cost of manually handling 
these items, and remove any ‘grey areas’,” she says. 

Being able to visit the hubs and see the 
processes in action, and analysing data, is what 
appeals to Mwaura about working in transport 
and logistics. 

It was initially a placement at TNT as part of 
her economics and finance degree that intro-
duced her to the industry.

Mwaura has since been back to her university 
to speak to first year students about her  
experiences and encourage them not to auto-
matically think of roles in finance or investment 
banking but to think about the transferable 
skills they have that apply to transport and 
logistics.

For Mwaura, being able to see the parcels 
and talk to the people in the depots doing the 
scanning and the loading “brings the numbers 
alive”. 

She has also been inspired by guest speakers 
at FedEx’s UK Women’s Inclusive Network (see 
page 78), which she is a member of and has 
benefited from the support of a previous Every-
woman award winner, helping her to progress 
to her current role.

I

Woman of the Year
Louise Whitehouse, managing director fleet maintenance 

Europe at FedEx 

The Freight Award – sponsored by Unipart Rail
Above and Beyond – Hollie Ridley, team leader at Wincanton

Leader – Caroline Moody, managing director at Moody 

Logistics & Storage

The Customer/Passenger Award – sponsored by  
Mercedes-Benz Vans
Above and Beyond – Kirstie Bull, manager, Lewes Road 

Depot at Brighton & Hove buses

Leader – Anne Shaw, director of Network Resilience at TfWM

The Infrastructure Award – sponsored by Wincanton
Above and Beyond – Ivy Mwaura, strategic marketing  

analyst at FedEx

Leader – Dyan Crowther, CEO at HS1 

The Supply Chain Award 
Above and Beyond – Jane Phillips, managing director at Pride & Joy

Leader – Tracey Clifford, general manager at Wincanton

The Warehousing Award – sponsored by FedEx
Above and Beyond – Katherine Parker, senior project 

manager at J Sainsbury

Leader – Natalie Davidson, head of logistics operations and 

Swindon DC general manager at WH Smith

The Industry Champion Award – sponsored by Asda
Jo Moffatt, market partner for strategic rail at Atkins

Male Agent of Change – sponsored by Siemens
David Hart, director at Momentum Transport Consultancy

Apprentice of the Year – sponsored by Mott Macdonald
Elizabeth Coase, trainee deck cadet at Shell International  

Ship Services

International Inspiration Award 
Liliana Pereira, head of operations LATAM at Steer

To find out more, visit www.everywoman.com
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What will contract hire 
and leasing look like in 
5-10 years’ time? 
This webinar will draw on data and analysis from the 2020 FN50, with a 
panel of experts dissecting leasing trends and discussing how the sector 
will need to evolve to address growing demand for mobility solutions. 

R e g i s t e r  o n l i n e  b y  v i s i t i n g  w w w . f l e e t n e w s . c o . u k / e v e n t s 

Hosted by Stephen Briers, editor-in-chief, Fleet News

Speakers include:

■ Ian Tilbrook, consultant and former VWFS fleet director

■ Fiona Howarth, CEO, Octopus Electric

■ Martin Evans, managing director, Jaama

■ Paul Hollick, chair, Association of Fleet Professionals

■ Colin Tourick, leasing consultant and expert

DETAILS YOU NEED TO KNOW:

When: 2pm, Tuesday 3rd November
Duration: 1 hour 
Cost: Free of charge 
Who should join: Leasing personnel, 
manufacturers, fleet decision-makers 
and anybody that has an interest in 
the future of the leasing industry 

Sponsored by



obile technicians who scatter tools 
and spare parts all over a van’s load 
bed without any attempt at organisa-
tion can’t expect to work efficiently or 

travel safely. 
What they need is well-thought-out load area 

storage with bins, racks, shelves and cupboards. 
That will enable them to find everything quickly, 
and handle more jobs during a working day while 
keeping everything secure as they drive. 

But how does a van operator decide which 
storage system supplier to pick? One option is to 
put the work out to tender and see who comes up 
with the most cost-efficient package. 

National Grid operates more than 6,000  
vehicles, including 3,300 light commercials. 

Last year it went to tender with a contract for 
load area fixtures and fittings, livery application 
and de-fleet services for 250 vehicles annually. 
The contract included more than a dozen different 
specifications, and Bri-Stor was the winner.

To meet the tender’s requirements, Bri-Stor had 
to show it could design, build and install the prod-
ucts National Grid needed – 10 of its design engi-
neers were employed on the project – and 
produce competitive quotations accompanied by 
illustrations outlining suggested fittings. It also 
had to demonstrate that it could manage the build 
process and meet the quality standard required; 
everything had to be designed and manufactured 
in accordance with ISO9001.

GOING TO TENDER

Bri-Stor was able to use an in-house operation – 
Hex Signs and Graphics – to produce and apply 
the livery. Its de-fleet process includes arranging 
for the handing-over of vehicles to auction houses 
when disposal time rolls round.

When Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions (HCVS) 
was asked to supply vans to a major fleet, it put 
together what national sales manager, specialist 
assets, James Bligh refers to as a mini-tender for 
the racking. “We looked at the warranty each of 
the racking companies that tendered for the work 
was offering, how good their aftersales support 
was, the cost of replacement parts and a variety 
of other factors,” he explains.

The data was run through HCVS cost of owner-
ship calculator, which worked out which firm 
offered the most competitive package overall.

While going out to tender may be viewed as the 
best option by a big fleet, especially if public money 

is involved, compiling a tender document is time-
consuming. But the time and resources required 
are significantly reduced if a framework agree-
ment covering the sector concerned happens to 
be in place.

THINKING LATERALLY

Embracing contract hire, fleet management and 
associated services, the Procurement for Housing 
(PfH) Tender Framework is a prime example. 
Managing the purchasing of more than £2.5m 
worth of goods and services a week, PfH repre-
sents more than 900 members throughout the 
UK. Van racking specialists listed as preferred 
suppliers to the framework can be appointed by 
public sector housing providers, without the need 
for a full tender, and include Bott. 

“It plays a key part in enabling us to work for 
public sector housing organisations,” says Bott 
sales director Stephen Turner. Bri-Stor and 
Sortimo are listed, too.

But working with framework agreements and 
dealing with purchasing teams can sometimes be 
problematic for leasing companies, says Venson 
marketing director Alison Bell. That’s because the 
individuals doing the buying may not have the 
same in-depth understanding of what is required 
that a fleet department does. 

A factor which could influence fleets in their 
choice is the ability of  a racking company to think 
laterally and use variations of its existing products 
to fulfil a client’s needs. Bri-Stor was able to do 
this by installing a version of its asymmetric 
wedge-shaped Vantage racking kit in Vauxhall 
Vivaros operated by Clarion Response. Part of 
Clarion Housing, one of the UK’s largest housing 
associations, its vehicles are used by trades 
people who maintain and repair properties. 

All equipped with twin sliding load area side 
doors, the Vivaros make up the bulk of Clarion 
Response’s new 300-strong van fleet. The Vantage 
racking can be accessed from both sides of the 
vehicle. As well as including racks, storage boxes,  
cabinets and tiltable bins, the package has been 
modified to meet the different user needs but 
retains enough uniformity to enable vans to be 
easily switched from one set of users to another 
– one of Clarion Response’s requirements.

Electricians and plumbers, for example, can 
make use of a diagonal tray to store lengths of 
piping while trades people of all types can avail 
themselves of a specially-designed nearside unit 

M
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Demands for racking suppliers are ever more complex 
yet they are rising to the challenge, reports John Lewis

SOUND RACKING 
MEANS BETTER 
PRODUCTIVITY
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to house sheets of glass. The design also allows 
sheets of plasterboard to be transported.

Bri-Stor arranged for Clarion Response’s 
employees to drop off their old vans – which were 
then de-fleeted ready for disposal – at its site near 
Stafford and pick up their new ones, which were 
ready to go to work straight away; the level of 
support that fleets have come to expect.

Some operators want van manufacturers and 
their dealers to supply new vehicles that arrive 
racked out and ready to go to work. “We’re seeing 
this more and more,” says Volkswagen  
Commercial Vehicles specialist sales manager, 
Nick Axtell. “Murphy Plant is a good example.”

This year, it took delivery of 134 Volkswagen 
Crafters from London VW dealer Alan Day  
Volkswagen Van Centre, complete with a bespoke 
racking system installed by Bott. “The complete 
package offered by VW meant this was an easy 
choice for us,” says Murphy Group fleet manager, 
Tony Murphy. It specified Bott as the supplier, a 
stipulation VWCV agreed to, although the company 
is not on its list of recognised partners.

In the past, Murphy Group did all the work on its 
vans’ load areas in-house. “Some of them didn’t 
even have a steel bulkhead,” Murphy recalls.

It decided to use an outside supplier in the  
interests of efficiency and safety and initially opted 
for System Edstrom, in part because of the way 
in which it had successfully crash-tested vehicles 
with racking installed.

It still has a good relationship with System 
Edstrom, Murphy stresses, but opted for Bott this 
time round as a cost-efficient alternative. Bott also 
subjects its products to regular crash-testing.

Do customers ask Axtell’s advice when it comes 
to selecting racking, shelving and so on? “What 
frequently happens is that the customer will show 
us photographs of what is installed in his existing 
vehicles,” he replies. 

He may want the same again, but Axtell and his 
colleagues may be able to come up with a more 
efficient package with the same result, hopefully 
at a lower price, which is always a focus.

EXPERTISE ON THE GROUND
Lex Autolease employs eight field-based light 
commercial vehicle engineers who regularly visit 
customers to discuss their van load area needs, 
says commercial vehicle manager Andy Hill. “The 
engineers in effect act as consultants, and try to 
find the most suitable solution,” he says. Bell 
adds: “That’s the approach Venson favours too.” 

In her view it should include talking to the van 
drivers because they know how the racking is 
used in practice; which tools they take out and use 
daily for example, and which are barely used at all.

The need for co-ordination can result in racking 
companies working with specialists in other items 
that fleets are likely to require with the aim of 
delivering a near-seamless package. 

With that in mind, Bott has a history of working 
closely with Lightfoot. It provides onboard devices 
designed to encourage drivers to improve their 
driving style, thereby reducing fuel consumption, 
emissions and accidents. Lightfoot is also a PfH 
Tender Framework preferred supplier.

Fleets expect racking companies to be capable 
of responding to the needs of a fast-changing 
market. Recognising that many people now IS
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work from home as a consequence of Covid-19, 
and may want their vehicles serviced there, 
System Edstrom is stressing its ability to equip 
vans so that they can be used as mobile work-
shops. A member of Ford’s QVM – Qualified 
Vehicle Modifier – programme, it has kitted out 
more than 100 for use by UK Ford dealers.

“They reduce the need for workshop space in 
dealerships,” says Steffen Karlsson, System 
Edstrom chief executive officer. They may also 
lessen the need for dealers to provide customers 
with loan vehicles while their vehicles are fixed.

Like many of its competitors, System Edstrom 
can equip vans with a properly-designed and 
professionally-installed load area power supply 
which can be used to provide mobile engineers 
with additional lighting, or to charge up their 
power tools. Bott is among those businesses that 
can install an inverter which can turn DC into AC, 
and enables a 12v DC battery to produce 230v AC 
mains power. Such systems must be installed 
correctly to minimise the risk of a short circuit 
leading to a fire; and a burnt-out vehicle.

Fleets are likely to favour one-stop shop 
suppliers to meet all their load area needs, rather 
than go to different vendors for racking, tow-bars, 
lighting and so on. Clarion Response wanted Bri-
Stor to fit a tracking system and roof racks to its 
vans and apply the graphics as well as install load 
area racking, and Bri-Stor duly obliged.

MORE THAN JUST STORAGE

When it comes to ancillary equipment most 
racking suppliers have the angles covered. Bott’s 
portfolio includes a Eberspacher mini hand-wash 
unit with a hot water tap; vital for many busi-
nesses in the Covid-19 pandemic. Soap and paper 
towel dispensers can be included itoo. 

“People are moving away from wash handba-
sins in vans because they can be fiddly,” says Hill. 
“But hand sanitiser dispensers are very popular.”

Modul-System can offer an onboard weighing 
package capable of monitoring front and rear axle 
weights as well as the vehicle’s gross weight. 
Figures can be displayed on an in-cab display,  
smartphone or tablet.

INNOVATION IS KEY

Some firms are developing a suite of support 
services alongside more tangible products.

Modul-System, for instance, has come up with 
a telematics and fleet management software 
package under the Modul-Fleet banner. It uses a 
dongle plugged into the van’s OBD – On Board 
Diagnostics – port, collects relevant data, uploads 
it to the driver’s smartphone, then saves to the 
cloud when the phone is connected to the internet.

Fuel consumption and driver behaviour can be 
monitored and the number of hours the driver 
has worked can be logged. The van’s wherea-
bouts can also be tracked.

Many, if not all, businesses expect innovative 
thinking from their suppliers. Openreach installs 
fibre optic cabling across the UK and recognises 
not everybody understands what it is or the 
benefits it can bring. So it asked Bott to equip two 
of its Ford Transits with a load area package that 
can help explain its activities to the general public.

As a consequence, the vans feature everything 
from a mock domestic living room with a TV 
screen and a sound bar to an Openreach  
underground access box.

Fuel consumption is a perennial concern. The 
more weight you carry, the more fuel you burn, 
so fleets tend to favour onboard storage systems 
that are durable, but do not weigh too much.

Sortimo’s SR5 racking makes use of a single 
aluminium side profile at either end of each run 
of shelves, along with lashing points mounted in 
Sortimo’s own floor. This means a heavy and 
complicated support framework, which would 
pile on kilos, take up more space and take longer 
to install, is not required.

Lightness does not mean strength is lost, insists 
Sortimo. Some of SR5’s drawers can handle 
items weighing up to 100kg, it points out.

“Weight plays a massive part in the customer’s 
decision-making, but it is not necessarily all down 
to concerns about fuel consumption,” says Axtell. 
“It may relate to payload instead and the opera-
tor’s desire to carry as many items as possible.”

It may also involve their desire to avoid venturing 
above the 3.5-tonne barrier, thereby becoming 

Openreach vans are now 

packed with innovation
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involved in O-licences, tachographs and the  
other requirements of a tightly-regulated sector 
of the market. 

Weight is a major influencing factor in Murphy’s 
choice of load area equipment, says Tony Murphy. 
“We used to specify aluminium chequer-plate 
flooring but we’ve dropped that in favour of a 
lighter floor covering instead.”

But not all businesses are as weight-conscious 
as they should be, says Hill, and that can result in 
overloading. 

“We sometimes take portable weigh pads when 
we go and see customers, and weigh a vehicle or 
two,” he says. The figures displayed can show 
they have far too much weight on board.

Some operators seek racking, shelving and 
cabinets that can be transferred from a van to its 
successor once the leasing agreement covering 
the first vehicle has expired. 

Such transfers are possible, but can be prob-
lematic. They require  organisation, onboard units 
may have to be refurbished, and installation diffi-
culties can arise if they are moved from one 
model of van to another.

Also, older racking packages may be heavier 
than their more modern counterparts, which may 
render re-use undesirable.

Even staying with the same manufacturer can 
bring problems. “You may find the next genera-
tion of Ford Transits, for example, has a load area 
that’s a slightly different shape,” says Bligh.

Murphy adds: “We keep vans for six years, and 
there is no reason why we shouldn’t re-use 
racking if it’s still useable. But if you acquire a new 
van, use it on a publicity photo shoot and it’s got 
old racking inside, somehow it doesn’t look right.”

“There isn’t a massive demand among fleets for 
racking to be given a second life,” says Axtell. The 
needs of businesses change and racking and 
binning designs that may have been appropriate 
three or four years ago may not be suitable today.

As a result fleets may conclude that the vehicles 
are best disposed of with the racking in place, or 
may wish to have it removed as part of the 
de-fleeting process. But those that choose the 
latter route may want to know if it is recyclable;  
a question which should be asked when it is  
first installed.

Steel and aluminium can be recycled easily. But 
not all plastics can be repurposed so readily – and 
while carbon fibre, which is now used by some 
racking firms, is lightweight, strong and durable, 
recycling it remains problematic.

WE LOOKED AT 
THE WARRANTY, 

AFTERSALES, COST 
AND A VARIETY OF 
OTHER FACTORS

JAMES BLIGH, HCVS

Murphy Plant took delivery of 134 
Volkswagen Crafters this year, 

complete with a bespoke racking 
system installed by Bott
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MAN TGX 26 640 6X2/2
By Tim Campbell

t’s not often a major truck manufac-
turer launches a whole new line-up 
covering the entire heavy truck 
weight range from 7.5 tonne to 100 

tonnes+. In the case of MAN Trucks, it’s 20 years 
since its last major update and perhaps it’s a little 
unfortunate it has picked 2020, considering the 
unusual nature of this year. 

Having said that, the team has obviously been 
working hard behind the scenes over the past few 
years, designing, researching and producing four 
new models covering the TGL, TGM, TGS and top 
of the range TGX.

A quick look at the key features confirms the new 
trucks are a major step forward in both technology 
and lower operating costs compared with outgoing 
models. 

A great example of the technology advancement 
is the newly-developed turn assist which helps to 
prevent accidents in urban traffic and, importantly, 
this is four years before it is legally required. On 
operating costs, MAN claims the trucks offer 
potential fuel savings of 8%, and this is matched to 
significant reductions in CO2 emissions.

“The demands made of drivers while driving are 
high,” says Manuel Marx, head of Total Vehicle 
Development at MAN Truck & Bus SE. “As a result, 
our aim was to make working with the truck 
simpler, safer and even more ergonomic. 

“We have made further improvements to its user 
friendliness by providing greater clarity and stand-
ardisation across the operating elements, as well 
as introducing intuitive handling – thanks to 
controls that are easy to grasp. We have also 
added new assistance systems and safety 
systems.”

Recently, Commercial Fleet had the opportunity 
to take the TGX for a quick drive along a stretch of 
motorway and ‘A’ roads.

MAN TGX 26.640 6X2/2 GX HIGH ROOF SLEEPER

The TGX 26.640 with the GX high roof cab is the top 
of the new TGX range and features a whole host 
of safety features linked to a new level in comfort 
compared with the outgoing generation.

The 640 is powered by the D38 in-line six cylinder 
Euro 6D engine which has three power ratings 
starting with the 548PS, rising to 588PS and finally 
the 649PS, which is developed at 1,800 rpm. The 

3,000Nm of torque is rated between 900 to 1,400 
rpm, allowing for a very flat curve giving the engine 
the ability to produce a better driving experience 
and assisting fuel economy.

Interestingly for MAN Trucks, the D38 features 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and selective cata-
lytic reduction (SCR), but its all-new D15 engine, 
which along with the D26 engine is available on the 
TGX, does not feature EGR at all. 

Behind the D38 is a revised MAN 12-speed 
TipMatic automated gearbox with a direct drive top 
gear linked by the propshaft to an all-new HY-1344 
lightweight hypoid rear axle, with 30kg less weight 
and an improved oil pump for better emissions.

Braking systems are more about electronic 
systems rather than mechanical and the new TGX 
takes this to a new level with both the braking and 
safety systems. 

The D38 engine features MAN’s multi-stage 
Brakematic engine braking system and the 
chassis has anti-lock braking, anti-slip regulation 
and an electronic stability programme. 

The safety systems, more often referred to as 
assistance systems, are numerous and read like 
a menu from a prestige passenger car list. The 

I

Fuel savings and lower emissions are just a couple of the improvements in MAN’s new range
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New line-up places an even  
greater emphasis on safety
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MODEL TESTED 

SPECIFICATIONS

Model TGX 26.640 6x2/2

Cab GX Sleeper

Engine MAN D3876LF 15.2 litre

Power 649PS (472kW) @1,800rpm

Torque 3000Nm @ 900-1,400rpm

Gearbox MAN TipMatic 12-sp Automated

Front axle 8,000kgs

Rear Bogie 19,000kgs

GVW 26,000kgs/44,000kgs

Chassis Weight 8,780kgs (Sleeper)

Wheelbase 2,600mm

Brakes Discs all round

Tank 460 litres

vehicle on the road test had adaptive cruise control 
including ‘Stop & Go’ function, emergency brake 
assist, emergency stop signal and lane guard 
Assist. It also had MAN Attention Guard which 
continuously evaluates the number of times the 
vehicle strays from the lane as well as the steering 
interventions, evaluating the driver’s alertness, 
and provides an optical warning in the display. 

Other assistance aids available include turn 
assist, which uses radar to monitor the hard-to-
see side area next to the vehicle on the co-driver’s 
side at driving speeds of up to around 20mph. If 
the system detects a potential critical situation, 
three LED modules fitted on the ‘A’ pillar will flash 
and a warning signal will also sound. 

Lane change support uses radar sensors and 
monitors the side areas to the left and right of the 
lane of the truck. If, when changing lanes, the 
sensors detects a vehicle approaching from 
behind, it warns the driver early on – also via the 
LEDs in the A-pillars. Finally, lane return assist 
(LRA) always keeps the vehicle in its lane.

ALL ABOUT THE CAB

The TGX is as much about the new cab as it is 
about the use of new technology and digitisation. 

There are eight different cab types in the new 
MAN truck range with widths at 2,240mm and 
2,440mm and roof heights staged at 1,645mm, 
1,737mm, 2,035mm and 2,260mm, offering up to 
1,100 litres of storage space.

The entire interior has been re-designed and 
improved. For instance, the controls for the 
TipMatic gearbox have been repositioned with a 
stalk switch on the right of the steering wheel. 
The semi-wraparound dashboard has a new 
optional digital 12.3-inch instrument panel which 
is matched with seven-inch sat-nav and infotain-
ment display (12-inch as an option). This can be 
controlled via a new and very handy SmartSelect 
touchpad with a convenient hand rest.

Behind the driver are revised bunks and 
mattresses up to 110mm deep with lights, locks, 
heating and windows controlled via a remote 
control and the MAN driver’s app can operate the 
infotainment system.

The exterior has also been completely revised 
featuring a distinctive radiator grille with the lion 
symbol longer and extended into the bumper 
area. Together with the drawn-down bumper, the 
flat main headlight unit comes with integrated 
daytime driving lights and turn indicator and is 
available with LED lights.

Even before you step into the GX cab, the extra 
thought MAN has put into the design is obvious. By 
the driver’s door pocket at head height is the MAN 

EasyControl system, comprising four buttons that 
control key functions such as the central locking 
and hazard warning lights. The door opens up to 
89 degrees and the two entrance steps are 
mounted on the chassis, with wider steps arranged 
in a staircase-style, helping you make it to the 
revised and 50mm longer new driver’s seat. 

NEXT TO NO NOISE

Starting up the 649PS engine produces hardly any 
noise into the cab. Select D for the TipMatic box 
and a slight press on the accelerator automatically 
releases the electronic park brake and the TGX is 
on its way.

Going along a mixture of motorway and A Roads 
the TGX takes everything in its stride, the new seat 
offers one of the best driving environments on the 
market. There’s hardly any in cab noise and the 
visibility is first class, via the mirrors or front and 
side windows. 

While MAN has let the competition get ahead of 
it in terms of cab environment, technology and fuel 
efficiency over the past couple of years, the new 
TGX takes a step beyond many in all those areas 
and more.

Our test model comes with a semi-wraparound 
dash and a seven- or 12-inch infotainment display



Not travelling enough when he had no commitments is a regret 
for Hammond. But his work allows him to indulge his love of cars; 
he enjoys fixing up old bangers and for 13 years he raced them

M AT T HE W  H A MMOND
H E A D  O F  F L E E T ,  A L T R A D  S E R V I C E S

Hobbies and 
interests? I buy 
old non-running 
motorcycles and cars 
and bring them back to 
life. It’s a challenge to 
see if I can figure out 
what’s wrong and if I 
have the skillset to 
repair them back to a 
roadworthy state.

The advice I would give to my 
18-year-old self is to stop worrying 
about what others might think and 
go and tread your own path. That, 
and to travel. The biggest regret I 
have is not travelling when I had no 
commitments or responsibilities.

Why fleet 
I think I was always destined to do 
something within automotive. Cars 
have played a large part of my life 
from fixing old bangers in my 
youth, to racing them for 13 years. 
Fleet gives me the opportunity to 
spend my days talking and working 
with like-minded people.

How I got here 
I started in sales and moved to 
profit centre management which 
ended abruptly in the 2008 
recession. This gave me the 
opportunity to decide where I 
wanted to be. Having worked 
closely with the then fleet manager, 
I thought fleet and transport offered 
a more enjoyable career path. 

Latest products, developments 
and achievements 
My biggest achievement in my 
current role must be the 
improvements in safety across the 
fleet and reduction in incidents. 
This is often the hidden side of the 
job but one which can have such a 
big influence. The latest move is 
into electrification with the first 
vans brought onto fleet earlier this 
year and an additional 60 to follow.

My company in three words 
Worldwide, innovative, ambitious.

Career influence 
Probably the biggest influence 
would be my old fleet manager 
from 2008. He was a constant 
support and was always there to 
advise. Ironically, in 2014 I returned 
to Cape to replace him.

Advice to fleet newcomers 
My biggest piece of advice would be 
to network with your peers. Learn 
from others and share ideas and 
experiences. The more you 
immerse yourself, the more you 
will get out. 

If I wasn’t in fleet 
I probably would have been a used 
car salesman. But not a very good 
one. I would have kept all the good 
ones for myself!

My first memory associated 
with a car was being driven  
in my mum’s Austin Maxi in 
summer, trying not to burn my 
legs on the black vinyl seats. 

THE  L A ST  W ORD
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motorcycles and cars motorcycles and cars 
and bring them back to and bring them back to 
life. It’s a challenge to life. It’s a challenge to 
see if I can figure out 
what’s wrong and if I 
have the skillset to 
repair them back to a repair them back to a 

The advice I would give to my 
18-year-old self is to stop worrying 
about what others might think and 
go and tread your own path. That, 
and to travel. The biggest regret I 
have is not travelling when I had no 
commitments or responsibilities.

My first memory associated 
with a car was being driven 
in my mum’s Austin Maxi in 
summer, trying not to burn my 
legs on the black vinyl seats. 

If money was no object 
car-wise, Lamborghini 
Huracan Spyder, Aston 
Martin Vanquish and an 
Audi RS6 as my daily 
drive.

My pet hate is middle lane 
hoggers, especially when 

the motorway is quiet. 
They should be made  

to take a retest.

My favourite movie 
quote is You’re gonna’ 

need a bigger boat 

(Jaws), normally used 
when my wife and I 

are leaving Ikea!

If I were made transport minister for 
the day I would cancel HS2 and use all 

the money to fix our roads. Our 
transport industry is the backbone of 

our economy and it deserves well 
maintained roads to operate on.

The song I would 
have on my driving 

playlist is ACDC – 
Back in Black.

I’m not a big reader so probably 
the book I would recommend 
others read is would be the 
Triumph GT6 Haynes Manual. 
That one got a lot of attention 
(from me) over the past few 
years. A real page turner!

N e x t  i s s u e :  R i c h a r d  T a w l k s ,  T r u c k F o r c e  e q u i t y  m a n a g e r  U K  a t  G o o d y e a r
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